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Conceptual Issues Concerning GPDs
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Fig. 1. Complete handbag diagram for s-channel virtual Compton scattering. A quark with
momentum k is hit by a virtual photon with momentum q. The final, real photon has
momentum q′.
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Fig. 2. Handbag diagram for s-channel Compton scattering: Definiton of the quantities x and ζ.
This diagram corresponds to kinematics K1 defined in Sec. 2.

in a reference frame where the momentum qµ of the photon has vanishing plus
component25,26: q+ ≡ (q0+q3)/

√
2 = 0, it cannot create partons, as their momenta

must have positive plus-components and these components are conserved in LFD.
This simplification facilitates the partonic interpretation of amplitudes.27 For that
reason, these distinctive features of LFD can be regarded as advantageous in hadron
phenomenology.

In two-photon physics such as DVCS, however, both photons cannot have
vanishing plus components simultaneously and thus further investigation is called
for to analyze the choice of a preferred kinematics in which the amplitudes are calcu-
lated and the link between the theoretical quantities, GPDs, and the cross-sections
can be established. In particular, GPDs rely on the dominance of the handbag
diagrams in DVCS, one of which is shown in Fig. 1.

The four-momenta of the initial (virtual) and final (real) photons are given by
qµ and q′µ, respectively, and the momentum transfer ∆µ = qµ − q′µ between the
two photons is related to the Mandelstam variable t = ∆2. Thus, the skewness is
given by ζ = −∆+/p+, where p+ is again the plus component of the target hadron
momentum. Since the skewness ζ is not zero in general, i.e., ∆+ = q+ − q′+ ̸= 0,
both photons cannot have vanishing plus components simultaneously. This is in
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Using the instanton picture of the QCD vacuum we compute the nucleon c̄Q(t) form factor of the
quark part of the energy momentum tensor (EMT). This form factor describes the non-conservation
of the quark part of EMT and contributes to the quark pressure distribution inside the nucleon.
Also it can be interpreted in terms of forces between quark and gluon subsystems inside the nucleon.
We show that this form factor is parametrically small in the instanton packing fraction. Numerically
we obtain for the nucleon EMT a small value of c̄Q(0) ' 1.4 · 10�2 at the low normalisation point
of ⇠ 0.4 GeV2. This smallness implies interesting physics picture – the forces between quark and
gluon mechanical subsystems are smaller than the forces inside each subsystem. The forces from
side of gluon subsystem squeeze the quark subsystem – they are compression forces. Additionally,
the smallness of c̄Q(t) might justify Teryaev’s equipartition conjecture. We estimate that the
contribution of c̄Q(t) to the pressure distribution inside the nucleon is in the range of 1�20% relative
to the contribution of the quark D-term.

INTRODUCTION

The hadron form factors of energy momentum tensor (EMT) were introduced in 1960’s in Refs. [1, 2] to study the
behaviour of hadrons in curved space-time and to obtain the basic mechanical properties of them. Nowadays the
interest to EMT form factors increased as they can be, in principle, accessed in hard exclusive processes without
invoking very weak gravitational forces and in this way to study in details the mechanical properties of the hadrons.

The symmetric QCD energy-momentum tensor operators for quark and gluon can be obtained by varying the QCD
action in respect to the metric of curved space-time, it has the following form
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The nucleon matrix element of individual pieces of EMT operator can be parameterized as the following expression,
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The physics interpretation of the EMT form factors, their calculation in various models, and extraction from

experimental data were extensively discussed in recent review [3]. Here we concentrate on the form factor c̄Q(t) =P
a=u,d,s,...

c̄a(t), which describes the non-conservation of EMT for individual quark and gluon pieces. This form factor
is important to determine the pressure forces distribution in the nucleon individually for quarks and gluons, and to
study the forces between quark and gluon subsystems in the nucleon. The form factor c̄Q(t) is the least studied, we
are aware only about the calculation of c̄Q(t) in the bag model with the result of c̄Q(0) ' �1/4 [4]. The value resulted
from the relation c̄Q(0) = �AQ(0)/4 in the bag model [4], however the authors of [4] stressed that this relation is not
true in QCD because the renormalised quark part of the energy-momentum tensor has a trace anomaly. The relations
of c̄Q(t) to twist-4 generalised parton distributions (GPDs) were derived in Refs. [5, 6, 9].

Kobzarev, Okun ’1962 , Pagels ‘1966

EMT form factors for the nucleon

The name  “D-term” is rather technical, it can be traced back to more or less accidental notations chosen 
in /Weiss, MVP ’99/. Nowadays, given more clear physics meaning of this quantity, we might call this term as
 “Druck-term” derived from German word for pressure
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MVP ‘2003

Interaction of the nucleon with gravity  

O. Teryaev called it nucleon “cosmological term” 
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Unexplored property:
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Figure 1. (a) A natural but impractical probe of EMT form factors is scattering o↵ gravitons. (b) Hard-exclusive reactions like
deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) provide a realistic way to access EMT form factors through GPDs. Here one of the
relevant tree-level diagrams is shown. (c) Information on the EMT structure of particles not available as targets, such as e.g. ⇡0,
can also be accessed from studies of generalized distribution amplitudes (GDAs) which are an “analytic continuation” of GPDs
to the crossed channel. The shown reaction �
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VI. THE LAST GLOBAL UNKNOWN PROPERTY OF A HADRON

The D-term is sometimes referred to as the “last unknown global property.” To explain what this means we recall
that the structure of hadrons, the bound states of strong interactions, is most conveniently probed by exploring
the other fundamental forces: electromagnetic, weak, and (in principle) gravitational interactions. The particles
couple to these interactions via the fundamental currents Jµ
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which are conserved (in case of weak
interactions we deal with partial conservation of the axial current, PCAC). The matrix elements of these currents are
described in terms of form factors which contain a wealth of information on the probed particle. The undoubtedly most
fundamental information corresponds to the form factors at zero momentum transfer. For the nucleon, these are the
“global properties:” electric charge Q, magnetic moment µ, axial coupling constant g

A

, induced pseudo-scalar coupling
constant g

p

, mass M , spin J , and the D-term D. These properties, being related to external conserved currents, are
scale- and scheme-independent in QCD. All global properties are in principle on equal footing and well-known, see
Table I, with one exception: the D-term.
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Table I. The global properties of the proton defined in terms of matrix elements of the conserved currents associated with
respectively electromagnetic, weak, and gravitational interaction. Notice the weak currents include the partially conserved axial
current, and gA or gp are strictly speaking defined in terms of transition matrix elements in the neutron �-decay or muon-capture.
The values of the properties are from the particle data book [107] and [108] (for gp) except for the unknown D-term.

In some cases (e.g. free particles, Goldstone bosons) the value of the D-term is fixed by general principles (see
discussions below). For other particles the D-term is not fixed and it reflects the internal dynamics of the system
through the distribution of forces. In strongly interacting systems the D-term is sensitive to correlations in the system.
For example, the baryon D-term behaves as ⇠ N2
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charge, etc.) behave at most as ⇠ N
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limit. For a large nucleus the D-term shows also anomalously
fast increase with the atomic mass number D ⇠ A7/3.
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DVCS amplitude at LO (directly measurable!)

 gravitational D-form factor is related to “elastic properties” of the nucleon, and gives access to 
details of strong forces inside the nucleon.

 D(0) (the D-term) is the last unexplored global (in the same sense as mass and spin) property of 
the nucleon 

 First experimental results for D(t) of the nucleon and of the pion are obtained. It is negative, as 
expected from stability conditions.

 Cbar(t) (“nucleon cosmological term” ) FF is important to understand forces between quark and 
gluon subsystems inside hadrons. Instanton picture of QCD vacuum predicts small positive value of 
the FF.  That corresponds to compression forces experienced by quark subsystem (at variance with 
lattice results) 

Conclusions

Outlook

 knowledge of the D-term can be important to understand hadron interaction in gravitational field 
relevant to BH or NS mergers (LIGO events). 

 the pressure distribution inside hadrons important to understand the physics of quarkonia 
interaction with the nucleon and the physics of hadro-charmonia (LHCb pentaquarks, tetraquarks 
with hidden charm) 

 several theoretical issues - relation between pressure and energy density (elastic waves in 
hadrons?), analogies with cosmology, hadrons as projection of higher dimensional objects, relations to 
exactly solvable 2D models, etc.   

Gegelia, MVP  in preparation

Eides, Petrov, MVP ‘2016, Perevalova, Schweitzer, MVP ‘2017,
Panteleeva, Perevalova, Schweitzer, MVP ‘2018
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1. Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering and Generalized Parton Distribution
functions

Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) off the nucleon (g⇤N ! gN) is the simplest pro-
cess which is sensitive to the Generalized Parton Distribution (GPD) functions[1, 2, 3]. In the
Bjorken limit, similarly to DIS, factorization theorems separate the reaction amplitude into the
convolution of a known perturbative (g⇤q! gq) kernel with an unknown soft matrix element de-
scribing the nucleon structure which can be described by the GPDs (Fig. 1). GPDs are universal
objects entering in the description of a wide range of hard scattering exclusive processes; they pro-
vide a unified tool for describing many observables of hadron structure from form factors to parton
distributions and to the total quark contribution to the nucleon spin. The key feature of the GPDs
is that they provide a link between the spatial and momentum distributions of the partons within
the nucleon; this gives access to build a spatial distribution of the partons as a function of their
wavelength. Experimentally (Fig. 1), the DVCS process can only be measured at the same time as
the Bethe-Heitler process (BH) where the real photon is emitted by either the incoming or scattered
electrons. As a result, the unpolarized ep! epg cross section has the form

d5s _ |TBH |2 +Re(TBH · T †
VCS)+ |TVCS|2 (1.1)

and the beam helicity dependent cross section difference is

d5sL�d5sR _ Im(TBH · T †
VCS) (1.2)

where d5sL is the cross section for the beam with Left helicity. The pure BH term |TBH |2 is
calculable in term of the nucleon form factors. The azimuthal analysis of the interference terms
gives access to Compton Form Factors (CFF) that are the integration of the GPDs over the quark
loop of figure 1. The DVCS program in Hall A at JLab aims at a full decomposition of each of the
terms of equation 1.1 and 1.2 and the extraction of the Compton Form Factors combinations it can
access.

Figure 1: Left: Leading twist of the Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering amplitude. In the Bjorken limit,
the factorization theorems separate the hard scattering part (top) from the soft one (bottom). The GPDs
(H,E, H̃, Ẽ) describe the emission and the absorption of a single quark by the nucleon. Right: Lowest
order QED amplitude for the ep! epg reaction. Electro-production of photon results from the interference
between the DVCS and Bethe-Heitler processes.
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A. Cross section

The cross section describing the process (3) is given by,2

d5σ
dxBjdQ2djtjdϕdϕS

¼ ΓjTj2: ð4Þ

T is a coherent superposition of the DVCS and Bethe-
Heitler amplitudes,

Tðk; p; k0; q0; p0Þ ¼ TDVCSðk; p; k0; q0; p0Þ
þ TBHðk; p; k0; q0; p0Þ; ð5Þ

yielding,

jTj2 ¼ jTBH þ TDVCSj2 ¼ jTBHj2 þ jTDVCSj2 þ I ; ð6Þ

I ¼ T%
BHTDVCS þ T%

DVCSTBH: ð7Þ

In the one-photon-exchange approximation the leptonic
parts for DVCS and BH are (Fig. 3),

ðDVCSÞ lðkÞ → l0ðk0Þ þ γ%ðqÞ; ð8aÞ

ðBHÞ lðkÞ → l0ðk0Þ þ γ%ðΔÞ þ γ0ðq0Þ; ð8bÞ

while the DVCS and BH hadronic processes are given by,

ðDVCSÞ γ%ðqÞ þ p → γ0ðq0Þ þ p0; ð9aÞ

ðBHÞ γ%ðqÞ þ p → p0: ð9bÞ

We define,

Γ ¼ α3

16π2ðs −M2Þ2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ γ2

p
xBj

; ð10Þ

where α is the electromagnetic (EM) fine-structure con-
stant. Γ has dimensions of GeV−4; the modulus squared of
the matrix elements therefore has dimensions of GeV−2,
consistently with the cross section definition (4). We define,

Q2 ¼ −q2 ¼ −ðk − k0Þ2; xBj ¼
Q2

2ðpqÞ
¼ Q2

2Mν
;

ν ¼ ðpqÞ
M

; ð11Þ

with q ¼ k − k0, and Q2 ¼ −q2, with M being the proton
mass. Other kinematic variables are,3

FIG. 3. Exclusive electroproduction of a photon through the DVCS and BH processes.

FIG. 4. Kinematics setting for the DVCS (right panel) and BH (left panel) processes.

2Note that the dimensions of the cross section are nb=GeV4.
Equation (4) is consistent with the definition of jTj2 having
dimensions of 1/(energy) squared while the helicity amplitudes,
defined below, are dimensionless (see Appendix A).

3Weuse the light-cone kinematics notationv& ¼ ðv0 & v3Þ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
,

and the metric goo ¼ 1; g11 ¼ g22 ¼ g33 ¼ −1.
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We provide the general expression of the cross section for exclusive deeply virtual photon electro-
production from a spin-1=2 target using current parametrizations of the off-forward correlation function in
a nucleon for different beam and target polarization configurations up to twist-three accuracy. All
contributions to the cross section including deeply virtual Compton scattering, the Bethe-Heitler process,
and their interference, are described within a helicity-amplitude-based framework which is also
relativistically covariant and readily applicable to both the laboratory frame and in a collider kinematic
setting. Our formalism renders a clear physical interpretation of the various components of the cross section
by making a connection with the known characteristic structure of the electron scattering coincidence
reactions. In particular, we focus on the total angular momentum, Jz, and on the orbital angular momentum,
Lz. On one side, we uncover an avenue to a precise extraction of Jz, given by the combination of
generalized parton distributions, H þ E, through a generalization of the Rosenbluth separation method
used in elastic electron proton scattering. On the other side, we single out for the first time, the twist-three
angular modulations of the cross section that are sensitive to Lz. The proposed generalized Rosenbluth
technique adds constraints and can be extended to additional observables relevant to the mapping of the
three-dimensional structure of the nucleon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current experimental programs of Jefferson Lab and
COMPASS at CERN, as well as the planned future
Electron Ion Collider (EIC) [1,2] are providing new avenues
for concretely accessing the three-dimensional quark and
gluon structure of the nucleon and of the atomic nucleus.

Knowledge of both the momentum and spatial distributions
of quarks and gluons inside the nucleonwill be conducive to
understanding, within quantum chromodynamics (QCD),
the mechanical properties of all strongly interacting matter.
This includes the mass, energy density, angular momentum,
pressure and shear force distributions in both momentum
and coordinate space. The key to unlocking direct exper-
imental access to spatial distributions of partons inside the
proton was provided by Ji in Ref. [3], where he suggested
deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS), ep → e0p0γ, as
a fundamental probe where the high virtuality of the
exchanged photon makes it possible to gain insight into
the partonic structure of the proton. Simultaneously, by
measuring the four-momentum transfer between the initial
and final proton, similarly to elastic scattering experiments,
one can obtain information on the location of the partons
inside the proton by Fourier transformation.
A challenging question since its inception has been to

provide the formalism and theoretical framework for deeply
virtual exclusive-type experiments including DVCS, [4–11],
deeply virtual meson production, ep → e0p0M, and timelike
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Knowledge of both the momentum and spatial distributions
of quarks and gluons inside the nucleonwill be conducive to
understanding, within quantum chromodynamics (QCD),
the mechanical properties of all strongly interacting matter.
This includes the mass, energy density, angular momentum,
pressure and shear force distributions in both momentum
and coordinate space. The key to unlocking direct exper-
imental access to spatial distributions of partons inside the
proton was provided by Ji in Ref. [3], where he suggested
deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS), ep → e0p0γ, as
a fundamental probe where the high virtuality of the
exchanged photon makes it possible to gain insight into
the partonic structure of the proton. Simultaneously, by
measuring the four-momentum transfer between the initial
and final proton, similarly to elastic scattering experiments,
one can obtain information on the location of the partons
inside the proton by Fourier transformation.
A challenging question since its inception has been to

provide the formalism and theoretical framework for deeply
virtual exclusive-type experiments including DVCS, [4–11],
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Motivation Formalism Kinematics Amplitudes Summary and conclusions

Beam-spin asymmetry

Whenever there is an interference term, it can used to determine the
CFFs. This term will show up in the single-spin asymmetry ALU, which is
defined as

ALU =
d�+ � d��

d�+ + d�� .

It is well known that in case the CFFs are real, this observable vanishes.
Thus in the case we use the tree-level CFFs, ALU = 0. This is borne out
in our calculation. However, If we again introduce in the CFF H0 an
imaginary part:

H0 ! H0(1 + i),

then the asymmetry shows up, as expected. (H1 is kept real).

Motivation Formalism Kinematics Amplitudes Summary and conclusions

Motivation

Deeply-virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) has been proposed to
determine the generalized-parton distributions (GPDs) of hadrons.
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Handbag diagram for VCS, including the leptonic part

A hard photon, q2 = �Q

2, with Q much larger than the characteristic
hadronic scales, probes the quark content of the hadronic target. The
detection of the outgoing, real photon provides information not contained
in deep-inelastic scattering (DIS).
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by Eq. (13), which are complex in general. The differential
cross section for the scalar meson production is given by

dσSλ ¼ dσSTð1þ ϵ cosð2ϕÞÞ þ dσSLϵL

þ dσSLT cosϕ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2
ϵLð1þ ϵÞ

r
þ λdσSBSA; ð19Þ

where dσST ¼ dσSTT and can be written in terms of the form
factors:

2

666664

dσST
dσSL
dσSLT
dσSBSA

3

777775
¼

2

6664

T1 T2 T3 0

L1 L2 L3 0

I1 I2 I3 0

0 0 0 SA

3

7775

2

6664

jF1j2

jF2j2

Fþ
12

F−
12

3

7775 ð20Þ

with F%
12 ¼ F1F&

2 % F2F&
1. The matrix elements in Eq. (20)

are obtained as follows:

T1 ¼
κe4 sin2 θQ2

4M2x2ð1 − ϵÞ
½x2ðt2 − 4m2M2Þ þQ4 þ 2Q2tx(;

T2 ¼
κe4 sin2 θQ2ðx − 1Þ2

4M2x4ð1 − ϵÞ
½x2ðt2 − 4m2M2Þ þQ4 þ 2Q2tx(;

T3 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T1T2

p
;

L1 ¼
κe4Q4

8M2x2ð1 − ϵÞð4M2x2 þQ2Þ
½m2 þQ2 þ tð2x − 1Þ(2;

L2 ¼
κe4½m2ð4M2xþQ2Þ þQ2ð4M2xþ 2tx − 3tÞ − 4M2txþQ4(2

8M2x2ð1 − ϵÞð4M2x2 þQ2Þ
;

L3 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1L2

p
;

I1 ¼
κe4Ic tan θQ2½m2 þQ2 þ tð2x − 1Þ(

2M2x2ðϵ − 1Þð4M2x2 þQ2Þ
;

I2 ¼
κe4Ic tan θðx − 1Þ

2M2x3ðϵ − 1Þð4M2x2 þQ2Þ
½m2ð4M2xþQ2Þ þQ2ð4M2xþ 2tx − 3tÞ − 4M2txþQ4(;

I3 ¼
κe4Ic tan θ

4M2x3ðϵ − 1Þð4M2x2 þQ2Þ
½m2ð4M2x2 þQ2ð2x − 1ÞÞ þQ2ð4M2x2 þ 4tx2 − 6txþ tÞ − 4M2tx2 þQ4ð2x − 1Þ(;

SA ¼ −κe4
sin θ sinϕ
2Mx2y

ðm2 þQ2 − tÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q2ðy − 1Þ þM2x2y2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2ðt2 − 4m2M2Þ þQ4 þ 2Q2tx

q
; ð21Þ

where Ic ¼ 2M2x2ðt −m2Þ þQ2xð2M2xþ tÞ þQ4 and cos θ ¼ Ic
Q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð4M2x2þQ2Þ½x2ðt2−4m2M2ÞþQ4þ2Q2tx(

p .

Thus, the BSA of the coherent scalar meson electroproduction off the scalar target is given by

dσSλ¼þ1 − dσSλ¼−1
dσSλ¼þ1 þ dσSλ¼−1

¼ dσSBSA

dσSTð1þ ϵ cosð2ϕÞÞ þ dσSLϵL þ dσSLT cosϕ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2 ϵLð1þ ϵÞ

q ; ð22Þ

which is proportional to F1F&
2 − F2F&

1. As F1F&
2 −

F2F&
1 ≠ 0 in general, the BSA of the scalar meson

[e.g., f0ð980Þ] electroproduction is not expected to
vanish. For the kinematic region where at least one
of F1 or F2 develops an imaginary part, the BSA should
not vanish. The nonvanishing BSA measured in DVCS
off 4He [12] indicates that the imaginary part of the
hadronic amplitude is accessible in the current exper-
imental regime. Therefore, it will be very interesting to
compare the experimental data on the BSAs between the

π0 electroproduction and the f0ð980Þ electroproduction
off the 4He nucleus. We note that Eqs. (19)–(21) provide
the Rosenbluth-type separation of the differential cross
section for the electroproduction of the scalar meson,
allowing the scalar meson form factors F1ðQ2; t; xÞ and
F2ðQ2; t; xÞ to be directly extracted from the experi-
mental data. In principle, the experimental data can
reveal both the real part and the imaginary part of
F1ðQ2; t; xÞ and F2ðQ2; t; xÞ through Eqs. (19)–(21) and
the consistency with the BSA given by Eq. (22) can be
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virtual photon energy ν in TRF. For the one-photon-
exchange process, the transition amplitude M can be
expressed as the invariant product of the leptonic current
eLμ ¼ eūe0ðk0; s0Þγμueðk; sÞ and the hadronic current eJμ

mediated by the photon propagator, i.e., M ¼ e2L · J=q2.
As discussed in Ref. [1], by using the reduced three
momenta product obtained from the q · J ¼ 0 relation,
we get the following invariant amplitude squared

hjMj2i ¼ e4

q4
LμνHμν

¼ e4

q4

!
2q2

ϵ − 1
hjτfiji2 þ 2iλϵμναβkαk0βJ

†
μJν

"
; ð4Þ

where the hadronic tensor is given by

Hμν ¼ J†μJν; ð5Þ

and the leptonic tensor including the electron beam
polarization λ is given by

Lμν ¼ q2Λμν þ 2iλϵμναβkαk0β; ð6Þ

with Λμν ¼ gμν þ 2
q2 ðk

μk0ν þ k0μkνÞ. Here, Lμν and Hμν are
contracted to yield Eq. (4) with

hjτfiji2 ¼
1

2
ðjHxj2 þ jHyj2Þ þ

ϵ
2
ðjHxj2 − jHyj2Þ

þ ϵLjHzj2 −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2
ϵLð1þ ϵÞ

r
ðH%

xHz þH%
zHxÞ;

ð7Þ

where ϵ ¼ Λxx−Λyy

ΛxxþΛyy ¼ − 2M2x2y2þ2Q2ðy−1Þ
2M2x2y2þQ2ðy2−2yþ2Þ and ϵL ¼ Q2

ν2 ϵ

and Hi ¼ Jiði ¼ x; y; zÞ. Typically in the laboratory, the
kinematics of TRF depicted in Fig. 2 is used. The angle ψ

in Fig. 2 is related toQ2 and ν as well as the beam energy E,
i.e., Q2 ¼ −2EðE − νÞð1 − cosψÞ. In terms of the angle ψ ,
the polarization parameter ϵ is given by

ϵ ¼ 1

1þ 2ðν2þQ2Þ
Q2 tan2 ψ

2

; ð8Þ

where one may note its consistency with Eq. (16) of
Ref. [1] as well as tan2 ψ

2 ¼
ϵLð1−ϵÞ
2ϵðϵþϵLÞ

using ϵL=ϵ ¼ Q2=ν2.
Also, neglecting the electron mass, one may note that the
angle α between the beam (i.e., incident electron) direction
and the virtual photon direction is related to Q2, ν and E as
cos α ¼ Q2þ2Eν

2E
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ν2þQ2

p . The last terms in Eqs. (4) and (6) for the

case of a polarized electron beam with λ ¼ &1 depending
on the electron spin are related with the BSA. Due to
the absence of the interference with the Bethe-Heitler
process, the BSA of the meson electroproduction is a
direct measure of any asymmetry within the hadronic
tensor, i.e., Hμν ≠ Hνμ.

B. DNA method for hadronic currents

In parallel to the Levi-Civita symbol ϵμναβ, we have
recently introduced in Ref. [2] the backbone of the
Compton tensor defined by

dμναβ ¼ gμνgαβ − gμαgνβ; ð9Þ

which may be used to construct pieces of “DNA” for the
virtual Compton scattering as well as the meson electro-
production by contracting with the three basis four vectors
such as q, P̄ ¼ Pþ P0 andΔ ¼ P − P0 ¼ q0 − q. The most
general hadronic tensor structures obtained by our “DNA”
method in virtual Compton scattering off the scalar target
are in complete agreement with the previous results by
Metz [3] and further comparisons with other methods [4]
and results of general hadronic tensors for the nucleon
target [5] are underway.
In the present work of the meson electroproduction off

the scalar target, we note that the hadronic current for the
pseudoscalar (0−þ) meson production is governed by a
single hadronic form factor defined by

FIG. 2. Target rest frame kinematics for the meson electro-
production.

FIG. 1. Momentum assignments in the meson electroproduc-
tion process with one-photon-exchange.
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or a scalar meson off the scalar target
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We discuss the electroproduction of a pseudoscalar (0−þ) meson or a scalar (0þþ) meson off the scalar
target. The most general formulation of the differential cross section for the 0−þ or 0þþ meson process
involves only one or two hadronic form factors, respectively, on a scalar target. The Rosenbluth-type
separation of the differential cross section provides the explicit relation between the hadronic form factors
and the different parts of the differential cross section in a completely model-independent manner. The
absence of the beam spin asymmetry for the pseudoscalar meson production provides a benchmark for the
experimental data analysis. The measurement of the beam spin asymmetry for the scalar meson production
may also provide a unique opportunity not only to explore the imaginary part of the hadronic amplitude
in the general formulation but also to examine the significance of the chiral-odd generalized parton
distribution (GPD) contribution in the leading-twist GPD formulation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.99.116008

I. INTRODUCTION

While the virtual Compton scattering process is coherent
with the Bethe-Heitler process, the meson electroproduc-
tion process offers a unique experimental determination
of the hadronic structures for the study of QCD and strong
interactions. In particular, coherent electroproduction of a
pseudoscalar (0−þ) meson or a scalar (0þþ) meson off a
scalar target (e.g., the 4He nucleus) provides an excellent
experimental terrain to discuss the fundamental nature of
the hadron physics without involving much complication
from the spin degrees of freedom.
We discuss in this work two benchmark examples

(0−þ vs 0þþ) that provide a unique interface between
the theoretical framework and the experimental measure-
ments of physical observables.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we

summarize the formalism for the electroproduction of a
pseudoscalar (0−þ) meson or a scalar (0þþ) meson off the
scalar target. In Sec. III, we present the Rosenbluth-type
separation of the differential cross section for the electro-
production of the 0−þ and 0þþ mesons, from which the
corresponding meson form factors can be directly extracted
from the experimental data. In particular, we discuss the
beam spin asymmetry (BSA) of the coherent meson
(0−þ vs 0þþ) electroproduction off the scalar target as
well as the chiral-even vs chiral-odd generalized parton
distribution (GPD) contribution in the leading-twist GPD
formulation. Summary and conclusion follow in Sec. IV. In
the Appendix, the evaluation of the scaling behaviors of

chiral-even and chiral-odd amplitudes discussed in Sec. III
is briefly summarized.

II. GENERAL FORMALISM OF MESON
ELECTROPRODUCTION OFF

THE SCALAR TARGET

A. Cross section and invariant amplitude squared

To establish the notation for the electroproduction of
meson m off the scalar target h, we write

eðkÞ þ hðPÞ → e0ðk0Þ þ h0ðP0Þ þmðq0Þ; ð1Þ

and the virtual photon momentum is defined to be
q ¼ k − k0, see Fig. 1.
In the target rest frame (TRF) presented in Ref. [1],

the 5-fold differential electroproduction cross section is
given by

dσ ≡ d5σ
dydxdtdϕk0dϕq0

¼ κhjMj2i; ð2Þ

where

κ ≡ 1

ð2πÞ5
yx

32Q2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ð2Mx

Q Þ2
q : ð3Þ

Here, y ¼ P · q=P · k, t ¼ ðP − P0Þ2 and x¼Q2=ð2P ·qÞ¼
Q2=ð2MνÞ with Q2 ¼ −q2, the target mass M and the
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I. INTRODUCTION

While the virtual Compton scattering process is coherent
with the Bethe-Heitler process, the meson electroproduc-
tion process offers a unique experimental determination
of the hadronic structures for the study of QCD and strong
interactions. In particular, coherent electroproduction of a
pseudoscalar (0−þ) meson or a scalar (0þþ) meson off a
scalar target (e.g., the 4He nucleus) provides an excellent
experimental terrain to discuss the fundamental nature of
the hadron physics without involving much complication
from the spin degrees of freedom.
We discuss in this work two benchmark examples

(0−þ vs 0þþ) that provide a unique interface between
the theoretical framework and the experimental measure-
ments of physical observables.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we

summarize the formalism for the electroproduction of a
pseudoscalar (0−þ) meson or a scalar (0þþ) meson off the
scalar target. In Sec. III, we present the Rosenbluth-type
separation of the differential cross section for the electro-
production of the 0−þ and 0þþ mesons, from which the
corresponding meson form factors can be directly extracted
from the experimental data. In particular, we discuss the
beam spin asymmetry (BSA) of the coherent meson
(0−þ vs 0þþ) electroproduction off the scalar target as
well as the chiral-even vs chiral-odd generalized parton
distribution (GPD) contribution in the leading-twist GPD
formulation. Summary and conclusion follow in Sec. IV. In
the Appendix, the evaluation of the scaling behaviors of

chiral-even and chiral-odd amplitudes discussed in Sec. III
is briefly summarized.

II. GENERAL FORMALISM OF MESON
ELECTROPRODUCTION OFF

THE SCALAR TARGET

A. Cross section and invariant amplitude squared

To establish the notation for the electroproduction of
meson m off the scalar target h, we write

eðkÞ þ hðPÞ → e0ðk0Þ þ h0ðP0Þ þmðq0Þ; ð1Þ

and the virtual photon momentum is defined to be
q ¼ k − k0, see Fig. 1.
In the target rest frame (TRF) presented in Ref. [1],

the 5-fold differential electroproduction cross section is
given by

dσ ≡ d5σ
dydxdtdϕk0dϕq0

¼ κhjMj2i; ð2Þ

where

κ ≡ 1

ð2πÞ5
yx

32Q2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ð2Mx

Q Þ2
q : ð3Þ

Here, y ¼ P · q=P · k, t ¼ ðP − P0Þ2 and x¼Q2=ð2P ·qÞ¼
Q2=ð2MνÞ with Q2 ¼ −q2, the target mass M and the
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Figure 3: Typical results from the first generation proton experiment E00-110. Left: helicity dependent
(top) and independent (bottom) cross sections. The cross sections are fitted by twist-2 parametrization of
the BH·DVCS term (red), twist-2 and twist-3 (blue-dashed) and pure BH (green). Right-top: from the
parametrization of the helicity dependent cross sections difference, one can extract the effective Compton
Form Factor ImCI at various Q2 and momentum transfer t. The VGG model is described in [11]. Right-
bottom: the cross sections are analyzed as a function of the angle f between the hadronic and leptonic
plane.

3. Second generation of DVCS Hall A experiments (2010)

AN important result of the first generation of the DVCS in Hall A experiments, was to show
that the contribution from the calculable BH process accounts for only 50% of the total cross
section. The goal of the second generation of experiments is to provide a complete separation of
the two other components (Eq. 1.1) using a Rosenbluth-like separation: cross sections at a given
Q2 are measured at two different beam energies. Experiment E07-007[10] off the hydrogen target
will provide this separation at three different values of Q2 (1.5, 1.75 and 2.0 GeV2), while E08-
025[12] will provide the separation at one Q2 (1.75 GeV2) on deuterium. E07-007 also aims at
measuring the 5 response functions of the exclusive deep virtual p0 channel, in particular dsL and
dsT by a conventional Rosenbluth separation. Both experiments took data in the Fall of 2010, 80%
of the proposed data were collected. Data were collected in all kinematic settings proposed. The
proposals assumed a 6 GeV beam while the maximum that could be delivered to accommodate
an experiment running in parallel in Hall C was only 5.5 GeV. This resulted in a reduced lever
arm in Q2 (1.5-2.0 GeV2 instead of 1.5-2.3), data being taken closer to the nucleon resonance
region for the lowest Q2 setting (W 2 = 3.55 instead of 3.78 GeV2) and overall larger background
noise. The experimental setup featured an expended calorimeter1 and an improved trigger; both
modifications will improve the neutral pion background rejection. The online analysis showed that
the data quality was good (Fig. 4). The analysis is on-going.
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Figure 5: Projected kinematics for the 12 GeV DVCS Hall A experiment. With polarized 6.6, 8.8 and 11
GeV electron beam, the experiment covers almost the entire kinematic range accessible at the facility. The
5.57 GeV data already exist [4].
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We discuss the higher Fock-state (q !qg) contributions to the nonzero value of the pion generalized
parton distribution (GPD) at the crossover point x ! ! between the DGLAP and ERBL regions. Using the
phenomenological light-front constituent quark model, we confirm that the higher Fock-state contribu-
tions indeed give a nonzero value of the GPD at the crossover point. Iterating the light-front quark model
wave function of the lowest q !q Fock state with the Bethe-Salpeter kernel corresponding to the one-gluon
exchange, we include all possible time-ordered q !qg Fock-state contributions and obtain the pion GPD
satisfying necessary sum rules and continuity conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Compton scattering provides a unique tool for
studying hadronic structure. In distinction to hadronic
form factors, the Compton amplitude probes the hadrons
through a coupling of two electromagnetic currents, and
thus provides a wealth of additional information. When the
initial photon is highly virtual while the final one is real,
one arrives at the kinematics of deeply virtual Compton
scattering (DVCS), a process [1,2] which was a subject of
intensive theoretical analysis during the last decade.
Within the perturbative quantum chromodynamics
(QCD), it was established [1–5] that the most important
contribution to the amplitude of this exclusive process is
given by the convolution of a hard quark propagator and a
nonperturbative function describing long-distance dynam-
ics which is now known as a ‘‘generalized parton distribu-
tion (GPD)’’ [1–3] (see [6–8] for recent detailed reviews).
The GPDs serve as a generalization of the ordinary (for-
ward) parton distributions and provide much more direct
and sensitive information on the light-front (LF) wave
functions of the target hadron than the hadron form factors.
In particular, the momentum of the ‘‘probed quark’’ in
GPDs is kept fixed at longitudinal momentum fraction x,
while for the form factor it is integrated out [due to the
nonlocal current operator ! "0#"# "z# for the GPDs in
contrast to the local vertex ! "0#"# "0# for the form fac-
tor]. Within the GPD approach, form factors are treated as
just the lowest moments of the GPDs. Because of being
generalized amplitudes, the GPDs always involve the non-
valence contributions due to the presence of the asymmetry
between the longitudinal initial P and final P0 hadron
momenta characterized by the ‘‘skewness’’ parameter ! !
"P$ P0#%=P%. The kinematic region where the longitudi-
nal momentum fraction x of the probed quark is greater
than the skewness parameter ! (i.e. 1> x> !) is called the

‘‘DGLAP region’’ (the evolution pattern for GPDs there is
similar to the DGLAP evolution [9–11] of ordinary parton
distributions) while the remaining part 0< x< ! of the
longitudinal momenta 0< x< ! is called the ‘‘ERBL
region’’ (GPDs in this case have ERBL-type evolution
[12,13] characteristic of meson distribution amplitudes).
In the framework of LF dynamics, the DGLAP and ERBL
regions have also been denoted as the valence and non-
valence regions, respectively, because the parton-number-
changing nonvalence Fock-state contributions cannot be
avoided for 0< x< ! while only the parton-number-
conserving valence Fock-state contributions are needed
for 1> x> ! . Thus, it has been a great challenge to
calculate the nonvalence contributions to the GPDs in the
framework of LF quantization.

Although many recent theoretical endeavors [14–20]
have been made in describing the GPDs in terms of LF
wave functions, the results have not yet been satisfactory
enough for practical calculations. In Ref. [14], the authors
related ordinary parton distributions and GPDs to soft
overlap contributions to elastic form factors and large
angle Compton scattering using LF wave functions in a
Fock-state expansion of the nucleon and explored the
importance of higher Fock states relative to the lowest
Fock state. Subsequently, in Ref. [15], the same set of
authors derived the complete and exact overlap represen-
tation of GPDs for unpolarized and polarized quarks and
gluons within the framework of LF quantization and dis-
cussed general properties of GPDs including the behavior
of GPDs at the crossover point between the DGLAP and
ERBL regions. In particular, it should be noted that they
[14,15] discussed the continuity and expected nonzero
value of GPDs at the crossover point by going beyond
the lowest Fock-state analysis. In Refs. [15,16], the non-
valence contributions to the GPDs have been rewritten in
terms of LF wave functions with different parton configu-
rations. However, the representation given in Refs. [15,16]
requires finding all the higher Fock-state wave functions
while there has been relatively little progress in computing
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I. INTRODUCTION

Compton scattering provides a unique tool for studying
hadronic structure. The Compton amplitude probes hadrons
through a coupling of two electromagnetic currents and thus
can be regarded as a generalization of hadron form factors.
For the Compton amplitude, when the initial photon is highly
virtual but the final one is real, one arrives at the kinematics
of deeply virtual Compton scattering !DVCS". According to
quantum chromodynamics !QCD", the amplitudes at large
momentum transfer factorize in the form of a convolution of
a hard scattering amplitude which can be computed pertur-
batively from quark-gluon subprocesses multiplied by
process-independent distribution amplitudes containing the
bound-state nonperturbative dynamics for each of the inter-
acting hadrons. Thus, the most important contribution to the
DVCS amplitude is given by the convolution of a hard quark
propagator and a nonperturbative function describing the
long-distance dynamics, which is known as the ‘‘generalized
parton distribution !GPD"’’ and also known as the ‘‘skewed
parton distribution !SPD"’’ #1–3$. The latter has been studied
extensively in searching for possible new physics !see, for
example, Ref. #4$ and references therein".
The GPDs serve as a generalization of the ordinary !for-

ward" parton distributions and provide much more direct and
sensitive information on the light-front !LF" wave function
of a target hadron than the hadron form factors. In particular,
the momentum of the ‘‘probed quark’’ in GPDs is not inte-
grated over, but rather kept fixed at a longitudinal momen-
tum fraction x, while for the form factor it is integrated out
#due to the nonlocal current operator %̄(0)&'%(z) for the
GPDs in contrast with the local vertex %̄(0)&'%(0) for the
form factor$. The form factors are then just moments of the
GPDs. At the expense of being generalized amplitudes, the
GPDs always involve the nonvalence contributions due to

the nature of the longitudinal asymmetry (!(P"P!)#/P#

!the so called ‘‘skewedness’’ parameter" between initial !P"
and final (P!) hadron state momenta. While the kinematic
region where the longitudinal momentum fraction x of the
probed quark is greater than the skewedness parameter (
!i.e., 1$x$() is called the ‘‘Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-
Altareili-Parisi !DGLAP" region’’ #5$, the rest of the longi-
tudinal momentum region 0%x%( is called the ‘‘Efremov-
Radyushkin-Brodsky-Lepage !ERBL" region’’ #6$. The
DGLAP and ERBL regions have also been denoted as the
valence and nonvalence regions in LF dynamics, respec-
tively, because parton-number-changing nonvalence Fock-
state contributions cannot be avoided for 0%x%( while only
the parton-number-conserving valence Fock-state contribu-
tions are needed for 1$x$( . Thus, it has been a great chal-
lenge to calculate the nonvalence contributions to the GPDs
in the framework of LF quantization.
Although many recent theoretical endeavors #7–12$ have

been made to describe the GPDs in terms of LF wave func-
tions, the results are not yet satisfactory enough for practical
calculations. In Refs. #8$ and #9$, the nonvalence contribu-
tions to the GPDs were rewritten in terms of LF wave func-
tions with different parton configurations. However, the rep-
resentation given in Refs. #8$ and #9$ requires one to find all
the higher Fock-state wave functions while there has been
relatively little progress in computing the basic wave func-
tions of hadrons from first principles. In Refs. #10$ and #11$,
the GPDs were expressed in terms of the LF wave function
but only within toy models such as the ’t Hooft model of
(1#1)-dimensional QCD #10$ and the scalar Wick-
Cutkosky model #11$, respectively. While these toy model
analyses are helpful to gain some physical insight into the
properties of the GPDs !in particular, the time reversal in-
variance, the continuity at the crossover between the DGLAP
and ERBL regions, and the sum rule constrained by the elec-
tromagnetic form factor", the real (3#1)-dimensional QCD
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DGLAP and ERBL regions have also been denoted as the
valence and nonvalence regions in LF dynamics, respec-
tively, because parton-number-changing nonvalence Fock-
state contributions cannot be avoided for 0%x%( while only
the parton-number-conserving valence Fock-state contribu-
tions are needed for 1$x$( . Thus, it has been a great chal-
lenge to calculate the nonvalence contributions to the GPDs
in the framework of LF quantization.
Although many recent theoretical endeavors #7–12$ have

been made to describe the GPDs in terms of LF wave func-
tions, the results are not yet satisfactory enough for practical
calculations. In Refs. #8$ and #9$, the nonvalence contribu-
tions to the GPDs were rewritten in terms of LF wave func-
tions with different parton configurations. However, the rep-
resentation given in Refs. #8$ and #9$ requires one to find all
the higher Fock-state wave functions while there has been
relatively little progress in computing the basic wave func-
tions of hadrons from first principles. In Refs. #10$ and #11$,
the GPDs were expressed in terms of the LF wave function
but only within toy models such as the ’t Hooft model of
(1#1)-dimensional QCD #10$ and the scalar Wick-
Cutkosky model #11$, respectively. While these toy model
analyses are helpful to gain some physical insight into the
properties of the GPDs !in particular, the time reversal in-
variance, the continuity at the crossover between the DGLAP
and ERBL regions, and the sum rule constrained by the elec-
tromagnetic form factor", the real (3#1)-dimensional QCD
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been great interest in the off-forward
!or nonforward, off-diagonal" parton distribution functions
defined as nondiagonal hadronic matrix elements of bilocal
products of the light-front quark and gluon field operators
#1–10$. The off-forward parton distribution functions, the so
called ‘‘skewed parton distributions !SPDs",’’ are the gener-
alization of the ordinary !forward" distribution functions. A
well-known and practical example of SPDs as nonperturba-
tive information entering the light-front dominated hard scat-
tering processes is the deeply virtual Compton scattering
!DVCS" %*p→%p for a large initial photon virtuality Q2

and small t region, which can be factorized into a hard
photon-parton and a skewed parton distribution #1–3$.
In the present work we formulate the pion form factor in

terms of the SPDs. Since the usual local photon vertex in the
pion form factor analysis is replaced by a nonlocal operator
of the SPDs, one can explore new physics. The physical
interpretation of the SPDs becomes clear in the light-front
frame with the light-front gauge A!"0. In the light-front
coordinates, the SPDs are in general functions of the longi-
tudinal momentum fraction variable x, the skewedness pa-
rameter &"(P#P!)!/P! measuring asymmetry between
initial !P" and final (P!) hadron state momenta, and the
squared momentum transfer t. A simple physical interpreta-
tion of the SPDs, in light-front quantization, is that they pro-
vide a link between the ordinary parton distributions of had-
rons and the hadronic form factors, i.e., the ordinary parton
distributions are forward (&"0 and t"0) limits of the SPDs
and the form factors are given by moments of them.
Because of this dual role of SPDs, they are closely related

to form factors with the only difference between SPDs and
form factors being that the momentum of the ‘‘probed
quark’’ in SPDs is not integrated over but rather kept fixed at
the momentum fraction x. For example, in studying the light-
front wave functions of hadrons, the overlap representation
of the light-front wave functions of hadrons for the form

factors in the spacelike (q2$0) region can be obtained if
one uses J!("J0!J3) and the Drell-Yan-West (q!"0)
frame where only the parton-number-conserving valence
Fock state contribution is needed. The successful phenom-
enological calculations of form factors in the spacelike re-
gion can be found in the light-front quark model !LFQM"
#11–14$. On the other hand, form factors in the timelike
(q2%0) region such as the weak form factors for exclusive
semileptonic decays require the q!%0 frame, which in turn
require parton-number-changing nonvalence Fock state con-
tributions as well as the valence one #15,16$. Similarly, while
the ordinary parton distributions !analogous to q!"0 limit
of form factor" can be represented in terms of squared light-
front wave functions of a hadron, one cannot avoid nonva-
lence contributions to SPDs since they always involve non-
zero & corresponding to q!'0 in timelike form factor
calculations. In recent papers #8,10$, the nonvalence contri-
bution to the SPDs has been rewritten in terms of light-front
wave functions with different parton configurations. How-
ever, the representation given by #8,10$ requires finding all
the higher Fock-state wave functions while there has been
relatively little progress in computing the basic wave func-
tions of hadrons from first principles. Our approach provides
an alternative way of handling the nonvalence contribution
which is more suitable for the constituent quark model
!CQM" specific to the low momentum transfer processes. We
use the light-front Bethe-Salpeter !BS" formalism for the
SPDs as an extension of our treatment of the pion form fac-
tor #14$. Although the present work has many features simi-
lar to that of the Fock state expansion, we utilize the close
relation in the BS formalism between what is interpreted as
the valence and nonvalence wave functions in the Fock state
approach.
In an effort to apply light-front wave function based phe-

nomenology to form factors in timelike exclusive processes,
we have presented in #16$ an effective treatment of handling
the nonvalence contribution to the weak form factors, based
on the BS formalism, and obtained reasonably good numeri-
cal results for the processes in the small momentum transfer
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bution to the SPDs has been rewritten in terms of light-front
wave functions with different parton configurations. How-
ever, the representation given by #8,10$ requires finding all
the higher Fock-state wave functions while there has been
relatively little progress in computing the basic wave func-
tions of hadrons from first principles. Our approach provides
an alternative way of handling the nonvalence contribution
which is more suitable for the constituent quark model
!CQM" specific to the low momentum transfer processes. We
use the light-front Bethe-Salpeter !BS" formalism for the
SPDs as an extension of our treatment of the pion form fac-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Compton scattering provides a unique tool for studying
hadronic structure. The Compton amplitude probes hadrons
through a coupling of two electromagnetic currents and thus
can be regarded as a generalization of hadron form factors.
For the Compton amplitude, when the initial photon is highly
virtual but the final one is real, one arrives at the kinematics
of deeply virtual Compton scattering !DVCS". According to
quantum chromodynamics !QCD", the amplitudes at large
momentum transfer factorize in the form of a convolution of
a hard scattering amplitude which can be computed pertur-
batively from quark-gluon subprocesses multiplied by
process-independent distribution amplitudes containing the
bound-state nonperturbative dynamics for each of the inter-
acting hadrons. Thus, the most important contribution to the
DVCS amplitude is given by the convolution of a hard quark
propagator and a nonperturbative function describing the
long-distance dynamics, which is known as the ‘‘generalized
parton distribution !GPD"’’ and also known as the ‘‘skewed
parton distribution !SPD"’’ #1–3$. The latter has been studied
extensively in searching for possible new physics !see, for
example, Ref. #4$ and references therein".
The GPDs serve as a generalization of the ordinary !for-

ward" parton distributions and provide much more direct and
sensitive information on the light-front !LF" wave function
of a target hadron than the hadron form factors. In particular,
the momentum of the ‘‘probed quark’’ in GPDs is not inte-
grated over, but rather kept fixed at a longitudinal momen-
tum fraction x, while for the form factor it is integrated out
#due to the nonlocal current operator %̄(0)&'%(z) for the
GPDs in contrast with the local vertex %̄(0)&'%(0) for the
form factor$. The form factors are then just moments of the
GPDs. At the expense of being generalized amplitudes, the
GPDs always involve the nonvalence contributions due to

the nature of the longitudinal asymmetry (!(P"P!)#/P#

!the so called ‘‘skewedness’’ parameter" between initial !P"
and final (P!) hadron state momenta. While the kinematic
region where the longitudinal momentum fraction x of the
probed quark is greater than the skewedness parameter (
!i.e., 1$x$() is called the ‘‘Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-
Altareili-Parisi !DGLAP" region’’ #5$, the rest of the longi-
tudinal momentum region 0%x%( is called the ‘‘Efremov-
Radyushkin-Brodsky-Lepage !ERBL" region’’ #6$. The
DGLAP and ERBL regions have also been denoted as the
valence and nonvalence regions in LF dynamics, respec-
tively, because parton-number-changing nonvalence Fock-
state contributions cannot be avoided for 0%x%( while only
the parton-number-conserving valence Fock-state contribu-
tions are needed for 1$x$( . Thus, it has been a great chal-
lenge to calculate the nonvalence contributions to the GPDs
in the framework of LF quantization.
Although many recent theoretical endeavors #7–12$ have

been made to describe the GPDs in terms of LF wave func-
tions, the results are not yet satisfactory enough for practical
calculations. In Refs. #8$ and #9$, the nonvalence contribu-
tions to the GPDs were rewritten in terms of LF wave func-
tions with different parton configurations. However, the rep-
resentation given in Refs. #8$ and #9$ requires one to find all
the higher Fock-state wave functions while there has been
relatively little progress in computing the basic wave func-
tions of hadrons from first principles. In Refs. #10$ and #11$,
the GPDs were expressed in terms of the LF wave function
but only within toy models such as the ’t Hooft model of
(1#1)-dimensional QCD #10$ and the scalar Wick-
Cutkosky model #11$, respectively. While these toy model
analyses are helpful to gain some physical insight into the
properties of the GPDs !in particular, the time reversal in-
variance, the continuity at the crossover between the DGLAP
and ERBL regions, and the sum rule constrained by the elec-
tromagnetic form factor", the real (3#1)-dimensional QCD
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propagator and a nonperturbative function describing the
long-distance dynamics, which is known as the ‘‘generalized
parton distribution !GPD"’’ and also known as the ‘‘skewed
parton distribution !SPD"’’ #1–3$. The latter has been studied
extensively in searching for possible new physics !see, for
example, Ref. #4$ and references therein".
The GPDs serve as a generalization of the ordinary !for-

ward" parton distributions and provide much more direct and
sensitive information on the light-front !LF" wave function
of a target hadron than the hadron form factors. In particular,
the momentum of the ‘‘probed quark’’ in GPDs is not inte-
grated over, but rather kept fixed at a longitudinal momen-
tum fraction x, while for the form factor it is integrated out
#due to the nonlocal current operator %̄(0)&'%(z) for the
GPDs in contrast with the local vertex %̄(0)&'%(0) for the
form factor$. The form factors are then just moments of the
GPDs. At the expense of being generalized amplitudes, the
GPDs always involve the nonvalence contributions due to

the nature of the longitudinal asymmetry (!(P"P!)#/P#

!the so called ‘‘skewedness’’ parameter" between initial !P"
and final (P!) hadron state momenta. While the kinematic
region where the longitudinal momentum fraction x of the
probed quark is greater than the skewedness parameter (
!i.e., 1$x$() is called the ‘‘Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-
Altareili-Parisi !DGLAP" region’’ #5$, the rest of the longi-
tudinal momentum region 0%x%( is called the ‘‘Efremov-
Radyushkin-Brodsky-Lepage !ERBL" region’’ #6$. The
DGLAP and ERBL regions have also been denoted as the
valence and nonvalence regions in LF dynamics, respec-
tively, because parton-number-changing nonvalence Fock-
state contributions cannot be avoided for 0%x%( while only
the parton-number-conserving valence Fock-state contribu-
tions are needed for 1$x$( . Thus, it has been a great chal-
lenge to calculate the nonvalence contributions to the GPDs
in the framework of LF quantization.
Although many recent theoretical endeavors #7–12$ have

been made to describe the GPDs in terms of LF wave func-
tions, the results are not yet satisfactory enough for practical
calculations. In Refs. #8$ and #9$, the nonvalence contribu-
tions to the GPDs were rewritten in terms of LF wave func-
tions with different parton configurations. However, the rep-
resentation given in Refs. #8$ and #9$ requires one to find all
the higher Fock-state wave functions while there has been
relatively little progress in computing the basic wave func-
tions of hadrons from first principles. In Refs. #10$ and #11$,
the GPDs were expressed in terms of the LF wave function
but only within toy models such as the ’t Hooft model of
(1#1)-dimensional QCD #10$ and the scalar Wick-
Cutkosky model #11$, respectively. While these toy model
analyses are helpful to gain some physical insight into the
properties of the GPDs !in particular, the time reversal in-
variance, the continuity at the crossover between the DGLAP
and ERBL regions, and the sum rule constrained by the elec-
tromagnetic form factor", the real (3#1)-dimensional QCD
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the basic wave functions of hadrons from first principles. In
Refs. [17,18], the GPDs were expressed in terms of LF
wave functions, but only within toy models such as the ’t
Hooft model of !1" 1#-dimensional QCD [17] and the
scalar Wick-Cutkosky model [18]. While these toy model
analyses are helpful to gain physical insight into the prop-
erties of the GPDs (especially, the time reversal invariance,
the continuity at the crossover between the DGLAP and
ERBL regions, and the sum rule constrained by the elec-
tromagnetic form factor), the real !3" 1#-dimensional
QCD motivates us to come up with a more realistic model
for the application to the analysis of GPDs.

In an effort toward this direction, one of us (C. Ji)
presented an effective treatment of handling the nonva-
lence contributions to the GPDs of the pion [19,20] using
the LF constituent quark model (LFQM), which has been
phenomenologically quite successful in describing the
spacelike form factors for the electromagnetic and radia-
tive decays of pseudoscalar and vector mesons [21–23] and
the timelike weak form factors for exclusive semileptonic
and rare decays of pseudoscalar mesons [24–26]. Our
effective treatment of handling the nonvalence contribu-
tions is based on the covariant Bethe-Salpeter (BS) ap-
proach formulated in the LF quantization [24] which we
call the LFBS approach. It has been previously applied to
the exclusive semileptonic and rare decays of pseudoscalar
mesons [25,26], providing reasonable results compared to
the data. The projection of the 4-dimensional 2-body BS
equations at the light-front hypersurface has also been
discussed in Ref. [27] and the problem of constructing
gauge invariant current in terms of LF bound-state wave
functions has been handled in Ref. [28].

In Ref. [19], an artifact of discontinuity at x $ ! be-
tween valence and nonvalence parts of the GPD had oc-
curred but it was later cured in the framework of the same
LFBS approach by taking into account both the vertices of
the meson and of the gauge boson [20]. Because of the
consistent treatment of the vertices, the continuity of the
GPD at the crossover point x $ ! was secured. However,
the value of the GPD at the crossover point vanished due to
the endpoint behavior of the LF wave functions of the
meson and the gauge boson. In Ref. [20], as also previously
suggested in Refs. [14,15], it was noted that it may be
possible to avoid this effect of GPDs vanishing at the
crossover point by considering contributions of the higher
Fock states in the DVCS amplitude. In this work, we
examine whether the GPD value at the crossover point is
indeed nonzero including the higher Fock-state correc-
tions. This investigation is particularly important because
the recent measurements of the single spin asymmetry
(SSA) at HERMES [29] and CLAS [30] indicate that the
value of GPD at the crossover point does not vanish for the
proton. Although the internal structure of the pion is rather
different from that of the proton, the issue of GPDs vanish-
ing or not vanishing at the crossover point is common to all

bound states. Thus, establishing the link between the non-
zero value of GPDs at the crossover point and the higher
Fock-state contributions is a result applicable for both
hadrons.

Working in the same LFBS framework, we will con-
sider, in addition to the pion LF wave function, the con-
tribution from the higher Fock components of q !qg. We first
follow the analysis of the higher Fock-state contributions
presented in Ref. [18] and find that the analysis of Ref. [18]
is correct only if one uses the exact solution of the BS
equation. Later, the authors of Ref. [18] investigated the
current matrix elements in the LFBS formalism discussing
the replacement of non-wave-function vertices [31] and
applying it to GPDs [32]. Using a simple model, they
obtained expressions for GPDs that are continuous and
noted that the nonvanishing of GPDs at the crossover point
is tied to higher Fock components. Our work develops the
QCD application to the continuous and nonvanishing
GPDs at the crossover point. We present explicit numerical
results in QCD. For a model LF wave function we show
that one shall retain all contributions including the ones
that ideally could be absorbed into the LF wave function
through the Bethe-Salpeter equation. This suggests a nec-
essary improvement of the model wave functions by iter-
ating them with the BS kernel.

This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
go over the essentials of the LF kinematics of the DVCS. In
Sec. III, we review previous advances in the LFBS effec-
tive treatment of the pion GPD. Then, in Sec. IV, we extend
the LFBS approach to include q !qg Fock states and present
the details of our calculations and numerical results includ-
ing the application of the prescription given in Ref. [18].
Concluding remarks follow in Sec. IV. The pole assign-
ment for the Cauchy integration and the comments on the
organization of the numerical calculations are presented in
Appendixes A and B, respectively.

II. LIGHT-FRONT KINEMATICS OF THE DEEPLY
VIRTUAL COMPTON SCATTERING

We begin with the kinematics of the virtual Compton
scattering off the pion (see Fig. 1),

"%!q# " #!P#! "!q0# " #!P0#: (1)

qq

−∆

q’

k

q’

P PPP−k −∆

k k

k+q

k−q’
−∆

−∆ PP−k P−k

k

FIG. 1. Handbag diagrams that give the dominant contribution
to Compton scattering in the deeply virtual regime. The lower
‘‘soft’’ part consists of a hadronic matrix element which is
parametrized by generalized parton distribution functions.
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The initial (final) hadron state is characterized by the
momentum P (P0), and the incoming virtual (spacelike)
and outgoing real photons are characterized by the mo-
menta q and q0, respectively. In this work, we use the LF
metric V ! V " V#V$ $ V2

?. Defining the 4-momentum
transfer ! " P$ P0, one has

P " %P#;M2=P#; 0?&;
P0 " %%1$ !&P#; %M2 #!2

?&=%1$ !&P#;$!?&;
and

! " P$ P0 " %!P#; %!2 #!2
?&=!P#;!?&;

where M is the mass of the pion and ! " !#=P# is the
skewness parameter describing the longitudinal momen-
tum asymmetry of GPDs. The squared momentum transfer
is given by

t " !2 " 2P ! ! " $ !
2M2 #!2

?
1$ ! : (2)

Since !2
? ' 0 at given ! , the value of $t is constrained

from below: $t >$tmin " !2M2=%1$ !&.
As shown in Fig. 1, the parton emitted by the pion has

the momentum k, and the absorbed parton has the momen-
tum k0 " k$!. Just like in the case of spacelike form

factors, we may choose a frame where the incident space-
like photon has a zero plus component, q# " 0, so that

q " %0; %q? #!?&2=!P#

# %!M2 #!2
?&=%1$ !&P#;q?&;

q0 " %!P#; %q? #!?&2=!P#;q? #!?&: (3)

In DVCS, where Q2 " $q2 ( M2 and Q2 ($t is large,
! plays the role of the Bjorken variable, i.e. Q2=%2P ! q& "
! . For a fixed value of $t, the allowed range of ! is given
by

0 ) ! ) %$t&
2M2

! """""""""""""""""""
1# 4M2

%$t&

s
$ 1

#
: (4)

In the leading twist, ignoring interactions at the quark-
gauge-boson (photon in this case) vertex, the dominant
contribution to the Compton scattering amplitude in the
deeply virtual region is given by

M"# " M"#
s #M"#

u ; (5)

i.e. the sum of the s-channel amplitude M"#
s and the

u-channel amplitude M"#
u shown in Fig. 1. The s-channel

amplitude is given by

M"#
s " $iNce2

q

Z d4k
%2$&4 Tr*%5%6k#m&%"%6k# 6q#m&%#%6k$!6 #m&%5%$ 6P# 6k#m&+

, Hcov%k; P&H0cov%k$!; P$ !&
*k2 $m2 # i"+*%k# q&2 $m2 # i"+*%k$ !&2 $m2 # i"+*%P$ k&2 $m2 # i"+ ; (6)

where Nc is the color factor and Hcov%k; P& [H0cov%k$
!; P$!&] is the covariant initial [final] state meson-quark
vertex function that satisfies the BS equation. As usual in
the LFBS formalism, we assume that the covariant vertex
function Hcov%k& does not alter the k$ pole structure in
Eq. (6). The u-channel amplitude can be easily obtained by
M"#
u " M"#

s %q! $q0&.
The effective gauge-boson vertex is depicted in Fig. 2 as

a reduction from the Compton scattering amplitude of the
virtual photon given by

%$ieq&2
! 6&i%6q# 6k#m&6&0
%q# k&2 $m2 # i"#

6&0i%$6q0 # 6k#m&6&
%k$ q0&2 $m2 # i"

#
:

(7)

In the deep inelastic limit, we may neglect 6k along with
any 4-products not involving q in the trace of the numera-
tor (note that for circularly polarized photons q ! & and q !
&0 can also be neglected), i.e.

q2; q ! a( a ! b;m2; & ! q; &0 ! q: (8)

Then the amplitude (7) can be rewritten as

$ie2
q

! $6q6&6&0
%q# k&2 $m2 # i"#

6q06&06&
%k$ q0&2 $m2 # i"

#
: (9)

Furthermore, 6&6&0 can be written as & ! &0 # i'"#&"&0#,
where '"# " 1

2i *%";%#+. The axial term can be neglected
because it vanishes after integration over k?. Thus, for the
reduced vertex we obtain

$ie2
q%$& !&0&6q

!
1

%q#k&2$m2# i"$
1

%k$q0&2$m2# i"

#

-$ie2
q%$g"#&6q

!
1

%q#k&2$m2# i"

$ 1

%k$q0&2$m2# i"

#
: (10)
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FIG. 2. Effective vertex.
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and outgoing real photons are characterized by the mo-
menta q and q0, respectively. In this work, we use the LF
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skewness parameter describing the longitudinal momen-
tum asymmetry of GPDs. The squared momentum transfer
is given by
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!; P$!&] is the covariant initial [final] state meson-quark
vertex function that satisfies the BS equation. As usual in
the LFBS formalism, we assume that the covariant vertex
function Hcov%k& does not alter the k$ pole structure in
Eq. (6). The u-channel amplitude can be easily obtained by
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and outgoing real photons are characterized by the mo-
menta q and q0, respectively. In this work, we use the LF
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Since !2
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the basic wave functions of hadrons from first principles. In
Refs. [17,18], the GPDs were expressed in terms of LF
wave functions, but only within toy models such as the ’t
Hooft model of !1" 1#-dimensional QCD [17] and the
scalar Wick-Cutkosky model [18]. While these toy model
analyses are helpful to gain physical insight into the prop-
erties of the GPDs (especially, the time reversal invariance,
the continuity at the crossover between the DGLAP and
ERBL regions, and the sum rule constrained by the elec-
tromagnetic form factor), the real !3" 1#-dimensional
QCD motivates us to come up with a more realistic model
for the application to the analysis of GPDs.

In an effort toward this direction, one of us (C. Ji)
presented an effective treatment of handling the nonva-
lence contributions to the GPDs of the pion [19,20] using
the LF constituent quark model (LFQM), which has been
phenomenologically quite successful in describing the
spacelike form factors for the electromagnetic and radia-
tive decays of pseudoscalar and vector mesons [21–23] and
the timelike weak form factors for exclusive semileptonic
and rare decays of pseudoscalar mesons [24–26]. Our
effective treatment of handling the nonvalence contribu-
tions is based on the covariant Bethe-Salpeter (BS) ap-
proach formulated in the LF quantization [24] which we
call the LFBS approach. It has been previously applied to
the exclusive semileptonic and rare decays of pseudoscalar
mesons [25,26], providing reasonable results compared to
the data. The projection of the 4-dimensional 2-body BS
equations at the light-front hypersurface has also been
discussed in Ref. [27] and the problem of constructing
gauge invariant current in terms of LF bound-state wave
functions has been handled in Ref. [28].

In Ref. [19], an artifact of discontinuity at x $ ! be-
tween valence and nonvalence parts of the GPD had oc-
curred but it was later cured in the framework of the same
LFBS approach by taking into account both the vertices of
the meson and of the gauge boson [20]. Because of the
consistent treatment of the vertices, the continuity of the
GPD at the crossover point x $ ! was secured. However,
the value of the GPD at the crossover point vanished due to
the endpoint behavior of the LF wave functions of the
meson and the gauge boson. In Ref. [20], as also previously
suggested in Refs. [14,15], it was noted that it may be
possible to avoid this effect of GPDs vanishing at the
crossover point by considering contributions of the higher
Fock states in the DVCS amplitude. In this work, we
examine whether the GPD value at the crossover point is
indeed nonzero including the higher Fock-state correc-
tions. This investigation is particularly important because
the recent measurements of the single spin asymmetry
(SSA) at HERMES [29] and CLAS [30] indicate that the
value of GPD at the crossover point does not vanish for the
proton. Although the internal structure of the pion is rather
different from that of the proton, the issue of GPDs vanish-
ing or not vanishing at the crossover point is common to all

bound states. Thus, establishing the link between the non-
zero value of GPDs at the crossover point and the higher
Fock-state contributions is a result applicable for both
hadrons.

Working in the same LFBS framework, we will con-
sider, in addition to the pion LF wave function, the con-
tribution from the higher Fock components of q !qg. We first
follow the analysis of the higher Fock-state contributions
presented in Ref. [18] and find that the analysis of Ref. [18]
is correct only if one uses the exact solution of the BS
equation. Later, the authors of Ref. [18] investigated the
current matrix elements in the LFBS formalism discussing
the replacement of non-wave-function vertices [31] and
applying it to GPDs [32]. Using a simple model, they
obtained expressions for GPDs that are continuous and
noted that the nonvanishing of GPDs at the crossover point
is tied to higher Fock components. Our work develops the
QCD application to the continuous and nonvanishing
GPDs at the crossover point. We present explicit numerical
results in QCD. For a model LF wave function we show
that one shall retain all contributions including the ones
that ideally could be absorbed into the LF wave function
through the Bethe-Salpeter equation. This suggests a nec-
essary improvement of the model wave functions by iter-
ating them with the BS kernel.

This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
go over the essentials of the LF kinematics of the DVCS. In
Sec. III, we review previous advances in the LFBS effec-
tive treatment of the pion GPD. Then, in Sec. IV, we extend
the LFBS approach to include q !qg Fock states and present
the details of our calculations and numerical results includ-
ing the application of the prescription given in Ref. [18].
Concluding remarks follow in Sec. IV. The pole assign-
ment for the Cauchy integration and the comments on the
organization of the numerical calculations are presented in
Appendixes A and B, respectively.

II. LIGHT-FRONT KINEMATICS OF THE DEEPLY
VIRTUAL COMPTON SCATTERING

We begin with the kinematics of the virtual Compton
scattering off the pion (see Fig. 1),
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FIG. 1. Handbag diagrams that give the dominant contribution
to Compton scattering in the deeply virtual regime. The lower
‘‘soft’’ part consists of a hadronic matrix element which is
parametrized by generalized parton distribution functions.
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The initial (final) hadron state is characterized by the
momentum P (P0), and the incoming virtual (spacelike)
and outgoing real photons are characterized by the mo-
menta q and q0, respectively. In this work, we use the LF
metric V ! V " V#V$ $ V2

?. Defining the 4-momentum
transfer ! " P$ P0, one has

P " %P#;M2=P#; 0?&;
P0 " %%1$ !&P#; %M2 #!2

?&=%1$ !&P#;$!?&;
and

! " P$ P0 " %!P#; %!2 #!2
?&=!P#;!?&;

where M is the mass of the pion and ! " !#=P# is the
skewness parameter describing the longitudinal momen-
tum asymmetry of GPDs. The squared momentum transfer
is given by

t " !2 " 2P ! ! " $ !
2M2 #!2

?
1$ ! : (2)

Since !2
? ' 0 at given ! , the value of $t is constrained

from below: $t >$tmin " !2M2=%1$ !&.
As shown in Fig. 1, the parton emitted by the pion has

the momentum k, and the absorbed parton has the momen-
tum k0 " k$!. Just like in the case of spacelike form

factors, we may choose a frame where the incident space-
like photon has a zero plus component, q# " 0, so that

q " %0; %q? #!?&2=!P#

# %!M2 #!2
?&=%1$ !&P#;q?&;

q0 " %!P#; %q? #!?&2=!P#;q? #!?&: (3)

In DVCS, where Q2 " $q2 ( M2 and Q2 ($t is large,
! plays the role of the Bjorken variable, i.e. Q2=%2P ! q& "
! . For a fixed value of $t, the allowed range of ! is given
by

0 ) ! ) %$t&
2M2

! """""""""""""""""""
1# 4M2

%$t&

s
$ 1

#
: (4)

In the leading twist, ignoring interactions at the quark-
gauge-boson (photon in this case) vertex, the dominant
contribution to the Compton scattering amplitude in the
deeply virtual region is given by

M"# " M"#
s #M"#

u ; (5)

i.e. the sum of the s-channel amplitude M"#
s and the

u-channel amplitude M"#
u shown in Fig. 1. The s-channel

amplitude is given by

M"#
s " $iNce2
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where Nc is the color factor and Hcov%k; P& [H0cov%k$
!; P$!&] is the covariant initial [final] state meson-quark
vertex function that satisfies the BS equation. As usual in
the LFBS formalism, we assume that the covariant vertex
function Hcov%k& does not alter the k$ pole structure in
Eq. (6). The u-channel amplitude can be easily obtained by
M"#
u " M"#

s %q! $q0&.
The effective gauge-boson vertex is depicted in Fig. 2 as

a reduction from the Compton scattering amplitude of the
virtual photon given by
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In the deep inelastic limit, we may neglect 6k along with
any 4-products not involving q in the trace of the numera-
tor (note that for circularly polarized photons q ! & and q !
&0 can also be neglected), i.e.

q2; q ! a( a ! b;m2; & ! q; &0 ! q: (8)

Then the amplitude (7) can be rewritten as
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: (9)

Furthermore, 6&6&0 can be written as & ! &0 # i'"#&"&0#,
where '"# " 1

2i *%";%#+. The axial term can be neglected
because it vanishes after integration over k?. Thus, for the
reduced vertex we obtain
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and outgoing real photons are characterized by the mo-
menta q and q0, respectively. In this work, we use the LF
metric V ! V " V#V$ $ V2

?. Defining the 4-momentum
transfer ! " P$ P0, one has
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and
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where M is the mass of the pion and ! " !#=P# is the
skewness parameter describing the longitudinal momen-
tum asymmetry of GPDs. The squared momentum transfer
is given by

t " !2 " 2P ! ! " $ !
2M2 #!2
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1$ ! : (2)

Since !2
? ' 0 at given ! , the value of $t is constrained

from below: $t >$tmin " !2M2=%1$ !&.
As shown in Fig. 1, the parton emitted by the pion has

the momentum k, and the absorbed parton has the momen-
tum k0 " k$!. Just like in the case of spacelike form

factors, we may choose a frame where the incident space-
like photon has a zero plus component, q# " 0, so that
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In the leading twist, ignoring interactions at the quark-
gauge-boson (photon in this case) vertex, the dominant
contribution to the Compton scattering amplitude in the
deeply virtual region is given by

M"# " M"#
s #M"#

u ; (5)

i.e. the sum of the s-channel amplitude M"#
s and the

u-channel amplitude M"#
u shown in Fig. 1. The s-channel

amplitude is given by
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where Nc is the color factor and Hcov%k; P& [H0cov%k$
!; P$!&] is the covariant initial [final] state meson-quark
vertex function that satisfies the BS equation. As usual in
the LFBS formalism, we assume that the covariant vertex
function Hcov%k& does not alter the k$ pole structure in
Eq. (6). The u-channel amplitude can be easily obtained by
M"#
u " M"#

s %q! $q0&.
The effective gauge-boson vertex is depicted in Fig. 2 as

a reduction from the Compton scattering amplitude of the
virtual photon given by
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Furthermore, 6&6&0 can be written as & ! &0 # i'"#&"&0#,
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2i *%";%#+. The axial term can be neglected
because it vanishes after integration over k?. Thus, for the
reduced vertex we obtain
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The initial (final) hadron state is characterized by the
momentum P (P0), and the incoming virtual (spacelike)
and outgoing real photons are characterized by the mo-
menta q and q0, respectively. In this work, we use the LF
metric V ! V " V#V$ $ V2

?. Defining the 4-momentum
transfer ! " P$ P0, one has

P " %P#;M2=P#; 0?&;
P0 " %%1$ !&P#; %M2 #!2

?&=%1$ !&P#;$!?&;
and

! " P$ P0 " %!P#; %!2 #!2
?&=!P#;!?&;

where M is the mass of the pion and ! " !#=P# is the
skewness parameter describing the longitudinal momen-
tum asymmetry of GPDs. The squared momentum transfer
is given by

t " !2 " 2P ! ! " $ !
2M2 #!2

?
1$ ! : (2)

Since !2
? ' 0 at given ! , the value of $t is constrained

from below: $t >$tmin " !2M2=%1$ !&.
As shown in Fig. 1, the parton emitted by the pion has

the momentum k, and the absorbed parton has the momen-
tum k0 " k$!. Just like in the case of spacelike form

factors, we may choose a frame where the incident space-
like photon has a zero plus component, q# " 0, so that

q " %0; %q? #!?&2=!P#

# %!M2 #!2
?&=%1$ !&P#;q?&;

q0 " %!P#; %q? #!?&2=!P#;q? #!?&: (3)

In DVCS, where Q2 " $q2 ( M2 and Q2 ($t is large,
! plays the role of the Bjorken variable, i.e. Q2=%2P ! q& "
! . For a fixed value of $t, the allowed range of ! is given
by
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#
: (4)

In the leading twist, ignoring interactions at the quark-
gauge-boson (photon in this case) vertex, the dominant
contribution to the Compton scattering amplitude in the
deeply virtual region is given by

M"# " M"#
s #M"#

u ; (5)

i.e. the sum of the s-channel amplitude M"#
s and the

u-channel amplitude M"#
u shown in Fig. 1. The s-channel

amplitude is given by
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where Nc is the color factor and Hcov%k; P& [H0cov%k$
!; P$!&] is the covariant initial [final] state meson-quark
vertex function that satisfies the BS equation. As usual in
the LFBS formalism, we assume that the covariant vertex
function Hcov%k& does not alter the k$ pole structure in
Eq. (6). The u-channel amplitude can be easily obtained by
M"#
u " M"#

s %q! $q0&.
The effective gauge-boson vertex is depicted in Fig. 2 as

a reduction from the Compton scattering amplitude of the
virtual photon given by
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In the deep inelastic limit, we may neglect 6k along with
any 4-products not involving q in the trace of the numera-
tor (note that for circularly polarized photons q ! & and q !
&0 can also be neglected), i.e.

q2; q ! a( a ! b;m2; & ! q; &0 ! q: (8)

Then the amplitude (7) can be rewritten as
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Furthermore, 6&6&0 can be written as & ! &0 # i'"#&"&0#,
where '"# " 1

2i *%";%#+. The axial term can be neglected
because it vanishes after integration over k?. Thus, for the
reduced vertex we obtain
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the basic wave functions of hadrons from first principles. In
Refs. [17,18], the GPDs were expressed in terms of LF
wave functions, but only within toy models such as the ’t
Hooft model of !1" 1#-dimensional QCD [17] and the
scalar Wick-Cutkosky model [18]. While these toy model
analyses are helpful to gain physical insight into the prop-
erties of the GPDs (especially, the time reversal invariance,
the continuity at the crossover between the DGLAP and
ERBL regions, and the sum rule constrained by the elec-
tromagnetic form factor), the real !3" 1#-dimensional
QCD motivates us to come up with a more realistic model
for the application to the analysis of GPDs.

In an effort toward this direction, one of us (C. Ji)
presented an effective treatment of handling the nonva-
lence contributions to the GPDs of the pion [19,20] using
the LF constituent quark model (LFQM), which has been
phenomenologically quite successful in describing the
spacelike form factors for the electromagnetic and radia-
tive decays of pseudoscalar and vector mesons [21–23] and
the timelike weak form factors for exclusive semileptonic
and rare decays of pseudoscalar mesons [24–26]. Our
effective treatment of handling the nonvalence contribu-
tions is based on the covariant Bethe-Salpeter (BS) ap-
proach formulated in the LF quantization [24] which we
call the LFBS approach. It has been previously applied to
the exclusive semileptonic and rare decays of pseudoscalar
mesons [25,26], providing reasonable results compared to
the data. The projection of the 4-dimensional 2-body BS
equations at the light-front hypersurface has also been
discussed in Ref. [27] and the problem of constructing
gauge invariant current in terms of LF bound-state wave
functions has been handled in Ref. [28].

In Ref. [19], an artifact of discontinuity at x $ ! be-
tween valence and nonvalence parts of the GPD had oc-
curred but it was later cured in the framework of the same
LFBS approach by taking into account both the vertices of
the meson and of the gauge boson [20]. Because of the
consistent treatment of the vertices, the continuity of the
GPD at the crossover point x $ ! was secured. However,
the value of the GPD at the crossover point vanished due to
the endpoint behavior of the LF wave functions of the
meson and the gauge boson. In Ref. [20], as also previously
suggested in Refs. [14,15], it was noted that it may be
possible to avoid this effect of GPDs vanishing at the
crossover point by considering contributions of the higher
Fock states in the DVCS amplitude. In this work, we
examine whether the GPD value at the crossover point is
indeed nonzero including the higher Fock-state correc-
tions. This investigation is particularly important because
the recent measurements of the single spin asymmetry
(SSA) at HERMES [29] and CLAS [30] indicate that the
value of GPD at the crossover point does not vanish for the
proton. Although the internal structure of the pion is rather
different from that of the proton, the issue of GPDs vanish-
ing or not vanishing at the crossover point is common to all

bound states. Thus, establishing the link between the non-
zero value of GPDs at the crossover point and the higher
Fock-state contributions is a result applicable for both
hadrons.

Working in the same LFBS framework, we will con-
sider, in addition to the pion LF wave function, the con-
tribution from the higher Fock components of q !qg. We first
follow the analysis of the higher Fock-state contributions
presented in Ref. [18] and find that the analysis of Ref. [18]
is correct only if one uses the exact solution of the BS
equation. Later, the authors of Ref. [18] investigated the
current matrix elements in the LFBS formalism discussing
the replacement of non-wave-function vertices [31] and
applying it to GPDs [32]. Using a simple model, they
obtained expressions for GPDs that are continuous and
noted that the nonvanishing of GPDs at the crossover point
is tied to higher Fock components. Our work develops the
QCD application to the continuous and nonvanishing
GPDs at the crossover point. We present explicit numerical
results in QCD. For a model LF wave function we show
that one shall retain all contributions including the ones
that ideally could be absorbed into the LF wave function
through the Bethe-Salpeter equation. This suggests a nec-
essary improvement of the model wave functions by iter-
ating them with the BS kernel.

This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
go over the essentials of the LF kinematics of the DVCS. In
Sec. III, we review previous advances in the LFBS effec-
tive treatment of the pion GPD. Then, in Sec. IV, we extend
the LFBS approach to include q !qg Fock states and present
the details of our calculations and numerical results includ-
ing the application of the prescription given in Ref. [18].
Concluding remarks follow in Sec. IV. The pole assign-
ment for the Cauchy integration and the comments on the
organization of the numerical calculations are presented in
Appendixes A and B, respectively.

II. LIGHT-FRONT KINEMATICS OF THE DEEPLY
VIRTUAL COMPTON SCATTERING

We begin with the kinematics of the virtual Compton
scattering off the pion (see Fig. 1),

"%!q# " #!P#! "!q0# " #!P0#: (1)

qq
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k
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P PPP−k −∆
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FIG. 1. Handbag diagrams that give the dominant contribution
to Compton scattering in the deeply virtual regime. The lower
‘‘soft’’ part consists of a hadronic matrix element which is
parametrized by generalized parton distribution functions.
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region. The main purpose of the present work is to apply the
effective method presented in !16" of handling the nonva-
lence contribution to the SPDs of the pion at small momen-
tum transfer region in LFQM. The paper is organized as
follows. In Sec. II, we briefly introduce the necessary kine-
matics in which we follow the notation employed by Rady-
ushkin !3". In Sec. III, we represent the SPDs of the pion in
terms of light-front vertex functions, starting from the cova-
riant Bethe-Salpeter model of (3!1)-dimensional fermion
field theory. The nonvalence part of SPDs is expressed in
terms of light-front vertex functions of a hadron and a gauge
boson. The link operator connecting n"1 body to n!1
body in a Fock state representation is obtained by an analytic
continuation of the usual BS amplitude. We also show that
the complicated (n!2)-body energy denominators are ab-
sent throughout the calculation of the light-front time-
ordered diagrams. Of particular interest, the instantaneous
contribution of the quark propagator to the nonvalence dia-
gram is separated from the on-shell propagating part. In Sec.
IV, we replace the light-front vertex functions obtained from
Sec. III with our LFQM wave function !12" and show our
numerical results for the SPDs of the pion at small momen-
tum transfer region. We also show that the frame indepen-
dence of our model is guaranteed by the sum rule between
the SPDs and form factor of the pion. Conclusions follow in
Sec. V.

II. KINEMATICS

We begin with the kinematics of the virtual Compton scat-
tering #see Fig. 1$ of the pion

%*#q $!&#P $→%#q!$!&#P!$, #1$

where the initial #final$ hadron state is characterized by the
momentum P (P!) and the incoming spacelike virtual and
outgoing real photon momenta by q and q!, respectively. We
shall use the component notation V#(V!,V",V!) and our
metric is specified by V$#(V0$V3) and V2#V!V"

"V!
2 .

Defining the four momentum transfer '#P"P!, one has

P#!P!,
M 2

P!
,0!" ,

P!#! #1"($P!,
M 2!'!

2

#1"($P!
,"'!" , #2$

and

'#P"P!#! (P!,
'2!'!

2

(P!
,'!" , #3$

where M is the pion mass and (#'!/P! is the skewedness
parameter describing the asymmetry in plus momentum. The
squared momentum transfer then reads

t#'2#2P•'#"
(2M 2!'!

2

1"(
. #4$

Since '!
2)0, t has a minimum value "tmin#(2M2/(1"() at

given ( . As shown in Fig. 1, the parton emitted by the pion
has the momentum k, and the one absorbed has the momen-
tum k!.
As in the case of spacelike form factors, we choose a

frame where the incident spacelike photon carries q!#0,

q#! 0,#q!!'!$2

(P!
!

(M 2!'!
2

#1"($P!
,q!" ,

q!#! (P!,
#q!!'!$2

(P!
,q!!'!" . #5$

In deeply virtual Compton scattering #DVCS$ where Q2#
"q2 is large compared to the mass M and "t , one obtains

Q2

2P•q #( , #6$

i.e., ( plays the role of the Bjorken variable in DVCS. For a
fixed value of "t , the allowed range of ( is given by

0*(*
#"t $

2M 2 #!1!
4M 2

#"t $"1 $ . #7$

III. SKEWED QUARK DISTRIBUTION OF THE PION

Analogous to the pion electromagnetic #EM$ form factor
calculation

J!#0 $+,P!%-̄#0 $%!-#0 $%P.#F&# t $#P!P!$!, #8$

we define the skewed quark distributions #SQDs$ F&(( ,x ,t)
of a pion by

J !+& dz"

4&
eixP

!z"/2,P!%-̄#0 $%!-#z $%P.%z!#z!#0

#F&#( ,x ,t $#P!P!$!, #9$

FIG. 1. Handbag diagram contributing dominantly to Compton
scattering in the deeply virtual region. The lower soft part consists
of a hadronic matrix element which is parametrized in the form of
skewed parton distribution functions.
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The initial (final) hadron state is characterized by the
momentum P (P0), and the incoming virtual (spacelike)
and outgoing real photons are characterized by the mo-
menta q and q0, respectively. In this work, we use the LF
metric V ! V " V#V$ $ V2

?. Defining the 4-momentum
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and
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where M is the mass of the pion and ! " !#=P# is the
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is given by
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Since !2
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FIG. 2. Effective vertex.
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Adding s- and u-channel amplitudes, we obtain the Compton scattering amplitude in the DVCS limit as follows:
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Equation (13) reduces to &"!1, &5# for the parallel hel-
icities (i.e. " for "" and $ for ## ) and to zero otherwise.
Since the axial current &"&5 does not contribute to the
integral, i.e. %!k? (!?# after the trace calculation, this
term can be dropped.
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tude) can be rewritten as the factorized form of hard and
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The function F %!! ; x; t# is the ‘‘generalized parton distri-
bution’’ and it manifests characteristics of the ordinary
(forward) quark distribution in the limits ! ! 0 and t!
0. On the other hand, the first moment of F %!! ; x; t# is
related to the form factor by the following sum rule [1,2]:
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0
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In general, the polynomiality conditions for the moments
of the GPDs [33,34] defined by
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0
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require that the highest power of ! in the polynomial
expression of Fn!! ; t# should not be larger than n. These
polynomiality conditions are fundamental properties of the
GPDs which follow from the Lorentz invariance. The

positivity property of the GPDs, following from positivity
of the density matrix [35], has been discussed analyzing
the double distributions (DD) [36]. While such conditions
as sum rules and polynomiality are more easily satisfied by
the DD-based models for the GPDs, it has been noted [36]
that the positivity constraints are more transparent in the
framework based on the LF wave function.

An important feature of the DVCS amplitude given by
Eq. (14) is that it depends only on the skewness parameter
! & Q2=!2P + q# for large Q2 and fixed jtj!- Q2#. This
property of the exclusive DVCS amplitude is similar to the
Bjorken scaling for the structure functions of the inclusive
deep inelastic scattering (DIS) reaction. Moreover, for
DVCS, the skewness parameter ! coincides with the
Bjorken variable xBj. Note also that, according to
Eq. (14), the size of the imaginary part of the DVCS
amplitude is proportional to F %!! ; ! ; t#, i.e., to the value
of the GPD at the crossover point x & ! . In its turn, the
imaginary part of the DVCS amplitude determines the
magnitude of the single spin asymmetry (SSA) [1] (see
also [37,38]) that can be measured through the scattering of
longitudinally polarized electrons on an unpolarized target.
The SSA measurements for the proton target have been
reported by HERMES [29] and CLAS [30] collaborations,

1As discussed in [16], for a longitudinally polarized initial
photon, the Compton amplitude is of order 1=Q and thus
vanishes in the limit Q2 ! 1.
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region. The main purpose of the present work is to apply the
effective method presented in !16" of handling the nonva-
lence contribution to the SPDs of the pion at small momen-
tum transfer region in LFQM. The paper is organized as
follows. In Sec. II, we briefly introduce the necessary kine-
matics in which we follow the notation employed by Rady-
ushkin !3". In Sec. III, we represent the SPDs of the pion in
terms of light-front vertex functions, starting from the cova-
riant Bethe-Salpeter model of (3!1)-dimensional fermion
field theory. The nonvalence part of SPDs is expressed in
terms of light-front vertex functions of a hadron and a gauge
boson. The link operator connecting n"1 body to n!1
body in a Fock state representation is obtained by an analytic
continuation of the usual BS amplitude. We also show that
the complicated (n!2)-body energy denominators are ab-
sent throughout the calculation of the light-front time-
ordered diagrams. Of particular interest, the instantaneous
contribution of the quark propagator to the nonvalence dia-
gram is separated from the on-shell propagating part. In Sec.
IV, we replace the light-front vertex functions obtained from
Sec. III with our LFQM wave function !12" and show our
numerical results for the SPDs of the pion at small momen-
tum transfer region. We also show that the frame indepen-
dence of our model is guaranteed by the sum rule between
the SPDs and form factor of the pion. Conclusions follow in
Sec. V.

II. KINEMATICS

We begin with the kinematics of the virtual Compton scat-
tering #see Fig. 1$ of the pion

%*#q $!&#P $→%#q!$!&#P!$, #1$

where the initial #final$ hadron state is characterized by the
momentum P (P!) and the incoming spacelike virtual and
outgoing real photon momenta by q and q!, respectively. We
shall use the component notation V#(V!,V",V!) and our
metric is specified by V$#(V0$V3) and V2#V!V"
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has the momentum k, and the one absorbed has the momen-
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As in the case of spacelike form factors, we choose a
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In deeply virtual Compton scattering #DVCS$ where Q2#
"q2 is large compared to the mass M and "t , one obtains
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i.e., ( plays the role of the Bjorken variable in DVCS. For a
fixed value of "t , the allowed range of ( is given by
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III. SKEWED QUARK DISTRIBUTION OF THE PION

Analogous to the pion electromagnetic #EM$ form factor
calculation
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we define the skewed quark distributions #SQDs$ F&(( ,x ,t)
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FIG. 1. Handbag diagram contributing dominantly to Compton
scattering in the deeply virtual region. The lower soft part consists
of a hadronic matrix element which is parametrized in the form of
skewed parton distribution functions.
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region. The main purpose of the present work is to apply the
effective method presented in !16" of handling the nonva-
lence contribution to the SPDs of the pion at small momen-
tum transfer region in LFQM. The paper is organized as
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Sec. III with our LFQM wave function !12" and show our
numerical results for the SPDs of the pion at small momen-
tum transfer region. We also show that the frame indepen-
dence of our model is guaranteed by the sum rule between
the SPDs and form factor of the pion. Conclusions follow in
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where z!(z",z#,z!) in a light-front representation. Note
that the path-ordered exponential of the gauge field,
P exp!i"z#A#$, required by gauge invariance in Eq. %9& does
not appear in the light-front gauge A"!0. As one can see
from Eqs. %8& and %9&, the F' involves one less integration
than the form factor F' due to nonlocality of the current
matrix element. The SQDs display characteristics of the or-
dinary %forward& quark distribution in the limit of (→0 and
t→0; on the other hand, the first moment of the SQDs is
related to the form factor by the following sum rules !2,3$:

!
0

1
dxF'%( ,x ,t &!F'% t &, %10&

where F'(( ,x ,t)!euF '
u (( ,x ,t)#edF '

d̄ (( ,x ,t) and we as-
sume isospin symmetry(mu!md̄) so that F '

u (( ,x ,t)
!F '

d̄ (( ,x ,t). Note that Eq. %10& is independent of ( , which
provides important constraints on any model calculation of
the SQDs. In general, the polynomiality conditions for the
moments of the SQDs !20,21$ defined by

!
0

1
dxxn#1F%( ,x ,t &!Fn%( ,t & %11&

require that the highest power of ( in the polynomial expres-
sion of Fn(( ,t) should not be larger than n. These polyno-
miality conditions are fundamental properties of the SQDs
which follow from the Lorentz invariance. In case of a spin-
1/2 composite system !2,8$, where the helicity nonflip(H)
and helicity flip(E) SQDs are involved, the second(n!2)
moment of each SQD yields the ( dependent form factors of
the energy-momentum tensor, although the sum of the mo-
ments produces the (-independent form factors of the
energy-momentum tensor. When the sum rule(n!2) is ex-
trapolated to #t!0 !2$, it provides the information on the
total quark %i.e., quark orbital& contribution to the nucleon
spin. For the spin-0 composite system like the pion, the situ-
ation is quite different because only one SQD F(( ,x ,t) ex-
ists. We discuss our numerical results of Fn(( ,t)(n!1,2,3)
for the pion in the next section %Sec. IV&.
In Refs. !8,10$, the overlap representation of light-front

wave function for the SQDs has been obtained from the for-
mal definitions of light-front field operators. In this work,
however, we shall derive the SQDs of the pion starting from
the covariant Bethe-Salpeter %BS& amplitude of the current J
given by !see Fig. 2%a&$

J #!iNc! d4k

%2'&4
)%x#k"/P"&HcovHcov! S#

!k2#m2"i*$!%k#+&2#m2"i*$!%P#k &2#m2"i*$
, %12&

where Nc is the color factor, )(x#k"/P") represents the
composite operator !3$ denoted by a small white blob at the
quark-gauge boson vertex in Fig. 2, and Hcov (Hcov! ) is the
covariant initial %final& state meson-quark vertex function
that satisfies the BS equation. We refer to the black vertex in
Fig. 2%c& as the nonvalence wave function vertex. In the BS
formalism it is obtained by a continuation of the usual BS
amplitude, as we discuss below.
Using the following identity

p” "m!%p” on"m &" 1
2 ,"%p##pon

# &, %13&

we can express the trace term S# in Eq. %12& in terms of the
on-mass shell propagating part of quark propagators and the
instantaneous one as follows:

S#!Tr!,5%p” 1"m &,#%p” 2"m &,5%#p” q̄"m &$

!Tr!,5%p” 1on"m &,#%p” 2on"m &,5%#p” q̄on"m &$

"Tr! inst.$ , %14&

with

FIG. 2. Diagrams for SQDs in different kinematic regions for the case ($0. The covariant diagram %a& corresponds to the sum of the LF
valence diagram %b& defined in (%x%1 region and the nonvalence diagram %c& defined in 0%x%( region. The large white and black blobs
at the meson-quark vertices in %b& and %c& represent the ordinary LF wave function and the nonvalence wave function vertices, respectively.
The small white blob at the quark-gauge boson vertex indicates the nonlocality of the vertex.
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The function F!(" ,x ,t) is the so called generalized parton
distributions and it manifests the characteristics of the ordi-
nary #forward$ quark distribution in the limit of "→0 and t
→0. On the other hand, the first moment of3 F!(" ,x ,t) is
related to the form factor by the following sum rules %2,3&:

!
0

1 dx
1!"/2F!#" ,x ,t $"F!# t $. #10$

In general, the polynomiality conditions for the moments of
the GPDs %23,24& defined by

!
0

1 dx
1!"/2 x

n!1F!#" ,x ,t $"Fn#" ,t $ #11$

require that the highest power of " in the polynomial expres-
sion of Fn(" ,t) should not be larger than n. These polyno-
miality conditions are fundamental properties of the GPDs
which follow from the Lorentz invariance. We comment on
how our model calculations satisfy the polynomiality condi-
tions in Sec. IV #Numerical Results$.
An important feature of the DVCS amplitude given by

Eq. #8$ is that it depends only on the skewedness parameter
""Q2/(2P•q) for large Q2 and fixed "t"('Q2), i.e., DVCS
is equivalent to an inclusive process exhibiting the Bjorken
scaling xB j"" . Note also from Eq. #8$ that the imaginary
part of the DVCS amplitude is proportional to F!(" ," ,t).
The single spin asymmetry %19,20& that can be measured in
the scattering of a longitudinally polarized probe on an un-
polarized target is proportional to the imaginary part of the
amplitude, i.e., the value of F!(" ," ,t). Recent measure-
ments of SSA for a proton target have been reported by the
HERMES %25& and CLAS %26& Collaborations. We discuss
the value of F!(" ," ,t) in Sec. III C.

III. GENERALIZED PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS IN
LIGHT-FRONT BETHE-SALPETER APPROACH

The GPDs entering as nonperturbative information in the
DVCS as shown in Fig. 1 can be represented by Fig. 2#a$
where the small white blob shown in Fig. 2#a$ represents the
composite #nonlocal$ operator %3& at the quark–gauge-boson
vertex. Since the longitudinal component (#""P# of the
momentum transfer ("P!P! is in general nonzero, the
covariant diagram Fig. 2#a$ is represented by the sum of the
LF valence diagram #b$ defined in the "$x$1 #DGLAP$
region and the nonvalence diagram #c$ defined in the 0$x
$" #ERBL$ region. As one can see from Figs. 2#b$ and 2#c$,
the large white blobs at the meson-quark vertices in #b$ and
#c$ represent the ordinary LF wave function. However, the
large black blob in #c$ cannot be represented by the ordinary
LF wave function since it is no longer a bound-state vertex
but a non-wave-function vertex. This non-wave-function ver-
tex causes the main source of difficulty in representing the
GPDs #as well as the timelike form factor$ in terms of the
light-front wave function. However, in the covariant BS for-
malism it can be represented as an analytic continuation of
the usual BS amplitude.
In our previous work %12&, we derived the GPDs of the

pion starting from the covariant BS amplitude of the current
J #see Eq. #12$ in %12&$, which is essentially the same calcu-
lation of F!(" ,x ,t) given by Eq. #9$. Since the detailed pro-
cedures for obtaining the effective solution for the non-wave-
function vertex were given in %12&, here we only briefly
present the salient points of our previous effective method
%12& before we discuss the new treatment of the quark–
gauge-boson vertex function to ensure the continuity of the
GPDs at the crossover (x"") between the DGLAP and
ERBL regions.

A. Brief review of our previous method †12‡
The essential feature of our approach is to consider the

light-front wave function as the solution of the light-front
Bethe-Salpeter equation #LFBSE$ given by %12,16,27,28&

#M 2!M 0!
2$)!#xi! ,ki!! $"!

0

1
%dy!&%d2l!! &K#xi! ,ki!! ;y j! ,lj!! $

%)!#y j! ,lj!! $, #12$

3Note that our definition of F!(" ,x ,t) in this work is different
from the one used in our previous work %12& by a factor (1!"/2) in
the normalization. We also use the notation " here for the
‘‘skewedness’’ parameter instead of the previous * to be consistent
with the notation used by Radyushkin %3&.

FIG. 2. Diagrams for GPDs in different kinematic regions for the case "&0: The covariant diagram #a$ corresponds to the sum of the LF
valence diagram #b$ defined in the DGLAP ("$x$1) region and the nonvalence diagram #c$ defined in the ERBL (0$x$") region. The
large white and black blobs at the meson-quark vertices in #b$ and #c$ represent the ordinary LF wave function and the nonvalence wave
function vertices, respectively. The small white blob at the quark–gauge-boson vertex indicates the nonlocality of the vertex.
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The denominators can be further simplified by
!

1

!q" k#2 $m2 " i"$
1

!k$ q0#2 $m2 " i"

"
% 1

P"q$

!
1

x$ ! " i""
1

x$ i"

"
: (11)

Adding s- and u-channel amplitudes, we obtain the Compton scattering amplitude in the DVCS limit as follows:

MIJ & "I#"'J$ M#$

& $ iNc
2P"

e2
q

Z d4k
!2%#4

!
1

x$ ! " i""
1

x$ i"

"
Hcov!k; P#H0cov!k$!; P$ !#

( Tr)&5!6k"m#6"I&" 6"'J!6k$!6 "m#&5!$ 6P" 6k"m#*
)k2 $m2 " i"*)!k$!#2 $m2 " i"*)!P$ k#2 $m2 " i"* : (12)

For circularly polarized ("" & 0) initial and final photons1

(I, J are " or # ), we obtain from Eq. (12)

6"I&" 6"'J & !"I? + "'J? #&" " i!"I? ( "'J? #3&"&5: (13)

Equation (13) reduces to &"!1, &5# for the parallel hel-
icities (i.e. " for "" and $ for ## ) and to zero otherwise.
Since the axial current &"&5 does not contribute to the
integral, i.e. %!k? (!?# after the trace calculation, this
term can be dropped.

Thus, the DVCS amplitude (i.e. photon helicity ampli-
tude) can be rewritten as the factorized form of hard and
soft amplitudes,

M""!P;q;P0# &M##!P;q;P0#

& $e2
q

Z
dx
!

1

x$ ! " i""
1

x$ i"

"
F %!! ; x; t#;

(14)

where

F %!! ; x; t# &
iNc
2

Z dk$d2k?
2!2%#4 Hcov!k; P#H0cov!k$ !; P$!#

( Tr)&5!6k"m#&"!6k$ !6 "m#&5!$ 6P" 6k"m#*
)k2 $m2 " i"*)!k$!#2 $m2 " i"*)!P$ k#2 $m2 " i"* : (15)

The function F %!! ; x; t# is the ‘‘generalized parton distri-
bution’’ and it manifests characteristics of the ordinary
(forward) quark distribution in the limits ! ! 0 and t!
0. On the other hand, the first moment of F %!! ; x; t# is
related to the form factor by the following sum rule [1,2]:

Z 1

0
dxF %!! ; x; t# & !1$ !=2#F%!t#: (16)

In general, the polynomiality conditions for the moments
of the GPDs [33,34] defined by

Z 1

0
dxxn$1F %!! ; x; t# & !1$ !=2#Fn!! ; t# (17)

require that the highest power of ! in the polynomial
expression of Fn!! ; t# should not be larger than n. These
polynomiality conditions are fundamental properties of the
GPDs which follow from the Lorentz invariance. The

positivity property of the GPDs, following from positivity
of the density matrix [35], has been discussed analyzing
the double distributions (DD) [36]. While such conditions
as sum rules and polynomiality are more easily satisfied by
the DD-based models for the GPDs, it has been noted [36]
that the positivity constraints are more transparent in the
framework based on the LF wave function.

An important feature of the DVCS amplitude given by
Eq. (14) is that it depends only on the skewness parameter
! & Q2=!2P + q# for large Q2 and fixed jtj!- Q2#. This
property of the exclusive DVCS amplitude is similar to the
Bjorken scaling for the structure functions of the inclusive
deep inelastic scattering (DIS) reaction. Moreover, for
DVCS, the skewness parameter ! coincides with the
Bjorken variable xBj. Note also that, according to
Eq. (14), the size of the imaginary part of the DVCS
amplitude is proportional to F %!! ; ! ; t#, i.e., to the value
of the GPD at the crossover point x & ! . In its turn, the
imaginary part of the DVCS amplitude determines the
magnitude of the single spin asymmetry (SSA) [1] (see
also [37,38]) that can be measured through the scattering of
longitudinally polarized electrons on an unpolarized target.
The SSA measurements for the proton target have been
reported by HERMES [29] and CLAS [30] collaborations,

1As discussed in [16], for a longitudinally polarized initial
photon, the Compton amplitude is of order 1=Q and thus
vanishes in the limit Q2 ! 1.
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with the magnitude of the SSA definitely inconsistent with
zero.

III. LIGHT-FRONT BETHE-SALPETER
APPROACH FOR THE GENERALIZED PARTON

DISTRIBUTIONS

Let us now consider an explicit form of the GPD defined
by Eq. (15) in the framework of light-front dynamics.
Corresponding to the x < ! and x > ! regions of the co-
variant amplitude (see Fig. 3), the Cauchy integration over
k! in Eq. (15) has a nonzero contribution coming either
from the residue of the pole at "P! k#2 $ m2 in the
valence region x > ! or from the pole at k2 $ m2 in the
nonvalence region x < ! .

These two cases correspond to two different time-
ordered LF diagrams which we will consider separately.
In the region of ! < x the residue is taken at the pole in the
upper half-plane k! relevant to "P! k#2 $ m2, i.e. k! $
P! ! "P! k#!on % i" $ P! ! &k2

? %m2'="P! k#% %
i". Performing the Cauchy integration over k! in this
region we find

k2 !m2 $ k%k! ! k2
? !m2

! k%"P! ! k!on ! "P! k#!on#

$ x
!
M2 ! k2

? %m2

x"1! x#

"
;

"k! !#2 !m2 ! "k!!#%"P! ! !! ! "P! k#!on

! "k! !#!on#

$ x0
!
M2 ! k02? %m2

x0"1! x0#

"
; (18)

where

x0 $ x! !
1! ! and k0? $ k? !!? % x0!? (19)

are the ‘‘internal’’ LF-momenta of the quark absorbed into
the final pion state (x0 evidently has the meaning of the
plus-momentum of the absorbed quark measured in units
of the final hadron plus-momentum). Thus, the Cauchy
integration in Eq. (15) over k! gives

F val
# "! ; x; t# $

Nc
2P%

1

16#3

1

"1! x#xx0

(
Z
d2k?$"2!2#"x;k?#S%val$

0
"2!2#"x0;k0?#;

(20)

where

$"2!2# $
hLF

M2 !M2
0

; M2
0 $

k2
? %m2

1! x % k2
? %m2

x
;

$0"2!2# $
h0LF

M2 !M020
; M020 $

k02? %m2

1! x0 %
k02? %m2

x0
;

and S%val is the trace in Eq. (15) evaluated at the point "P!
k#2 $ m2, i.e.

S%val $
4P%

1! x0 "k? ) k0? %m2#: (21)

The light-front vertex functions hLF and h0LF can be related
to the covariant Hcov and H0cov vertex functions and then to
LF wave functions, e.g., via instantaneous approximation
following [18]. Here, following [20], we identify the LF
wave function in $"2!2# as

$"2!2#"x;k?# $
#########
8#3

Nc

s ########
@kz
@x

s
&x"1! x#'1=2

M0
%"x;k?#; (22)

where the Jacobian of the transformation k $ "kz;k?#!
"x;k?# is obtained using @kz=@x $ M0=&4x"1! x#' with

M0 $
##############################################
"k2
? %m2#=&x"1! x#'

q
, and the radial wave func-

tion is given by

%"x;k2
?# $ $

###############
1

#3=2&3

s
exp

$M2 ! "k2
? %m2#="x"1! x##

8&2

%
:

(23)

The normalization factor $ $ 1 is introduced for future
convenience and is fixed by the normalization of the pion
form factor F#"t $ 0# $ 1. After some simplifications,
Eq. (22) can be written as

$"2!2#"x;k?# $
#########
2#3

Nc

s
1#######
M0
p %"x;k?#: (24)

Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (20), we obtain the valence
part of the pion GPD:

F val
# "! ; x; t# $

Z
d2k?

########
@k0z
@x0

s ########
@kz
@x

s
%"x0;k0?#%"x;k?#

( "k? ) k0? %m2#
###################
k2
? %m2

q ###################
k02? %m2

q : (25)

In the region of x < ! , the residue shall be taken at the
pole k2 $ m2, i.e. k! $ k!on $ &k2

? %m2'=k% ! i", which
is located in the lower half of the complex-k! plane. One

FIG. 3. Covariant amplitude with a reduced photon vertex for
pion GPD (left diagram) and its nonvalence x < ! part (right
diagram).
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can show that in this case

!P" k#2 "m2 ! !1" x#
!
M2 " k2

? $m2

x!1" x#

"
;

!k"!#2 "m2 ! !1" x00#
!
!2 " k002? $m2

x00!1" x00#

"
;

(26)

where

x00 % x=! and k00? % k? $ x00!? (27)

are the internal momenta of the quark annihilating into the
photon. The second line in Eq. (26) is related to a ‘‘gauge-
boson wave function’’ "g [19].

Then the nonvalence part of GPD after the Cauchy
integration in Eq. (15) can be written as

F nonval
# !! ;x;t#% Nc

2P$
1

16#3

1

x!1"x#!1"x00#

&
Z
d2k?"!2!2#!x;k?#S$nonval"

g!x;k00?#h0LF;

(28)

where "2!2 and "g are the pion and gauge-boson LF wave
functions and the final-state LF vertex function h0LF is now
kept explicitly. The trace term at k2 % m2 (S$nonval) is given
by

S$nonval % S$val $
4P$

1" x0 x!1" x#x
0!M2 "M2

0#: (29)

Unlike in the valence part of GPD, the final-state vertex h0LF
cannot be simply reduced to a LF wave function since it
does not describe annihilation/creation of a quark-
antiquark pair out of the pion state. It corresponds to the
decay of a quark into a quark and a pion state, or, equiv-
alently, the annihilation of a pion and a quark into a quark
(see Fig. 4). However, it is worth noting that h0LF for
valence and nonvalence contributions are essentially spe-
cial cases of the same object, namely, the covariant vertex
functionH!k; P#, in different kinematic regions. In particu-
lar, they obey the same BS equation and, in principle, can
be deduced from the usual LF wave function by analytic
continuation, as pointed out in Refs. [19,20].

Specifically, following Ref. [19], the " functions in LF
constituent quark model (CQM) are given by the solutions
of the BS equation [24,39,40],

!M2"M2
0#"!xi;ki?#%

Z
'dy(

&'d2l?(K!xi;ki?;yj;lj?#"!yj;lj?#;
(30)

where K is the full BS kernel (which, in principle, in-
cludes all the higher Fock-state contributions) and M2

0 %
!m2 $ k2

?#=!1" x# " !m2 $ k2
?#=x. Both valence and

nonvalence BS amplitudes satisfy Eq. (30). For the usual
BS amplitude, referred to as the valence wave function, x is
greater than ! , while for the nonvalence BS amplitude x is
less than ! . We use the notation for these two solutions,

"!2!2# % "val; "!1!3# % "nonval: (31)

This notation is motivated by the relationship to the Fock-
state picture, in which the parton number before and after
the kernel is interpreted for the nonvalence vertex as
changing from 1 to 3. According to [19,20], the nonvalence
BS amplitude shall be expressed via the valence BS am-
plitude and the full BS kernel in the relevant kinematic
domain as illustrated in Fig. 5:

!M2"M2
0#"!1!3#!xi;ki?#%

Z
'dy('d2l?(K!xi;ki?;yj;lj?#

&"!2!2#!yj;lj?#: (32)

In a sense, the BS kernel in this region can be viewed as the
sum of all processes resulting in creation of a quark-
antiquark pair from the initial single quark state. With
this in mind, we write the nonvalence part of GPD (see
left diagram in Fig. 6) as

F nonval
# !! ; x; t# % Nc

2P$
1

16#3

1

x!1" x#!1" x00#

&
Z
d2k?"!2!2#!x;k?#S$nonval"

g!x;k00?#

&
Z dy
y!1" y#

&
Z
d2l?K!x;k?;y; l?#"!2!2#!y; l?#:

(33)

In addition, it may be noted that one should also consider
in this case the process in which a quark-antiquark pair is
created not by the spectator quark, but by the interacting
quark (see right diagram in Fig. 6). In Ref. [20], it was
shown that this contribution can be reduced to the form of
Eq. (33) with a simple modification of the kernel,

FIG. 4. The difference in valence and nonvalence LF vertex
functions h0val

LF and h0nv
LF .

FIG. 5. LF interpretation of the nonvalence vertex (1! 3
blob).
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with the magnitude of the SSA definitely inconsistent with
zero.

III. LIGHT-FRONT BETHE-SALPETER
APPROACH FOR THE GENERALIZED PARTON

DISTRIBUTIONS

Let us now consider an explicit form of the GPD defined
by Eq. (15) in the framework of light-front dynamics.
Corresponding to the x < ! and x > ! regions of the co-
variant amplitude (see Fig. 3), the Cauchy integration over
k! in Eq. (15) has a nonzero contribution coming either
from the residue of the pole at "P! k#2 $ m2 in the
valence region x > ! or from the pole at k2 $ m2 in the
nonvalence region x < ! .

These two cases correspond to two different time-
ordered LF diagrams which we will consider separately.
In the region of ! < x the residue is taken at the pole in the
upper half-plane k! relevant to "P! k#2 $ m2, i.e. k! $
P! ! "P! k#!on % i" $ P! ! &k2

? %m2'="P! k#% %
i". Performing the Cauchy integration over k! in this
region we find

k2 !m2 $ k%k! ! k2
? !m2

! k%"P! ! k!on ! "P! k#!on#

$ x
!
M2 ! k2

? %m2

x"1! x#

"
;

"k! !#2 !m2 ! "k!!#%"P! ! !! ! "P! k#!on

! "k! !#!on#

$ x0
!
M2 ! k02? %m2

x0"1! x0#

"
; (18)

where

x0 $ x! !
1! ! and k0? $ k? !!? % x0!? (19)

are the ‘‘internal’’ LF-momenta of the quark absorbed into
the final pion state (x0 evidently has the meaning of the
plus-momentum of the absorbed quark measured in units
of the final hadron plus-momentum). Thus, the Cauchy
integration in Eq. (15) over k! gives
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Nc
2P%

1

16#3

1
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(
Z
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(20)

where
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x
;

$0"2!2# $
h0LF

M2 !M020
; M020 $

k02? %m2

1! x0 %
k02? %m2

x0
;

and S%val is the trace in Eq. (15) evaluated at the point "P!
k#2 $ m2, i.e.

S%val $
4P%

1! x0 "k? ) k0? %m2#: (21)

The light-front vertex functions hLF and h0LF can be related
to the covariant Hcov and H0cov vertex functions and then to
LF wave functions, e.g., via instantaneous approximation
following [18]. Here, following [20], we identify the LF
wave function in $"2!2# as

$"2!2#"x;k?# $
#########
8#3

Nc

s ########
@kz
@x

s
&x"1! x#'1=2

M0
%"x;k?#; (22)

where the Jacobian of the transformation k $ "kz;k?#!
"x;k?# is obtained using @kz=@x $ M0=&4x"1! x#' with

M0 $
##############################################
"k2
? %m2#=&x"1! x#'

q
, and the radial wave func-

tion is given by

%"x;k2
?# $ $

###############
1

#3=2&3

s
exp

$M2 ! "k2
? %m2#="x"1! x##

8&2

%
:

(23)

The normalization factor $ $ 1 is introduced for future
convenience and is fixed by the normalization of the pion
form factor F#"t $ 0# $ 1. After some simplifications,
Eq. (22) can be written as

$"2!2#"x;k?# $
#########
2#3

Nc

s
1#######
M0
p %"x;k?#: (24)

Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (20), we obtain the valence
part of the pion GPD:

F val
# "! ; x; t# $

Z
d2k?

########
@k0z
@x0

s ########
@kz
@x

s
%"x0;k0?#%"x;k?#

( "k? ) k0? %m2#
###################
k2
? %m2

q ###################
k02? %m2

q : (25)

In the region of x < ! , the residue shall be taken at the
pole k2 $ m2, i.e. k! $ k!on $ &k2

? %m2'=k% ! i", which
is located in the lower half of the complex-k! plane. One

FIG. 3. Covariant amplitude with a reduced photon vertex for
pion GPD (left diagram) and its nonvalence x < ! part (right
diagram).
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can show that in this case

!P" k#2 "m2 ! !1" x#
!
M2 " k2

? $m2

x!1" x#

"
;

!k"!#2 "m2 ! !1" x00#
!
!2 " k002? $m2

x00!1" x00#

"
;

(26)

where

x00 % x=! and k00? % k? $ x00!? (27)

are the internal momenta of the quark annihilating into the
photon. The second line in Eq. (26) is related to a ‘‘gauge-
boson wave function’’ "g [19].

Then the nonvalence part of GPD after the Cauchy
integration in Eq. (15) can be written as

F nonval
# !! ;x;t#% Nc

2P$
1

16#3

1

x!1"x#!1"x00#

&
Z
d2k?"!2!2#!x;k?#S$nonval"

g!x;k00?#h0LF;

(28)

where "2!2 and "g are the pion and gauge-boson LF wave
functions and the final-state LF vertex function h0LF is now
kept explicitly. The trace term at k2 % m2 (S$nonval) is given
by

S$nonval % S$val $
4P$

1" x0 x!1" x#x
0!M2 "M2

0#: (29)

Unlike in the valence part of GPD, the final-state vertex h0LF
cannot be simply reduced to a LF wave function since it
does not describe annihilation/creation of a quark-
antiquark pair out of the pion state. It corresponds to the
decay of a quark into a quark and a pion state, or, equiv-
alently, the annihilation of a pion and a quark into a quark
(see Fig. 4). However, it is worth noting that h0LF for
valence and nonvalence contributions are essentially spe-
cial cases of the same object, namely, the covariant vertex
functionH!k; P#, in different kinematic regions. In particu-
lar, they obey the same BS equation and, in principle, can
be deduced from the usual LF wave function by analytic
continuation, as pointed out in Refs. [19,20].

Specifically, following Ref. [19], the " functions in LF
constituent quark model (CQM) are given by the solutions
of the BS equation [24,39,40],

!M2"M2
0#"!xi;ki?#%

Z
'dy(

&'d2l?(K!xi;ki?;yj;lj?#"!yj;lj?#;
(30)

where K is the full BS kernel (which, in principle, in-
cludes all the higher Fock-state contributions) and M2

0 %
!m2 $ k2

?#=!1" x# " !m2 $ k2
?#=x. Both valence and

nonvalence BS amplitudes satisfy Eq. (30). For the usual
BS amplitude, referred to as the valence wave function, x is
greater than ! , while for the nonvalence BS amplitude x is
less than ! . We use the notation for these two solutions,

"!2!2# % "val; "!1!3# % "nonval: (31)

This notation is motivated by the relationship to the Fock-
state picture, in which the parton number before and after
the kernel is interpreted for the nonvalence vertex as
changing from 1 to 3. According to [19,20], the nonvalence
BS amplitude shall be expressed via the valence BS am-
plitude and the full BS kernel in the relevant kinematic
domain as illustrated in Fig. 5:

!M2"M2
0#"!1!3#!xi;ki?#%

Z
'dy('d2l?(K!xi;ki?;yj;lj?#

&"!2!2#!yj;lj?#: (32)

In a sense, the BS kernel in this region can be viewed as the
sum of all processes resulting in creation of a quark-
antiquark pair from the initial single quark state. With
this in mind, we write the nonvalence part of GPD (see
left diagram in Fig. 6) as

F nonval
# !! ; x; t# % Nc

2P$
1

16#3

1

x!1" x#!1" x00#

&
Z
d2k?"!2!2#!x;k?#S$nonval"

g!x;k00?#

&
Z dy
y!1" y#

&
Z
d2l?K!x;k?;y; l?#"!2!2#!y; l?#:

(33)

In addition, it may be noted that one should also consider
in this case the process in which a quark-antiquark pair is
created not by the spectator quark, but by the interacting
quark (see right diagram in Fig. 6). In Ref. [20], it was
shown that this contribution can be reduced to the form of
Eq. (33) with a simple modification of the kernel,

FIG. 4. The difference in valence and nonvalence LF vertex
functions h0val

LF and h0nv
LF .

FIG. 5. LF interpretation of the nonvalence vertex (1! 3
blob).
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can show that in this case

!P" k#2 "m2 ! !1" x#
!
M2 " k2

? $m2

x!1" x#

"
;

!k"!#2 "m2 ! !1" x00#
!
!2 " k002? $m2

x00!1" x00#

"
;

(26)

where

x00 % x=! and k00? % k? $ x00!? (27)

are the internal momenta of the quark annihilating into the
photon. The second line in Eq. (26) is related to a ‘‘gauge-
boson wave function’’ "g [19].

Then the nonvalence part of GPD after the Cauchy
integration in Eq. (15) can be written as

F nonval
# !! ;x;t#% Nc

2P$
1

16#3

1

x!1"x#!1"x00#

&
Z
d2k?"!2!2#!x;k?#S$nonval"

g!x;k00?#h0LF;

(28)

where "2!2 and "g are the pion and gauge-boson LF wave
functions and the final-state LF vertex function h0LF is now
kept explicitly. The trace term at k2 % m2 (S$nonval) is given
by

S$nonval % S$val $
4P$

1" x0 x!1" x#x
0!M2 "M2

0#: (29)

Unlike in the valence part of GPD, the final-state vertex h0LF
cannot be simply reduced to a LF wave function since it
does not describe annihilation/creation of a quark-
antiquark pair out of the pion state. It corresponds to the
decay of a quark into a quark and a pion state, or, equiv-
alently, the annihilation of a pion and a quark into a quark
(see Fig. 4). However, it is worth noting that h0LF for
valence and nonvalence contributions are essentially spe-
cial cases of the same object, namely, the covariant vertex
functionH!k; P#, in different kinematic regions. In particu-
lar, they obey the same BS equation and, in principle, can
be deduced from the usual LF wave function by analytic
continuation, as pointed out in Refs. [19,20].

Specifically, following Ref. [19], the " functions in LF
constituent quark model (CQM) are given by the solutions
of the BS equation [24,39,40],

!M2"M2
0#"!xi;ki?#%

Z
'dy(

&'d2l?(K!xi;ki?;yj;lj?#"!yj;lj?#;
(30)

where K is the full BS kernel (which, in principle, in-
cludes all the higher Fock-state contributions) and M2

0 %
!m2 $ k2

?#=!1" x# " !m2 $ k2
?#=x. Both valence and

nonvalence BS amplitudes satisfy Eq. (30). For the usual
BS amplitude, referred to as the valence wave function, x is
greater than ! , while for the nonvalence BS amplitude x is
less than ! . We use the notation for these two solutions,

"!2!2# % "val; "!1!3# % "nonval: (31)

This notation is motivated by the relationship to the Fock-
state picture, in which the parton number before and after
the kernel is interpreted for the nonvalence vertex as
changing from 1 to 3. According to [19,20], the nonvalence
BS amplitude shall be expressed via the valence BS am-
plitude and the full BS kernel in the relevant kinematic
domain as illustrated in Fig. 5:

!M2"M2
0#"!1!3#!xi;ki?#%

Z
'dy('d2l?(K!xi;ki?;yj;lj?#

&"!2!2#!yj;lj?#: (32)

In a sense, the BS kernel in this region can be viewed as the
sum of all processes resulting in creation of a quark-
antiquark pair from the initial single quark state. With
this in mind, we write the nonvalence part of GPD (see
left diagram in Fig. 6) as

F nonval
# !! ; x; t# % Nc

2P$
1

16#3

1

x!1" x#!1" x00#

&
Z
d2k?"!2!2#!x;k?#S$nonval"

g!x;k00?#

&
Z dy
y!1" y#

&
Z
d2l?K!x;k?;y; l?#"!2!2#!y; l?#:

(33)

In addition, it may be noted that one should also consider
in this case the process in which a quark-antiquark pair is
created not by the spectator quark, but by the interacting
quark (see right diagram in Fig. 6). In Ref. [20], it was
shown that this contribution can be reduced to the form of
Eq. (33) with a simple modification of the kernel,

FIG. 4. The difference in valence and nonvalence LF vertex
functions h0val

LF and h0nv
LF .

FIG. 5. LF interpretation of the nonvalence vertex (1! 3
blob).
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can show that in this case

!P" k#2 "m2 ! !1" x#
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M2 " k2

? $m2

x!1" x#

"
;

!k"!#2 "m2 ! !1" x00#
!
!2 " k002? $m2

x00!1" x00#

"
;

(26)

where

x00 % x=! and k00? % k? $ x00!? (27)

are the internal momenta of the quark annihilating into the
photon. The second line in Eq. (26) is related to a ‘‘gauge-
boson wave function’’ "g [19].

Then the nonvalence part of GPD after the Cauchy
integration in Eq. (15) can be written as

F nonval
# !! ;x;t#% Nc

2P$
1

16#3

1

x!1"x#!1"x00#

&
Z
d2k?"!2!2#!x;k?#S$nonval"

g!x;k00?#h0LF;

(28)

where "2!2 and "g are the pion and gauge-boson LF wave
functions and the final-state LF vertex function h0LF is now
kept explicitly. The trace term at k2 % m2 (S$nonval) is given
by

S$nonval % S$val $
4P$

1" x0 x!1" x#x
0!M2 "M2

0#: (29)

Unlike in the valence part of GPD, the final-state vertex h0LF
cannot be simply reduced to a LF wave function since it
does not describe annihilation/creation of a quark-
antiquark pair out of the pion state. It corresponds to the
decay of a quark into a quark and a pion state, or, equiv-
alently, the annihilation of a pion and a quark into a quark
(see Fig. 4). However, it is worth noting that h0LF for
valence and nonvalence contributions are essentially spe-
cial cases of the same object, namely, the covariant vertex
functionH!k; P#, in different kinematic regions. In particu-
lar, they obey the same BS equation and, in principle, can
be deduced from the usual LF wave function by analytic
continuation, as pointed out in Refs. [19,20].

Specifically, following Ref. [19], the " functions in LF
constituent quark model (CQM) are given by the solutions
of the BS equation [24,39,40],

!M2"M2
0#"!xi;ki?#%

Z
'dy(

&'d2l?(K!xi;ki?;yj;lj?#"!yj;lj?#;
(30)

where K is the full BS kernel (which, in principle, in-
cludes all the higher Fock-state contributions) and M2

0 %
!m2 $ k2

?#=!1" x# " !m2 $ k2
?#=x. Both valence and

nonvalence BS amplitudes satisfy Eq. (30). For the usual
BS amplitude, referred to as the valence wave function, x is
greater than ! , while for the nonvalence BS amplitude x is
less than ! . We use the notation for these two solutions,

"!2!2# % "val; "!1!3# % "nonval: (31)

This notation is motivated by the relationship to the Fock-
state picture, in which the parton number before and after
the kernel is interpreted for the nonvalence vertex as
changing from 1 to 3. According to [19,20], the nonvalence
BS amplitude shall be expressed via the valence BS am-
plitude and the full BS kernel in the relevant kinematic
domain as illustrated in Fig. 5:

!M2"M2
0#"!1!3#!xi;ki?#%

Z
'dy('d2l?(K!xi;ki?;yj;lj?#

&"!2!2#!yj;lj?#: (32)

In a sense, the BS kernel in this region can be viewed as the
sum of all processes resulting in creation of a quark-
antiquark pair from the initial single quark state. With
this in mind, we write the nonvalence part of GPD (see
left diagram in Fig. 6) as

F nonval
# !! ; x; t# % Nc

2P$
1

16#3

1

x!1" x#!1" x00#

&
Z
d2k?"!2!2#!x;k?#S$nonval"

g!x;k00?#

&
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y!1" y#
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Z
d2l?K!x;k?;y; l?#"!2!2#!y; l?#:

(33)

In addition, it may be noted that one should also consider
in this case the process in which a quark-antiquark pair is
created not by the spectator quark, but by the interacting
quark (see right diagram in Fig. 6). In Ref. [20], it was
shown that this contribution can be reduced to the form of
Eq. (33) with a simple modification of the kernel,
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functions h0val
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FIG. 5. LF interpretation of the nonvalence vertex (1! 3
blob).
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can show that in this case

!P" k#2 "m2 ! !1" x#
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? $m2

x!1" x#

"
;

!k"!#2 "m2 ! !1" x00#
!
!2 " k002? $m2

x00!1" x00#
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;

(26)

where

x00 % x=! and k00? % k? $ x00!? (27)

are the internal momenta of the quark annihilating into the
photon. The second line in Eq. (26) is related to a ‘‘gauge-
boson wave function’’ "g [19].

Then the nonvalence part of GPD after the Cauchy
integration in Eq. (15) can be written as
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where "2!2 and "g are the pion and gauge-boson LF wave
functions and the final-state LF vertex function h0LF is now
kept explicitly. The trace term at k2 % m2 (S$nonval) is given
by

S$nonval % S$val $
4P$

1" x0 x!1" x#x
0!M2 "M2
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Unlike in the valence part of GPD, the final-state vertex h0LF
cannot be simply reduced to a LF wave function since it
does not describe annihilation/creation of a quark-
antiquark pair out of the pion state. It corresponds to the
decay of a quark into a quark and a pion state, or, equiv-
alently, the annihilation of a pion and a quark into a quark
(see Fig. 4). However, it is worth noting that h0LF for
valence and nonvalence contributions are essentially spe-
cial cases of the same object, namely, the covariant vertex
functionH!k; P#, in different kinematic regions. In particu-
lar, they obey the same BS equation and, in principle, can
be deduced from the usual LF wave function by analytic
continuation, as pointed out in Refs. [19,20].

Specifically, following Ref. [19], the " functions in LF
constituent quark model (CQM) are given by the solutions
of the BS equation [24,39,40],
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where K is the full BS kernel (which, in principle, in-
cludes all the higher Fock-state contributions) and M2

0 %
!m2 $ k2

?#=!1" x# " !m2 $ k2
?#=x. Both valence and

nonvalence BS amplitudes satisfy Eq. (30). For the usual
BS amplitude, referred to as the valence wave function, x is
greater than ! , while for the nonvalence BS amplitude x is
less than ! . We use the notation for these two solutions,

"!2!2# % "val; "!1!3# % "nonval: (31)

This notation is motivated by the relationship to the Fock-
state picture, in which the parton number before and after
the kernel is interpreted for the nonvalence vertex as
changing from 1 to 3. According to [19,20], the nonvalence
BS amplitude shall be expressed via the valence BS am-
plitude and the full BS kernel in the relevant kinematic
domain as illustrated in Fig. 5:
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In a sense, the BS kernel in this region can be viewed as the
sum of all processes resulting in creation of a quark-
antiquark pair from the initial single quark state. With
this in mind, we write the nonvalence part of GPD (see
left diagram in Fig. 6) as
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In addition, it may be noted that one should also consider
in this case the process in which a quark-antiquark pair is
created not by the spectator quark, but by the interacting
quark (see right diagram in Fig. 6). In Ref. [20], it was
shown that this contribution can be reduced to the form of
Eq. (33) with a simple modification of the kernel,
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where

x00 % x=! and k00? % k? $ x00!? (27)

are the internal momenta of the quark annihilating into the
photon. The second line in Eq. (26) is related to a ‘‘gauge-
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cannot be simply reduced to a LF wave function since it
does not describe annihilation/creation of a quark-
antiquark pair out of the pion state. It corresponds to the
decay of a quark into a quark and a pion state, or, equiv-
alently, the annihilation of a pion and a quark into a quark
(see Fig. 4). However, it is worth noting that h0LF for
valence and nonvalence contributions are essentially spe-
cial cases of the same object, namely, the covariant vertex
functionH!k; P#, in different kinematic regions. In particu-
lar, they obey the same BS equation and, in principle, can
be deduced from the usual LF wave function by analytic
continuation, as pointed out in Refs. [19,20].

Specifically, following Ref. [19], the " functions in LF
constituent quark model (CQM) are given by the solutions
of the BS equation [24,39,40],
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less than ! . We use the notation for these two solutions,
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This notation is motivated by the relationship to the Fock-
state picture, in which the parton number before and after
the kernel is interpreted for the nonvalence vertex as
changing from 1 to 3. According to [19,20], the nonvalence
BS amplitude shall be expressed via the valence BS am-
plitude and the full BS kernel in the relevant kinematic
domain as illustrated in Fig. 5:
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In a sense, the BS kernel in this region can be viewed as the
sum of all processes resulting in creation of a quark-
antiquark pair from the initial single quark state. With
this in mind, we write the nonvalence part of GPD (see
left diagram in Fig. 6) as
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In addition, it may be noted that one should also consider
in this case the process in which a quark-antiquark pair is
created not by the spectator quark, but by the interacting
quark (see right diagram in Fig. 6). In Ref. [20], it was
shown that this contribution can be reduced to the form of
Eq. (33) with a simple modification of the kernel,
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where
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are the internal momenta of the quark annihilating into the
photon. The second line in Eq. (26) is related to a ‘‘gauge-
boson wave function’’ "g [19].

Then the nonvalence part of GPD after the Cauchy
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where "2!2 and "g are the pion and gauge-boson LF wave
functions and the final-state LF vertex function h0LF is now
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Unlike in the valence part of GPD, the final-state vertex h0LF
cannot be simply reduced to a LF wave function since it
does not describe annihilation/creation of a quark-
antiquark pair out of the pion state. It corresponds to the
decay of a quark into a quark and a pion state, or, equiv-
alently, the annihilation of a pion and a quark into a quark
(see Fig. 4). However, it is worth noting that h0LF for
valence and nonvalence contributions are essentially spe-
cial cases of the same object, namely, the covariant vertex
functionH!k; P#, in different kinematic regions. In particu-
lar, they obey the same BS equation and, in principle, can
be deduced from the usual LF wave function by analytic
continuation, as pointed out in Refs. [19,20].

Specifically, following Ref. [19], the " functions in LF
constituent quark model (CQM) are given by the solutions
of the BS equation [24,39,40],
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cludes all the higher Fock-state contributions) and M2
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nonvalence BS amplitudes satisfy Eq. (30). For the usual
BS amplitude, referred to as the valence wave function, x is
greater than ! , while for the nonvalence BS amplitude x is
less than ! . We use the notation for these two solutions,

"!2!2# % "val; "!1!3# % "nonval: (31)

This notation is motivated by the relationship to the Fock-
state picture, in which the parton number before and after
the kernel is interpreted for the nonvalence vertex as
changing from 1 to 3. According to [19,20], the nonvalence
BS amplitude shall be expressed via the valence BS am-
plitude and the full BS kernel in the relevant kinematic
domain as illustrated in Fig. 5:
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In a sense, the BS kernel in this region can be viewed as the
sum of all processes resulting in creation of a quark-
antiquark pair from the initial single quark state. With
this in mind, we write the nonvalence part of GPD (see
left diagram in Fig. 6) as
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In addition, it may be noted that one should also consider
in this case the process in which a quark-antiquark pair is
created not by the spectator quark, but by the interacting
quark (see right diagram in Fig. 6). In Ref. [20], it was
shown that this contribution can be reduced to the form of
Eq. (33) with a simple modification of the kernel,
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where

x00 % x=! and k00? % k? $ x00!? (27)

are the internal momenta of the quark annihilating into the
photon. The second line in Eq. (26) is related to a ‘‘gauge-
boson wave function’’ "g [19].

Then the nonvalence part of GPD after the Cauchy
integration in Eq. (15) can be written as
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where "2!2 and "g are the pion and gauge-boson LF wave
functions and the final-state LF vertex function h0LF is now
kept explicitly. The trace term at k2 % m2 (S$nonval) is given
by
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Unlike in the valence part of GPD, the final-state vertex h0LF
cannot be simply reduced to a LF wave function since it
does not describe annihilation/creation of a quark-
antiquark pair out of the pion state. It corresponds to the
decay of a quark into a quark and a pion state, or, equiv-
alently, the annihilation of a pion and a quark into a quark
(see Fig. 4). However, it is worth noting that h0LF for
valence and nonvalence contributions are essentially spe-
cial cases of the same object, namely, the covariant vertex
functionH!k; P#, in different kinematic regions. In particu-
lar, they obey the same BS equation and, in principle, can
be deduced from the usual LF wave function by analytic
continuation, as pointed out in Refs. [19,20].

Specifically, following Ref. [19], the " functions in LF
constituent quark model (CQM) are given by the solutions
of the BS equation [24,39,40],
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where K is the full BS kernel (which, in principle, in-
cludes all the higher Fock-state contributions) and M2
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?#=x. Both valence and

nonvalence BS amplitudes satisfy Eq. (30). For the usual
BS amplitude, referred to as the valence wave function, x is
greater than ! , while for the nonvalence BS amplitude x is
less than ! . We use the notation for these two solutions,

"!2!2# % "val; "!1!3# % "nonval: (31)

This notation is motivated by the relationship to the Fock-
state picture, in which the parton number before and after
the kernel is interpreted for the nonvalence vertex as
changing from 1 to 3. According to [19,20], the nonvalence
BS amplitude shall be expressed via the valence BS am-
plitude and the full BS kernel in the relevant kinematic
domain as illustrated in Fig. 5:
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In a sense, the BS kernel in this region can be viewed as the
sum of all processes resulting in creation of a quark-
antiquark pair from the initial single quark state. With
this in mind, we write the nonvalence part of GPD (see
left diagram in Fig. 6) as
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In addition, it may be noted that one should also consider
in this case the process in which a quark-antiquark pair is
created not by the spectator quark, but by the interacting
quark (see right diagram in Fig. 6). In Ref. [20], it was
shown that this contribution can be reduced to the form of
Eq. (33) with a simple modification of the kernel,
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where
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antiquark pair out of the pion state. It corresponds to the
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This notation is motivated by the relationship to the Fock-
state picture, in which the parton number before and after
the kernel is interpreted for the nonvalence vertex as
changing from 1 to 3. According to [19,20], the nonvalence
BS amplitude shall be expressed via the valence BS am-
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In a sense, the BS kernel in this region can be viewed as the
sum of all processes resulting in creation of a quark-
antiquark pair from the initial single quark state. With
this in mind, we write the nonvalence part of GPD (see
left diagram in Fig. 6) as
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In addition, it may be noted that one should also consider
in this case the process in which a quark-antiquark pair is
created not by the spectator quark, but by the interacting
quark (see right diagram in Fig. 6). In Ref. [20], it was
shown that this contribution can be reduced to the form of
Eq. (33) with a simple modification of the kernel,
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radial wave function ! (2→2) (! (2→2)! ) "consequently hLF
(hLF! )# is obtained from a light-front constituent quark model
as we shall show later. It is also interesting to note that in this
spectator pole diagram (pq̄

!
"pq̄on

! ) with the plus component
of the current, the instantaneous part in Eq. $15% does not
contribute at all, i.e., all particles are on their mass shell.

$II% In the region of 0#k$#&$, the residue is at the pole
of k!""k!

2$m2!i'#/k$ $i.e., p1
!"p1on

! ), which is placed
in the lower half of the complex-k! plane. Then the Cauchy
integration of J $ in Eq. $12% over k! reads

F (
nv$) ,x ,t %"

Nc

$P$P!%$!0
) dx

16(3

*$x!k$/P$%

x$1!x %x!

%! d2k!! (2→2)$x ,k!%Snv
$ !g$x ,k!" %

%! dy
y$1!y %! d2l!K$x ,k! ;y ,l!%

%! (2→2)$y ,l!%, $23%

where Eq. $18% has been used for the nonvalence wave func-
tion at the black blob in Fig. 2$c%, and !g corresponds to the
light-front energy denominator at the small white blob in Fig.
2$c%. The explicit form of !g is given by

!g$x ,k!" %"
1

$1!)%"&2

)
!# k!"

2$m2

x $
k!"
2$m2

)!x $ % ,
$24%

where k!" "k!$(x/))&! . We call !g the light-front vertex
function of a gauge boson.1 In the calculation of the trace
term Snv

$ , one can easily see from Eq. $15% that there is one

instantaneous contribution from the spectator (pq̄) line in
addition to the on-mass shell contribution given by Eq. $21%,
which leads to

Snv
$ "Sval

$ $
4P$

1!x!
x$1!x %x!$M 2!M 0

2%. $25%

Considering the quark-meson and quark-gauge boson ver-
tices together, we also find that the four-body energy de-
nominator (D4) appearing in Fig. 3 is absent in Eq. $23%.
This absence of D4 in our nonvalence current matrix ampli-
tude given by Eq. $23% is due to the sum of two possible
diagrams in the light-front time-ordering "see Figs. 4$b% and
$c%#. Summing over the two time-ordered diagrams Figs. 4$b%
and $c%, one can easily find the following identity, 1/D4D2

g

$1/D4D2
h"1/D2

gD2
h , which removes the complicate four-

body energy denominator term. We thus obtain the amplitude
corresponding to the nonvalence contribution given by Eq.
$23% in terms of ordinary light-front wave functions of had-
ron (! (2→2)) and gauge boson (!g) as shown in Fig. 4$d%.
This method, however, requires the relevant operator
K(x ,k! ;y ,l!) which is in general dependent on the involved
momenta connecting the one-body to three-body sector as
depicted in Fig. 3. While the relevant operator K is in general
dependent on all internal momenta (x ,k! ;y ,l!), the integral
of K over y and l! in Eq. $23%, which we define as G(
+,"dy #"d2l!#K(x ,k! ;y ,l!)! (2→2)(y ,l!), depends only on
x and k! . In this work, we approximate G( as a constant
which has been tested in our previous exclusive semileptonic
decay processes "16# and proved to be a good approximation
at least for the small momentum transfer region. As we shall
show in the next section, the validity of this approximation
can be checked by examining the frame independence of our
numerical results.

IV. MODEL CALCULATION OF SQD

In the previous sections we have derived the skewed
quark distribution function F(() ,x ,t) starting from a cova-
riant model. In this section we replace the light-front vertex
function hLF "or equivalently ! (2→2)(x ,k!)] by the standard
light-front vertex function "11–13#, which is symmetric in

1While one can in principle also consider the BS amplitude for !g,
we note that such an extension does not alter our results within our
approximation in this work because both hadron and gauge bosons
should share the same kernel.

FIG. 4. Effective treatment of
the light-front nonvalence ampli-
tude given by Fig. 2$c%.
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the variables of the constituent qq̄ pair and has been success-
ful in predicting many static properties of ground state me-
sons. Different choices of the vertex function are of course
possible.
Comparing ! (2→2) with our light-front wave function

given by Ref. "12#, we identify

! (2→2)$x ,k!%!! 8&3

Nc
" 1/2! 'kz

'x " 1/2 "x$1"x %#1/2

M 0
($x ,k!%,

$26%

where the Jacobian of the variable transformation k
!(kz ,k!)→(x ,k!) is obtained as 'kz /'x!M 0 /"4x(1
"x)# and the radial wave function is given by

($k2%!! 1
&3/2)3

" 1/2 exp$"k2/2)2%, $27%

which is normalized as *d3k#((k2)#2!1.
Substituting Eqs. $26% and $27% into Eqs. $19% and $23%, we

obtain the valence and nonvalence contributions to the SQDs
of the pion in LFQM

F &
val$+ ,x ,t %!

,$x"+%

1"
+

2

$ d2k!! 'kz!

'x!
" 1/2! 'kz

'x " 1/2

#($x!,k!! %($x ,k!%
$k!•k!! $m2%

!k!
2$m2!k!!

2$m2 ,

$28%

and

F &
nv$+ ,x ,t %!

,$+"x %

1"
+

2

$ d2k!

x!$1"x!%
! 'kz

'x " 1/2

#!g$x ,k!" %($x ,k!%

#
k!•k!! $m2$x$1"x %x!$M 2"M 0

2%

!k!
2$m2

#$
0

1
dy$ d2l!! 'lz

'y " 1/2K$x ,k! ;y ,l!%

!l!2$m2

#($y ,l!%, $29%

where we treat the last term in Eq. $29% as a constant G&
which will be fixed by the sum rule expressed in terms of
F &

val and F &
nv as

F&$ t %!$
+

1
dxF &

val$+ ,x ,t %$$
0

+
dxF &

nv$+ ,x ,t %, $30%

for given "t . We note that Eq. $30% is used as a constraint on
the frame independence of our model.

In our numerical calculations, we use the model param-
eters (m ,))!(0.22,0.3659) GeV obtained in Ref. "12# for
the linear confining potential model. Before we calculate the
SQDs and the form factor of the pion, we first consider the
valence contribution to the pion EM form factor and see how
much the nonvalence contribution is needed to obtain the
frame-independent result of our model. To this end, we show
in Fig. 5 the valence contribution "see Fig. 2$b%# to the pion
EM form factor with different values of + , where the thick
solid, cross $x%, dotted, dot-dashed, and thin solid lines rep-
resent the purely transverse (+!0 and -!.0), +!0.02, 0.3,
0.6, and the purely longitudinal $i.e., +.0 and -!!0) re-
sults, respectively, and compare with the experimental data
"22,23#. Note that the purely transverse frame result $thick
solid line% is the exact solution within our model calculation.
As one can see from Fig. 5, the nonvalence contribution to
the pion form factor, i.e., the difference between +!0 and
+.0 results, increases as + does. Our special interesting re-
gion in this work is the small "t region where the nonva-
lence contribution is especially large and our effective
method for the calculation of the nonvalence contributions
works pretty well.
Including the nonvalence contribution given by Eq.

$29% to the SQDs of the pion, we can determine our con-
stant G& in a frame-independent way by the sum rule
*0
1dx F &

val(+ ! 0,x ,t)!*+
1 dx F &

val(+ .0,x ,t)$*0
+ dx F &

nv(+
.0,x ,t)!F&(t). In Fig. 6, we show the + dependence of G&
for different "t values, i.e., "t!0 $diamond%, 0.2 $black
circle%, 0.5 $white circle%, and 1.0 $black square% GeV2, re-
spectively. As one can see in Fig. 6, G& shows approxi-
mately constant behavior for +%0.1 at given small "t . It is
not surprising to see that G& becomes very large as +→0,
because F &

nv has the form of F &
nv!G&#*0

+ . . . from Eq.
$23% and the integral vanishes while a small but nonzero
contribution persists in F &

nv . However, this does not cause a
significant error in our G& constant approximation because
the nonvalence contribution in the very small + region is

FIG. 5. The valence contribution to the pion EM form factor
with different skewedness parameters + compared with the experi-
mental data "22,23#.
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highly suppressed. Therefore the results are consistent with
an almost constant value for G! at least for small !t as we
show below. On the other hand, we note that there is an
obvious t dependence for G! , which might be the limit of
our constant approximation. In principle, we can obtain the
SQDs in a frame-independent way by using the true values
of G! as shown in Fig. 6 for given (" ,t). In the following,
we compare the SQDs and the form factor obtained from true
values of G! #i.e., frame-independent result of our model$
with those obtained from a single average value of G!
"Gave."0.32 for all (" ,t) to check the reliability of our
constant G! approximation.
In Figs. 7 and 8, we show the SQDs F!(" ,x ,t) of the pion

for fixed momentum transfer !t"0.2 GeV2 (0%"%0.92)
and !t"1.0 GeV2 (0%"%0.98) but with different
skewedness parameters " , respectively. The solid and cross
#x$ lines in the nonvalence contributions are the exact solu-
tions obtained from true values of G! and the effective ones
obtained from our average value of Gave."0.32, respectively.
The dotted lines represent the instantaneous contributions
to F !

nv(" ,x ,t) obtained from true values of G! . The SQDs
at ""0 as shown in Figs. 7#a$ and 8#a$ correspond to
the ordinary quark distributions with vanishing non-
valence contributions. The frame independence of our model
calculation is ensured by the area under the solid lines
(valence#nonvalence) being equal to the pion form factor at
given !t . As one can see from Figs. 7#b-c$ and 8#b-c$, while
the nonvalence contributions are small for small ""0.3, they
are large for large skewedness parameter ""0.9. In our
model calculations, the nonvalence contributions obtained
from true values of G! #solid lines in each figure$ at !t
"0.2(1.0) GeV2 for ""0.3 #0.3$ and 0.9 #0.9$ are approxi-
mately 11 #4$ % and 90 #85$ %, respectively. Compared with
the exact solutions, the numerical results with a single aver-
age Gave."0.32 #cross lines in each figure$ are shown to
reproduce the exact ones up to 97% for ""0.3 and 90% for
""0.9, respectively. It is also interesting to note that the

FIG. 6. The " dependence of G! for different momentum trans-
fers !t"0 #diamond$, 0.2 #black circle$, 0.5 #white circle$, and 1
#black square$ GeV2, respectively.

FIG. 7. Skewed quark distributions of the pion at !t
"0.2 GeV2 with #a$ ""0, #b$ 0.3, and #c$ 0.9, respectively. The
solid &cross #x$' line in nonvalence contribution represents the full
result of using true &average' G! value and the dotted line repre-
sents the instantaneous part of the nonvalence contribution.
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highly suppressed. Therefore the results are consistent with
an almost constant value for G! at least for small !t as we
show below. On the other hand, we note that there is an
obvious t dependence for G! , which might be the limit of
our constant approximation. In principle, we can obtain the
SQDs in a frame-independent way by using the true values
of G! as shown in Fig. 6 for given (" ,t). In the following,
we compare the SQDs and the form factor obtained from true
values of G! #i.e., frame-independent result of our model$
with those obtained from a single average value of G!
"Gave."0.32 for all (" ,t) to check the reliability of our
constant G! approximation.
In Figs. 7 and 8, we show the SQDs F!(" ,x ,t) of the pion

for fixed momentum transfer !t"0.2 GeV2 (0%"%0.92)
and !t"1.0 GeV2 (0%"%0.98) but with different
skewedness parameters " , respectively. The solid and cross
#x$ lines in the nonvalence contributions are the exact solu-
tions obtained from true values of G! and the effective ones
obtained from our average value of Gave."0.32, respectively.
The dotted lines represent the instantaneous contributions
to F !

nv(" ,x ,t) obtained from true values of G! . The SQDs
at ""0 as shown in Figs. 7#a$ and 8#a$ correspond to
the ordinary quark distributions with vanishing non-
valence contributions. The frame independence of our model
calculation is ensured by the area under the solid lines
(valence#nonvalence) being equal to the pion form factor at
given !t . As one can see from Figs. 7#b-c$ and 8#b-c$, while
the nonvalence contributions are small for small ""0.3, they
are large for large skewedness parameter ""0.9. In our
model calculations, the nonvalence contributions obtained
from true values of G! #solid lines in each figure$ at !t
"0.2(1.0) GeV2 for ""0.3 #0.3$ and 0.9 #0.9$ are approxi-
mately 11 #4$ % and 90 #85$ %, respectively. Compared with
the exact solutions, the numerical results with a single aver-
age Gave."0.32 #cross lines in each figure$ are shown to
reproduce the exact ones up to 97% for ""0.3 and 90% for
""0.9, respectively. It is also interesting to note that the

FIG. 6. The " dependence of G! for different momentum trans-
fers !t"0 #diamond$, 0.2 #black circle$, 0.5 #white circle$, and 1
#black square$ GeV2, respectively.

FIG. 7. Skewed quark distributions of the pion at !t
"0.2 GeV2 with #a$ ""0, #b$ 0.3, and #c$ 0.9, respectively. The
solid &cross #x$' line in nonvalence contribution represents the full
result of using true &average' G! value and the dotted line repre-
sents the instantaneous part of the nonvalence contribution.
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highly suppressed. Therefore the results are consistent with
an almost constant value for G! at least for small !t as we
show below. On the other hand, we note that there is an
obvious t dependence for G! , which might be the limit of
our constant approximation. In principle, we can obtain the
SQDs in a frame-independent way by using the true values
of G! as shown in Fig. 6 for given (" ,t). In the following,
we compare the SQDs and the form factor obtained from true
values of G! #i.e., frame-independent result of our model$
with those obtained from a single average value of G!
"Gave."0.32 for all (" ,t) to check the reliability of our
constant G! approximation.
In Figs. 7 and 8, we show the SQDs F!(" ,x ,t) of the pion

for fixed momentum transfer !t"0.2 GeV2 (0%"%0.92)
and !t"1.0 GeV2 (0%"%0.98) but with different
skewedness parameters " , respectively. The solid and cross
#x$ lines in the nonvalence contributions are the exact solu-
tions obtained from true values of G! and the effective ones
obtained from our average value of Gave."0.32, respectively.
The dotted lines represent the instantaneous contributions
to F !

nv(" ,x ,t) obtained from true values of G! . The SQDs
at ""0 as shown in Figs. 7#a$ and 8#a$ correspond to
the ordinary quark distributions with vanishing non-
valence contributions. The frame independence of our model
calculation is ensured by the area under the solid lines
(valence#nonvalence) being equal to the pion form factor at
given !t . As one can see from Figs. 7#b-c$ and 8#b-c$, while
the nonvalence contributions are small for small ""0.3, they
are large for large skewedness parameter ""0.9. In our
model calculations, the nonvalence contributions obtained
from true values of G! #solid lines in each figure$ at !t
"0.2(1.0) GeV2 for ""0.3 #0.3$ and 0.9 #0.9$ are approxi-
mately 11 #4$ % and 90 #85$ %, respectively. Compared with
the exact solutions, the numerical results with a single aver-
age Gave."0.32 #cross lines in each figure$ are shown to
reproduce the exact ones up to 97% for ""0.3 and 90% for
""0.9, respectively. It is also interesting to note that the

FIG. 6. The " dependence of G! for different momentum trans-
fers !t"0 #diamond$, 0.2 #black circle$, 0.5 #white circle$, and 1
#black square$ GeV2, respectively.

FIG. 7. Skewed quark distributions of the pion at !t
"0.2 GeV2 with #a$ ""0, #b$ 0.3, and #c$ 0.9, respectively. The
solid &cross #x$' line in nonvalence contribution represents the full
result of using true &average' G! value and the dotted line repre-
sents the instantaneous part of the nonvalence contribution.
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instantaneous contributions !dotted lines in each figure" be-
come more pronounced as #→#max for each !t , which is a
very different feature from a scalar theory model $9% where
there is no such instantaneous contribution. While the instan-

taneous part of the nonvalence contribution vanishes as x
→#!"lim&→0(#!&) as shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the net
result of F '

nv(# ,x ,t) including the on-mass shell propagating
part does not2 vanish as x"# and consequently causes a
discontinuity to the zero value of F '

val(# ,# ,t). However,
such discontinuity at x"# is just an artifact due to the dif-
ference in the x→# behavior between the gauge boson ver-
tex „(g(x ,k!! )… in Eq. !24" and the hadronic vertex
„(2→2" (x",k!" )… in Eq. !19" of our approximate model calcu-
lation. We have indeed confirmed that the discontinuity at
x"# does not occur in the limit of a point hadron vertex as
already noticed in the QED calculation $8%.3 Thus, for a full
analysis of DVCS satisfying the factorization theorems $24%,
it would be necessary to solve the bound-state BS equation
similar to Eq. !16" for the gauge boson ((g) as well as for
the hadron ((2→2). In the chiral quark-soliton model analy-
sis of the nucleon SQDs $24%, the discontinuity at x"# was
imputed to an artifact of neglecting the momentum depen-
dence of the constituent quark mass. Both the BS amplitude
for (g and the dynamical quark mass anyway would be nec-
essary for the model improvement. Nevertheless, our effec-
tive method seems useful for the present study of the relation
between SQDs and the form factor in the nonperturbative
regions.
In Fig. 9, we show our effective solutions of the pion form

factor for #"0.3 !thin solid line" and 0.9 !long-dashed line"
cases obtained from our average value of G'"Gave."0.32
and compare with the exact solution with #"0 !thick solid
line" as well as the experimental data $22,23%. The dotted and

2In fact, this behavior of F '
nv(# ,x ,t) at x"# has been anticipated

in $9% without proof.
3We are grateful to M. Diehl for discussion of this point.

FIG. 8. Skewed quark distributions of the pion at !t
"1 GeV2 with different !a" #"0, !b" 0.3, and !c" 0.9, respectively.
The same line code is used as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. The effective solution of pion form factor using a com-
mon average G'"Gave."0.32 value for #"0.3 !thin solid line" 0.9
!long-dashed line" compared with the exact solution !thick solid
line" as well as experimental data $22,23%. The dotted and dot-
dashed lines represent the valence and instantaneous contributions
to the form factor for #"0.9 case, respectively.
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dot-dashed lines represent the valence and the instantaneous
contributions to the form factor for the case of !!0.9, re-
spectively. In fact, there are "tmin values for nonzero ! due
to "!

2#0 $see Eq. %4&'. We thus use the analytic continuation
by changing "! to i"! in Eqs. %28& and %29& to obtain the
result for 0("t("tmin where there is no singularity. A
continuous behavior of the form factor near "tmin confirms
the analyticity of our model calculation. Our effective solu-
tion %long-dashed line& with !!0.9 shows almost maximum
deviation (#10%) from the exact one %thick solid line& and
the deviation becomes smaller as ! reduces. Our effective
method of evaluating the nonvalence diagram with a con-
stant operator G) shows a definite improvement to restore
the frame independence of our model and seems to be a quite
reliable approximation.
In Fig. 10, we show the nth moments (n!1,2,3) of

F)(! ,x ,t) given by Eq. %11& at t!0 using the true value of
G) shown in Fig. 6. Although at t!0 the skewedness pa-
rameter vanishes $see Eq. %7&', we use the model forms for
F )

val and F )
nv given by Eqs. %28& and %29& to define the

extrapolation to !*0. The thick solid, dotted, and dot-
dashed lines represent the total (!valence$nonvalence),
valence, and nonvalence contributions, respectively. For
comparison, we also show the nonvalence contribution ob-
tained from the average value of G)!0.32%cross lines&. As

one can see, the first (n!1) moment %top thick solid line& is
! independent because the sum rule for n!1 yields the
physical pion form factor, F1(! ,t)!F)(t). Also, the higher
moments F2(! ,t)%middle thick solid line& and
F3(! ,t)%bottom thick solid line& satisfy the polynomiality
conditions $see Eq. %11&' discussed in the previous section. In
Fig. 10 we also plot the phenomenological form

Fn%! ,t!0 &!Fn%!!1 &"%1"!&2$Fn%!!1 &"Fn%!!0 &'

%31&

shown by the diamonds. The numerical values for Fn
v

!Fn(!!0) and Fn
nv!Fn(!!1) are summarized in Table I.

Our value of F3
v is in good agreement with the value ob-

tained by the QCD sum rules with nonlocal condensates
$25'.
We also compute the nth moment of the ) wave function,

+)(y)!F)(!!0,y ,t!0), defined by $26'

,yn-!"
"1

1
dyyn+)%y &, %32&

where y!2x"1. Our numerical results are summarized in
Table II and compared with several other theoretical results.
It is interesting to note that our value of ,y2- is very close to
the asymptotic value %0.2& of the second moment obtained
from the well-known asymptotic quark distribution ampli-
tude +)(y)! 3

4 (1"y2), which is quite different from the
early work obtained with QCD sum rules $26' shown in the
second row of Table II. A later calculation using QCD sum
rules $27', shown in the third row, found moments closer to
the asymptotic values. However, we emphasize that the
Bethe-Salpeter amplitude used in the present work is still a
model rather than a solution to the BS equation with a kernel
derived from nonperturbative QCD.
Finally, in Fig. 11, we obtain the isosinglet SQDs of the

pion by subtracting the valence part F)(!!0,x ,t!0) from
the nonvalence part F)(!!1,x ,t!0). Our result %dotted
line& in Fig. 11 is qualitatively very similar to the total isos-
calar skewed quark distribution in the pion satisfying the soft
pion theorem %Fig. 5 of Ref. $5'&, that is obtained by the
low-energy effective field theory based on the instanton
model of the QCD vacuum.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigated the SQDs of the pion for a
small momentum transfer ("t(1 GeV2) region in the light-
front quark model. Since the light-front nonvalence contribu-

FIG. 10. The nth moments Fn(! ,"t) of SQDs of the pion at t
!0 using the true value of G. The total results %thick solid lines& for
n!2 and 3 are well fitted by the simple polynomial %diamond& in ! .
For comparison, we include the nonvalence contributions obtained
from the average G)!0.32 %cross lines&.

TABLE I. The nth moments Fn(! ,x ,t!0) of the SQDs for the pion where Fn
v!Fn(!!0) and Fn

nv

!Fn(!!1) represent pure valence and pure nonvalence contributions, respectively.

Model F2
v$F2

nv' F3
v$F3

nv' F4
v$F4

nv' F5
v$F5

nv' F6
v$F6

nv' F7
v$F7

nv'

Ours 0.503$0.623' 0.312$0.433' 0.215$0.322' 0.16$0.25' 0.123$0.201' 0.098$0.165'
$5' 0.25$–'
$25' 0.29$–'
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tions to the SQDs of the pion are large especially at small
momentum transfer region as shown in Fig. 5, it is very
crucial to take them into account to guarantee the frame in-
dependence of the model. Applying our effective treatment
!16", i.e., the nonvalence BS amplitude given by Eq. #18$ of
the nonvalence contribution to the SQDs F% (!F %

val

"F %
nv) of the pion, we express F %

nv !see Eqs. #23$ and #29$"
in terms of ordinary light-front wave functions of a gauge
boson and a hadron and calculate this nonvalence contribu-
tion numerically.
The main approximation in our effective calculation

is the treatment of relevant operator K(x ,k! ;y ,l!) in
Eq. #23$ connecting the one-body to three-body sector
#see Fig. 4$ by taking a constant G% via G%
&'!dy "!d2l!"K(x ,k! ;y ,l!)( (2→2)(y ,l!), which in general
depends on x and k! . The reliability of this constant ap-
proximation was checked by examining the frame indepen-
dence of our numerical results using the sum rule given by
Eq. #30$, i.e., the exact results of F%() ,x ,t) and F%(t) ob-
tained from the true values of G% given by Fig. 6 were
compared with those obtained from our single average value
of G%!0.32 for all () ,t). The numerical results of our con-
stant G% prescription have shown definite improvement #bet-
ter than 90% accuracy for )#0.9) to restore the frame inde-
pendence of our model #see Figs. 7–9$ and our prescription
seems to lead to a quite reliable approximation. Our model
also satisfies the polynomiality conditions for n!2 and 3
moments of the SQDs #see Fig. 10$ and our value of F3

v is in
good agreement with the QCD sum-rule result with nonlocal
condensates !25". Moreover, the ordinary quark distribution
amplitude of the pion !*%(y!2x$1)" can be obtained from
the two-pion distribution amplitude in )!0 and t!0 limit
where one of the produced pions becomes soft. Our result of
*% is very close to the asymptotic quark distribution ampli-
tude consistent with the CLEO measurements !29". The isos-
inglet skewed quark distribution amplitude in the pion #see

Fig. 11$ is also consistent with the result satisfying the low-
energy soft pion theorem !5".
For the model improvement, however, it would be neces-

sary to consider not only the dynamical quark mass dis-
cussed in our previous work !14" but also the BS amplitude
for the quark-gauge boson vertex to remove the apparent
discontinuity at x!) as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Especially,
in exploring the new physics associated with the SQDs for
the treatment of the pion form factor, we note from Eq. #9$
that the definition of F% involves the matrix element of the
light-front operator present in the three-point approach to
quark distributions of hadrons in scaling regions. As was
shown in Ref. !30" the treatment of such operators can lead
one to consider nonlocal quark condensates, which can intro-
duce nonperturbative QCD structure in the quark-gauge bo-
son vertex. This will be a subject of future research by the
authors.
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TABLE II. The nth moments +yn, of the ordinary quark distri-
bution amplitude *%(y) for the pion.

Model +y1, +y2, +y3, +y4, +y5, +y6,

Ours 0.0 0.239 0.0 0.109 0.0 0.062
!26" 0.0 0.43 0.0 0.24 0.0 0.15
!27" 0.0 0.25 0.0 0.12 0.0 0.07
!28" a 0.0 0.25 0.0 0.11 0.0 0.06

aFor the Gaussian parameter -!0.36 GeV in Ref. !28".

FIG. 11. The SQDs of the pion at t!0 using the true value of
G(!0.384). The thick solid, solid, and dotted lines represent
F%()!0,x ,t!0)#valence$, F%()!1,x ,t!0)#nonvalence$, and
their difference F%()!1,x ,t!0)$F%()!0,x ,t!0), respectively.
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The D term generates the highest power in the polynomial,  
and D term is effectively included in the ERBL region. 



    [16]
Continuity of GPD and Phenomenology of Light-Front Dynamics
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where4 K is the BS kernel which in principle includes all the
higher Fock-state contributions, M 0!

2!(m2"k!!
2)/x!"(m2

"k!!
2)/(1#x!) is the invariant mass, and !!(xi! ,ki!! ) is the

"final state# BS amplitude with the internal momenta of the
"struck# quark for the final state, x!!(x#$)/(1#$) and
k!! !k!"x!%! . The internal momenta of the "struck# quark
after the kernel are given by y!!(y#$)/(1#$) and l!! !l!
"y!%! so that the integration of y! runs from 0 to 1 "or y
runs from $ to 1#. Note also that d2l!! !d2l! for a given y!.
We define the valence BS amplitude "i.e., x$$) as ! (2→2)
and the nonvalence BS amplitude "i.e., x%$) as ! (1→3)
where the subscript indicates the parton number before and
after the kernel. Both the valence and nonvalence BS ampli-
tudes are solutions to Eq. "12#. As illustrated in Fig. 2"c#, the
nonvalence BS amplitude is an analytic continuation of the
valence BS amplitude. In the LFQM the relationship be-
tween the BS amplitudes in the two regions is given by
&12,16'

"M 2#M 0!
2#! (1→3)! "xi! ,ki!! #

!!
0

1
&dy!'&d2l!'K"xi! ,ki!! ;y j! ,lj!! #! (2→2)! "y j! ,lj!! #,

"13#

where again the kernel includes in principle all the higher
Fock-state contributions because all the higher Fock compo-
nents of the bound state are ultimately related to the lowest
Fock component with the use of the kernel illustrated in Fig.
3.
After the Cauchy integration over k# in Eq. "9#, we obtain

the valence ($(x(1) and nonvalence (0(x($) contribu-
tions to the GPDs of the pion as follows:

F )
val"$ ,x ,t #!

Nc

2x"1#x #x!
! d2k!

16)3 ! (2→2)"x ,k!#

&Sval
" "x ,k!#! (2→2)! "x!,k!! # "14#

and

F )
nv"$ ,x ,t #!

#Nc

2x"1#x #"1#x"#
! d2k!

16)3 ! (2→2)"x ,k!#

&Snv
" "x ,k!#!g"x",k!" #!

0

1 dy!

y!"1#y!#

&! d2l!K"x!,k!! ;y!,l!! #! (2→2)! "y!,l!! #,

"15#

where Eq. "13# has been used for the non-wave-function ver-
tex as shown in Fig. 3 &or Fig. 2"c#'. The trace terms of the
quark propagators, i.e., Sval

" (x ,k!) and Snv
" (x ,k!), are given

by Eqs. "21# and "25# in Ref. &12', respectively. The light-
front vertex functions of the initial "final# hadron
! (2→2) (! (2→2)! ) and the gauge boson !g are given by5

! (2→2)"x ,k!#!
hLF

M 2#M 0
2 ,

! (2→2)! "x!,k!! #!
hLF!

M 2#M 0!
2 ,

!g"x",k!" #!
1

%2#M 0"
2 , "16#

where x"!x/$ , k!" !k!"x"%! , and M 0"
2!(k!"

2"m2)/x"
"(k!"

2"m2)/(1#x") is the invariant mass of the qq̄ pair
annihilated into the gauge boson. Equations "14# and "15#
were our essential results from our previous analysis &12'.
Since Eqs. "14# and "15# are divergent themselves with a
constant LF vertex function hLF , our idea is to replace the
hLF &or equivalently ! (2→2)(x ,k!)] with the standard LF
vertex function "i.e., a dressed vertex# &13,14,16,17,29',
which has been successful in predicting many static proper-
ties of ground state mesons. However, we left the gauge-
boson vertex function !g as the bare vertex given by Eq. "16#
in our previous work &12'. We "as well as the authors in &11'#
attributed to this different treatment between gauge-boson
and meson vertex functions the artifact of the discontinuity
in the GPDs at the crossover (x!$) between the DGLAP
and ERBL regions.

B. Consistent treatment of gauge-boson and meson vertex
functions in LFQM: Update

As discussed in our previous work &12' and work by oth-
ers &30,10,11', in principle one should consider the same BS
kernel K for a qq̄ pair annihilating into an external gauge
boson as for a qq̄ pair merging into the final state meson

4We present the LFBSE for the final state meson-quark vertex
with the final state momentum variables. However, the same form
of LFBSE can be used in the initial state meson-quark vertex.

5Note that we slightly modified the definition of !g in the present
work from the one in &12', i.e., we take the common factor $/(1
#$) from Eq. "24# in Ref. &12' and put it back into the prefactor
leading to the present Eq. "15#.

FIG. 3. Non-wave-function vertex "black blob# linked to an or-
dinary light-front wave function "white blob#.
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given by Eq. !15". This is illustrated in Fig. 4 and we shall
denote the GPDs coming from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" as
F #(a)
nv ($ ,x ,t) %given by Eq. !15"& and F #(b)

nv ($ ,x ,t), respec-
tively. Adding both contributions of F #(a)

nv and F #(b)
nv assures

the cancellation of any infrared divergence that might occur
in the kernel K.
The GPDs from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" can be written generi-

cally !dropping, for simplicity, the relative label for internal
momenta"

!
0

$
dxF #(a)

nv !$ ,x ,t "

!!
0

$
dx! d2k!!

$

1
dy! d2l!' f!y ,l!"

"Ka!x ,k! ;y ,l!"'g!x ,k!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃a

i !x ,k!", !17"

!
0

$
dyF #(b)

nv !$ ,y ,t "

!!
0

$
dy! d2l!!

$

1
dx! d2k!' f!x ,k!"

"Kb!y ,l! ;x ,k!"'g!y ,l!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃b

i !x ,k!",

!18"

where the superscript i !f" on ' indicates the initial !final"
valence light-front wave function !i.e., the white blob in Fig.
4" and the notation of '̃a(b)

i implies the product of the initial
'a(b)
i in Figs. 4!a",!b" and other terms %such as the prefactor
in Eq. !15"& that depend on the internal momentum variables.
The kernel Kb(y ,l! ;x ,k!) in Eq. !18" is equivalent to
Ka(x ,k! ;y ,l!) in Eq. !17" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) except for the overall sign due to
an exchange of quark and antiquark. If, for instance, the
kernel is approximated by one-boson exchange, i.e., Ka
!g2((y$x)/(l#$k#)%(P$k)$$(l$k)$$(P$l)$& and
Kb!$g2((x$y)/(k#$l#)%k$$l$$(k$l)$& , where y
!l#/P# and x!k#/P#, then one can easily see that
Ka(x ,y)!$Kb(y→x ,x→y). Note also that in this simple
one-boson exchange case there is only one light-front time
ordered diagram in each kernel and other contributions such
as the ((x$y) term in Ka and the ((y$x) term in Kb van-
ish since they contribute to pair creation from the vacuum.

Likewise, the vertex functions ' f and 'g in Eq. !17" are the
same as those in Eq. !18" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!).
Exchanging (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) in Eq. !18", we now combine

these two contributions F #(a)
nv and F #(b)

nv to get

F #
nv!$ ,x ,t "!F #(a)

nv !$ ,x ,t "#F #(b)
nv !$ ,x ,t "

!! d2k!!
$

1
dy! d2l!' f!y ,l!"

"K!x ,k! ;y ,l!"'g!x ,k!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃a

i !x ,k!"

"" 1$
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# !y ,l!"

Snv
# !x ,k!"

'̃b
i !y ,l!"

'̃a
i !x ,k!"

# , !19"

where K!Ka and the relative ($) sign between the two
contributions assures the removal of the infrared singularity
at x!y and k!!l! !see also Ref. %10&". In Eq. !19", the
(x ,k!) dependence in F #(b)

nv comes solely from the term
K(x ,k! ;y ,l!)'g(x ,k!) %i.e., the upper small loop in Fig.
4!b"&, which in principle includes the sum of all possible
intermediate mesons coupled to the external current.
By putting the relative label of internal momenta back

into Eq. !19", we obtain the same form of F #
nv as that given

by Eq. !15",

F #
nv!$ ,x ,t "!

$Nc

2x!1$x "!1$x!"

"! d2k!

16#3 ' (2→2)!x ,k!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'g!x!,k!! "

"!
0

1 dy"

y"!1$y""
! d2l!K̃!x",k!" ;y",l!" "

"' (2→2)" !y",l!" ", !20"

but now with

K̃!x",k!" ;y",l!" ")K!x",k!" ;y",l!" "

"" 1$
Snv

# !y ,l!"'̃b
i !y ,l!"

Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃a

i !x ,k!"
# . !21"

Thus, in order to make our previous model %12& more com-
plete, the kernel K(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) given by Eq. !15" has to be
replaced by K̃(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) which is free from any infrared
singularity that might occur in the kernel K. Since it would
be a formidable task to solve the kernel K̃ directly, we follow
the technique illustrated in our previous analysis %12&, ap-
proximating G# defined by

FIG. 4. Possible light-front time-ordered nonvalence diagrams
with the kernel for the qq̄ pair merging into the final state meson !a"
and annihilating into an external gauge boson !b".
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given by Eq. !15". This is illustrated in Fig. 4 and we shall
denote the GPDs coming from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" as
F #(a)
nv ($ ,x ,t) %given by Eq. !15"& and F #(b)

nv ($ ,x ,t), respec-
tively. Adding both contributions of F #(a)

nv and F #(b)
nv assures

the cancellation of any infrared divergence that might occur
in the kernel K.
The GPDs from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" can be written generi-

cally !dropping, for simplicity, the relative label for internal
momenta"

!
0

$
dxF #(a)

nv !$ ,x ,t "
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0

$
dx! d2k!!

$
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dy! d2l!' f!y ,l!"
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dx! d2k!' f!x ,k!"

"Kb!y ,l! ;x ,k!"'g!y ,l!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃b

i !x ,k!",

!18"

where the superscript i !f" on ' indicates the initial !final"
valence light-front wave function !i.e., the white blob in Fig.
4" and the notation of '̃a(b)

i implies the product of the initial
'a(b)
i in Figs. 4!a",!b" and other terms %such as the prefactor
in Eq. !15"& that depend on the internal momentum variables.
The kernel Kb(y ,l! ;x ,k!) in Eq. !18" is equivalent to
Ka(x ,k! ;y ,l!) in Eq. !17" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) except for the overall sign due to
an exchange of quark and antiquark. If, for instance, the
kernel is approximated by one-boson exchange, i.e., Ka
!g2((y$x)/(l#$k#)%(P$k)$$(l$k)$$(P$l)$& and
Kb!$g2((x$y)/(k#$l#)%k$$l$$(k$l)$& , where y
!l#/P# and x!k#/P#, then one can easily see that
Ka(x ,y)!$Kb(y→x ,x→y). Note also that in this simple
one-boson exchange case there is only one light-front time
ordered diagram in each kernel and other contributions such
as the ((x$y) term in Ka and the ((y$x) term in Kb van-
ish since they contribute to pair creation from the vacuum.

Likewise, the vertex functions ' f and 'g in Eq. !17" are the
same as those in Eq. !18" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!).
Exchanging (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) in Eq. !18", we now combine

these two contributions F #(a)
nv and F #(b)

nv to get

F #
nv!$ ,x ,t "!F #(a)

nv !$ ,x ,t "#F #(b)
nv !$ ,x ,t "

!! d2k!!
$

1
dy! d2l!' f!y ,l!"

"K!x ,k! ;y ,l!"'g!x ,k!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃a

i !x ,k!"

"" 1$
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# !y ,l!"

Snv
# !x ,k!"

'̃b
i !y ,l!"

'̃a
i !x ,k!"

# , !19"

where K!Ka and the relative ($) sign between the two
contributions assures the removal of the infrared singularity
at x!y and k!!l! !see also Ref. %10&". In Eq. !19", the
(x ,k!) dependence in F #(b)

nv comes solely from the term
K(x ,k! ;y ,l!)'g(x ,k!) %i.e., the upper small loop in Fig.
4!b"&, which in principle includes the sum of all possible
intermediate mesons coupled to the external current.
By putting the relative label of internal momenta back

into Eq. !19", we obtain the same form of F #
nv as that given

by Eq. !15",

F #
nv!$ ,x ,t "!

$Nc

2x!1$x "!1$x!"

"! d2k!

16#3 ' (2→2)!x ,k!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'g!x!,k!! "

"!
0

1 dy"

y"!1$y""
! d2l!K̃!x",k!" ;y",l!" "

"' (2→2)" !y",l!" ", !20"

but now with

K̃!x",k!" ;y",l!" ")K!x",k!" ;y",l!" "

"" 1$
Snv

# !y ,l!"'̃b
i !y ,l!"

Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃a

i !x ,k!"
# . !21"

Thus, in order to make our previous model %12& more com-
plete, the kernel K(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) given by Eq. !15" has to be
replaced by K̃(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) which is free from any infrared
singularity that might occur in the kernel K. Since it would
be a formidable task to solve the kernel K̃ directly, we follow
the technique illustrated in our previous analysis %12&, ap-
proximating G# defined by

FIG. 4. Possible light-front time-ordered nonvalence diagrams
with the kernel for the qq̄ pair merging into the final state meson !a"
and annihilating into an external gauge boson !b".
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given by Eq. !15". This is illustrated in Fig. 4 and we shall
denote the GPDs coming from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" as
F #(a)
nv ($ ,x ,t) %given by Eq. !15"& and F #(b)

nv ($ ,x ,t), respec-
tively. Adding both contributions of F #(a)

nv and F #(b)
nv assures

the cancellation of any infrared divergence that might occur
in the kernel K.
The GPDs from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" can be written generi-

cally !dropping, for simplicity, the relative label for internal
momenta"

!
0

$
dxF #(a)

nv !$ ,x ,t "

!!
0

$
dx! d2k!!

$

1
dy! d2l!' f!y ,l!"

"Ka!x ,k! ;y ,l!"'g!x ,k!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃a

i !x ,k!", !17"
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dyF #(b)

nv !$ ,y ,t "
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0
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dy! d2l!!
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1
dx! d2k!' f!x ,k!"

"Kb!y ,l! ;x ,k!"'g!y ,l!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃b

i !x ,k!",

!18"

where the superscript i !f" on ' indicates the initial !final"
valence light-front wave function !i.e., the white blob in Fig.
4" and the notation of '̃a(b)

i implies the product of the initial
'a(b)
i in Figs. 4!a",!b" and other terms %such as the prefactor
in Eq. !15"& that depend on the internal momentum variables.
The kernel Kb(y ,l! ;x ,k!) in Eq. !18" is equivalent to
Ka(x ,k! ;y ,l!) in Eq. !17" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) except for the overall sign due to
an exchange of quark and antiquark. If, for instance, the
kernel is approximated by one-boson exchange, i.e., Ka
!g2((y$x)/(l#$k#)%(P$k)$$(l$k)$$(P$l)$& and
Kb!$g2((x$y)/(k#$l#)%k$$l$$(k$l)$& , where y
!l#/P# and x!k#/P#, then one can easily see that
Ka(x ,y)!$Kb(y→x ,x→y). Note also that in this simple
one-boson exchange case there is only one light-front time
ordered diagram in each kernel and other contributions such
as the ((x$y) term in Ka and the ((y$x) term in Kb van-
ish since they contribute to pair creation from the vacuum.

Likewise, the vertex functions ' f and 'g in Eq. !17" are the
same as those in Eq. !18" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!).
Exchanging (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) in Eq. !18", we now combine

these two contributions F #(a)
nv and F #(b)

nv to get

F #
nv!$ ,x ,t "!F #(a)

nv !$ ,x ,t "#F #(b)
nv !$ ,x ,t "

!! d2k!!
$

1
dy! d2l!' f!y ,l!"

"K!x ,k! ;y ,l!"'g!x ,k!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃a

i !x ,k!"
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# !y ,l!"
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# !x ,k!"

'̃b
i !y ,l!"

'̃a
i !x ,k!"

# , !19"

where K!Ka and the relative ($) sign between the two
contributions assures the removal of the infrared singularity
at x!y and k!!l! !see also Ref. %10&". In Eq. !19", the
(x ,k!) dependence in F #(b)

nv comes solely from the term
K(x ,k! ;y ,l!)'g(x ,k!) %i.e., the upper small loop in Fig.
4!b"&, which in principle includes the sum of all possible
intermediate mesons coupled to the external current.
By putting the relative label of internal momenta back

into Eq. !19", we obtain the same form of F #
nv as that given

by Eq. !15",

F #
nv!$ ,x ,t "!

$Nc

2x!1$x "!1$x!"

"! d2k!

16#3 ' (2→2)!x ,k!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'g!x!,k!! "

"!
0

1 dy"
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! d2l!K̃!x",k!" ;y",l!" "

"' (2→2)" !y",l!" ", !20"

but now with

K̃!x",k!" ;y",l!" ")K!x",k!" ;y",l!" "

"" 1$
Snv

# !y ,l!"'̃b
i !y ,l!"

Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃a

i !x ,k!"
# . !21"

Thus, in order to make our previous model %12& more com-
plete, the kernel K(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) given by Eq. !15" has to be
replaced by K̃(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) which is free from any infrared
singularity that might occur in the kernel K. Since it would
be a formidable task to solve the kernel K̃ directly, we follow
the technique illustrated in our previous analysis %12&, ap-
proximating G# defined by
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given by Eq. !15". This is illustrated in Fig. 4 and we shall
denote the GPDs coming from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" as
F #(a)
nv ($ ,x ,t) %given by Eq. !15"& and F #(b)

nv ($ ,x ,t), respec-
tively. Adding both contributions of F #(a)

nv and F #(b)
nv assures

the cancellation of any infrared divergence that might occur
in the kernel K.
The GPDs from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" can be written generi-

cally !dropping, for simplicity, the relative label for internal
momenta"
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i !x ,k!",

!18"

where the superscript i !f" on ' indicates the initial !final"
valence light-front wave function !i.e., the white blob in Fig.
4" and the notation of '̃a(b)

i implies the product of the initial
'a(b)
i in Figs. 4!a",!b" and other terms %such as the prefactor
in Eq. !15"& that depend on the internal momentum variables.
The kernel Kb(y ,l! ;x ,k!) in Eq. !18" is equivalent to
Ka(x ,k! ;y ,l!) in Eq. !17" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) except for the overall sign due to
an exchange of quark and antiquark. If, for instance, the
kernel is approximated by one-boson exchange, i.e., Ka
!g2((y$x)/(l#$k#)%(P$k)$$(l$k)$$(P$l)$& and
Kb!$g2((x$y)/(k#$l#)%k$$l$$(k$l)$& , where y
!l#/P# and x!k#/P#, then one can easily see that
Ka(x ,y)!$Kb(y→x ,x→y). Note also that in this simple
one-boson exchange case there is only one light-front time
ordered diagram in each kernel and other contributions such
as the ((x$y) term in Ka and the ((y$x) term in Kb van-
ish since they contribute to pair creation from the vacuum.

Likewise, the vertex functions ' f and 'g in Eq. !17" are the
same as those in Eq. !18" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!).
Exchanging (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) in Eq. !18", we now combine

these two contributions F #(a)
nv and F #(b)

nv to get

F #
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where K!Ka and the relative ($) sign between the two
contributions assures the removal of the infrared singularity
at x!y and k!!l! !see also Ref. %10&". In Eq. !19", the
(x ,k!) dependence in F #(b)

nv comes solely from the term
K(x ,k! ;y ,l!)'g(x ,k!) %i.e., the upper small loop in Fig.
4!b"&, which in principle includes the sum of all possible
intermediate mesons coupled to the external current.
By putting the relative label of internal momenta back

into Eq. !19", we obtain the same form of F #
nv as that given

by Eq. !15",
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but now with
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Thus, in order to make our previous model %12& more com-
plete, the kernel K(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) given by Eq. !15" has to be
replaced by K̃(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) which is free from any infrared
singularity that might occur in the kernel K. Since it would
be a formidable task to solve the kernel K̃ directly, we follow
the technique illustrated in our previous analysis %12&, ap-
proximating G# defined by
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given by Eq. !15". This is illustrated in Fig. 4 and we shall
denote the GPDs coming from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" as
F #(a)
nv ($ ,x ,t) %given by Eq. !15"& and F #(b)

nv ($ ,x ,t), respec-
tively. Adding both contributions of F #(a)

nv and F #(b)
nv assures

the cancellation of any infrared divergence that might occur
in the kernel K.
The GPDs from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" can be written generi-

cally !dropping, for simplicity, the relative label for internal
momenta"
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where the superscript i !f" on ' indicates the initial !final"
valence light-front wave function !i.e., the white blob in Fig.
4" and the notation of '̃a(b)
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i in Figs. 4!a",!b" and other terms %such as the prefactor
in Eq. !15"& that depend on the internal momentum variables.
The kernel Kb(y ,l! ;x ,k!) in Eq. !18" is equivalent to
Ka(x ,k! ;y ,l!) in Eq. !17" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) except for the overall sign due to
an exchange of quark and antiquark. If, for instance, the
kernel is approximated by one-boson exchange, i.e., Ka
!g2((y$x)/(l#$k#)%(P$k)$$(l$k)$$(P$l)$& and
Kb!$g2((x$y)/(k#$l#)%k$$l$$(k$l)$& , where y
!l#/P# and x!k#/P#, then one can easily see that
Ka(x ,y)!$Kb(y→x ,x→y). Note also that in this simple
one-boson exchange case there is only one light-front time
ordered diagram in each kernel and other contributions such
as the ((x$y) term in Ka and the ((y$x) term in Kb van-
ish since they contribute to pair creation from the vacuum.

Likewise, the vertex functions ' f and 'g in Eq. !17" are the
same as those in Eq. !18" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!).
Exchanging (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) in Eq. !18", we now combine

these two contributions F #(a)
nv and F #(b)

nv to get
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where K!Ka and the relative ($) sign between the two
contributions assures the removal of the infrared singularity
at x!y and k!!l! !see also Ref. %10&". In Eq. !19", the
(x ,k!) dependence in F #(b)

nv comes solely from the term
K(x ,k! ;y ,l!)'g(x ,k!) %i.e., the upper small loop in Fig.
4!b"&, which in principle includes the sum of all possible
intermediate mesons coupled to the external current.
By putting the relative label of internal momenta back

into Eq. !19", we obtain the same form of F #
nv as that given

by Eq. !15",

F #
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Thus, in order to make our previous model %12& more com-
plete, the kernel K(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) given by Eq. !15" has to be
replaced by K̃(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) which is free from any infrared
singularity that might occur in the kernel K. Since it would
be a formidable task to solve the kernel K̃ directly, we follow
the technique illustrated in our previous analysis %12&, ap-
proximating G# defined by

FIG. 4. Possible light-front time-ordered nonvalence diagrams
with the kernel for the qq̄ pair merging into the final state meson !a"
and annihilating into an external gauge boson !b".
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"
; (34)

where ~!i
a;b denotes kinematic prefactors like x!1$ x"&

!1$ x00" etc. in the expressions corresponding to the dia-
grams shown in Fig. 6.

Thus, we obtained the amplitude corresponding to the
nonvalence contribution given by Eq. (28) in terms of
ordinary light-front wave functions of hadrons (!!2!2")
and gauge bosons (!g). This method, however, requires
the knowledge of the full BS kernel K!x;k?; y; l?" which
is, in general, dependent on the momenta connecting the 1-
body to 3-body sectors, as depicted in Fig. 5. While the
relevant operator K, in general, involves all momenta
!x;k?; y; l?", the integral of K over y and l? in Eq. (33),

G" #
Z 1

0

dy0

y0!1$ y0"

&
Z
d2l? ~K!x;k?; y0; l0?"!!2!2"!y0; l0?"; (35)

depends only on x and k?. In this work, we approximate
G" as a constant (mean value). This approximation has
been previously tested in the analyses of exclusive semi-
leptonic decay processes [19,20,24] and proved to be a
good approximation, at least in the small momentum trans-
fer region. The pion GPD, calculated in this way, looks like
Fig. 7.

Using the ‘‘effective’’ gauge-boson wave function in the
nonvalence region in the form

#g!k002? " '
###############

1

"3=2$3

s
exp

!
$ k002? %m2

8$2x00!1$ x00"

"
exp

$
!2

8$2

%
;

(36)

one can ensure the continuity between the valence and the
nonvalence parts of the GPD by suppressing the nonva-
lence contribution at x0 ' x00 ' 0 [20]. This cures the
discontinuity found previously in Ref. [19] whose origin
can be traced down to the difference in the treatment of the
valence and nonvalence LF vertex functions. More specifi-
cally, the discontinuity in Ref. [19] originated from the
crude approximation for the LF nonvalence vertex h0nonval

LF .
As discussed in the general form above, the nonvalence
vertex h0nonval

LF is an analytic continuation of h0val
LF into the

nonvalence kinematic domain so that it should be contin-
uously and smoothly connected with the latter at the
boundary between the valence and the nonvalence kine-
matic regions. We experimented with different forms of
such extensions for the nonvalence vertex, satisfying the
condition of continuity at x0 ' 0. One such possibility, e.g.,
could be

h0nonval
LF (G" exp

!k2
? %m2

8x$2

"
; (37)

which has a structure similar to that of the LF wave
function, goes to a constant when x)$!m2=$2", and
vanishes at x! $0, thus guaranteeing the continuity
with the valence LF wave function hval

LF . However, the
resultant behavior of the GPD in the nonvalence region
depends significantly on the detailed form of the model
assumed for the extension of the LF wave function into the
nonvalence region. On the other hand, while the introduc-
tion of the model for the nonvalence vertex satisfying these
requirements is nontrivial, the inclusion of the virtual
processes at the gauge-boson vertex using Eq. (36) re-
moves the discontinuity at x ' % , thus alleviating the
above problem at the lowest approximation of the LFBS
approach. Such a treatment ensures the vanishing of the
nonvalence contribution at the crossover and also removes
the infrared singularity in the amplitude. It was further
suggested [20] that the value of the GPD at the crossover
point need not be zero because the higher Fock states in the
LFBS approach may introduce a nonzero contribution at
this point. In the following section we will consider this
suggestion in more detail and show that, after inclusion of
the q "qg contribution into the DVCS amplitude, this value
indeed is not zero.

IV. EFFECT OF THE HIGHER FOCK STATES IN
THE LFBS APPROACH FOR THE PION GPD

Our primary goal in this section is to analyze how GPDs
are affected by the higher LF Fock states, especially at or
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FIG. 7. The pion GPD at % ' 0:5, t ' $0:5 GeV2 computed
using the LFBS approach.
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which has a structure similar to that of the LF wave
function, goes to a constant when x)$!m2=$2", and
vanishes at x! $0, thus guaranteeing the continuity
with the valence LF wave function hval

LF . However, the
resultant behavior of the GPD in the nonvalence region
depends significantly on the detailed form of the model
assumed for the extension of the LF wave function into the
nonvalence region. On the other hand, while the introduc-
tion of the model for the nonvalence vertex satisfying these
requirements is nontrivial, the inclusion of the virtual
processes at the gauge-boson vertex using Eq. (36) re-
moves the discontinuity at x ' % , thus alleviating the
above problem at the lowest approximation of the LFBS
approach. Such a treatment ensures the vanishing of the
nonvalence contribution at the crossover and also removes
the infrared singularity in the amplitude. It was further
suggested [20] that the value of the GPD at the crossover
point need not be zero because the higher Fock states in the
LFBS approach may introduce a nonzero contribution at
this point. In the following section we will consider this
suggestion in more detail and show that, after inclusion of
the q "qg contribution into the DVCS amplitude, this value
indeed is not zero.
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given by Eq. !15". This is illustrated in Fig. 4 and we shall
denote the GPDs coming from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" as
F #(a)
nv ($ ,x ,t) %given by Eq. !15"& and F #(b)

nv ($ ,x ,t), respec-
tively. Adding both contributions of F #(a)

nv and F #(b)
nv assures

the cancellation of any infrared divergence that might occur
in the kernel K.
The GPDs from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" can be written generi-

cally !dropping, for simplicity, the relative label for internal
momenta"

!
0

$
dxF #(a)

nv !$ ,x ,t "

!!
0

$
dx! d2k!!

$

1
dy! d2l!' f!y ,l!"

"Ka!x ,k! ;y ,l!"'g!x ,k!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃a

i !x ,k!", !17"

!
0

$
dyF #(b)

nv !$ ,y ,t "

!!
0

$
dy! d2l!!

$

1
dx! d2k!' f!x ,k!"

"Kb!y ,l! ;x ,k!"'g!y ,l!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃b

i !x ,k!",

!18"

where the superscript i !f" on ' indicates the initial !final"
valence light-front wave function !i.e., the white blob in Fig.
4" and the notation of '̃a(b)

i implies the product of the initial
'a(b)
i in Figs. 4!a",!b" and other terms %such as the prefactor
in Eq. !15"& that depend on the internal momentum variables.
The kernel Kb(y ,l! ;x ,k!) in Eq. !18" is equivalent to
Ka(x ,k! ;y ,l!) in Eq. !17" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) except for the overall sign due to
an exchange of quark and antiquark. If, for instance, the
kernel is approximated by one-boson exchange, i.e., Ka
!g2((y$x)/(l#$k#)%(P$k)$$(l$k)$$(P$l)$& and
Kb!$g2((x$y)/(k#$l#)%k$$l$$(k$l)$& , where y
!l#/P# and x!k#/P#, then one can easily see that
Ka(x ,y)!$Kb(y→x ,x→y). Note also that in this simple
one-boson exchange case there is only one light-front time
ordered diagram in each kernel and other contributions such
as the ((x$y) term in Ka and the ((y$x) term in Kb van-
ish since they contribute to pair creation from the vacuum.

Likewise, the vertex functions ' f and 'g in Eq. !17" are the
same as those in Eq. !18" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!).
Exchanging (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) in Eq. !18", we now combine

these two contributions F #(a)
nv and F #(b)

nv to get

F #
nv!$ ,x ,t "!F #(a)

nv !$ ,x ,t "#F #(b)
nv !$ ,x ,t "

!! d2k!!
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1
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# !x ,k!"'̃a

i !x ,k!"

"" 1$
Snv

# !y ,l!"

Snv
# !x ,k!"

'̃b
i !y ,l!"

'̃a
i !x ,k!"

# , !19"

where K!Ka and the relative ($) sign between the two
contributions assures the removal of the infrared singularity
at x!y and k!!l! !see also Ref. %10&". In Eq. !19", the
(x ,k!) dependence in F #(b)

nv comes solely from the term
K(x ,k! ;y ,l!)'g(x ,k!) %i.e., the upper small loop in Fig.
4!b"&, which in principle includes the sum of all possible
intermediate mesons coupled to the external current.
By putting the relative label of internal momenta back

into Eq. !19", we obtain the same form of F #
nv as that given

by Eq. !15",

F #
nv!$ ,x ,t "!

$Nc

2x!1$x "!1$x!"

"! d2k!

16#3 ' (2→2)!x ,k!"Snv
# !x ,k!"'g!x!,k!! "

"!
0

1 dy"

y"!1$y""
! d2l!K̃!x",k!" ;y",l!" "

"' (2→2)" !y",l!" ", !20"

but now with

K̃!x",k!" ;y",l!" ")K!x",k!" ;y",l!" "

"" 1$
Snv

# !y ,l!"'̃b
i !y ,l!"

Snv
# !x ,k!"'̃a

i !x ,k!"
# . !21"

Thus, in order to make our previous model %12& more com-
plete, the kernel K(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) given by Eq. !15" has to be
replaced by K̃(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) which is free from any infrared
singularity that might occur in the kernel K. Since it would
be a formidable task to solve the kernel K̃ directly, we follow
the technique illustrated in our previous analysis %12&, ap-
proximating G# defined by

FIG. 4. Possible light-front time-ordered nonvalence diagrams
with the kernel for the qq̄ pair merging into the final state meson !a"
and annihilating into an external gauge boson !b".
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given by Eq. !15". This is illustrated in Fig. 4 and we shall
denote the GPDs coming from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" as
F #(a)
nv ($ ,x ,t) %given by Eq. !15"& and F #(b)

nv ($ ,x ,t), respec-
tively. Adding both contributions of F #(a)

nv and F #(b)
nv assures

the cancellation of any infrared divergence that might occur
in the kernel K.
The GPDs from Figs. 4!a" and 4!b" can be written generi-

cally !dropping, for simplicity, the relative label for internal
momenta"
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where the superscript i !f" on ' indicates the initial !final"
valence light-front wave function !i.e., the white blob in Fig.
4" and the notation of '̃a(b)

i implies the product of the initial
'a(b)
i in Figs. 4!a",!b" and other terms %such as the prefactor
in Eq. !15"& that depend on the internal momentum variables.
The kernel Kb(y ,l! ;x ,k!) in Eq. !18" is equivalent to
Ka(x ,k! ;y ,l!) in Eq. !17" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) except for the overall sign due to
an exchange of quark and antiquark. If, for instance, the
kernel is approximated by one-boson exchange, i.e., Ka
!g2((y$x)/(l#$k#)%(P$k)$$(l$k)$$(P$l)$& and
Kb!$g2((x$y)/(k#$l#)%k$$l$$(k$l)$& , where y
!l#/P# and x!k#/P#, then one can easily see that
Ka(x ,y)!$Kb(y→x ,x→y). Note also that in this simple
one-boson exchange case there is only one light-front time
ordered diagram in each kernel and other contributions such
as the ((x$y) term in Ka and the ((y$x) term in Kb van-
ish since they contribute to pair creation from the vacuum.

Likewise, the vertex functions ' f and 'g in Eq. !17" are the
same as those in Eq. !18" upon exchange of the dummy
variables (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!).
Exchanging (x ,k!)↔(y ,l!) in Eq. !18", we now combine

these two contributions F #(a)
nv and F #(b)
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where K!Ka and the relative ($) sign between the two
contributions assures the removal of the infrared singularity
at x!y and k!!l! !see also Ref. %10&". In Eq. !19", the
(x ,k!) dependence in F #(b)

nv comes solely from the term
K(x ,k! ;y ,l!)'g(x ,k!) %i.e., the upper small loop in Fig.
4!b"&, which in principle includes the sum of all possible
intermediate mesons coupled to the external current.
By putting the relative label of internal momenta back

into Eq. !19", we obtain the same form of F #
nv as that given

by Eq. !15",
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Thus, in order to make our previous model %12& more com-
plete, the kernel K(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) given by Eq. !15" has to be
replaced by K̃(x",k!" ;y",l!" ) which is free from any infrared
singularity that might occur in the kernel K. Since it would
be a formidable task to solve the kernel K̃ directly, we follow
the technique illustrated in our previous analysis %12&, ap-
proximating G# defined by
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with the kernel for the qq̄ pair merging into the final state meson !a"
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G!"!
0

1 dy!

y!#1!y!$

"! d2l!K̃#x!,k!! ;y!,l!! $% (2→2)#y!,l!! $ #22$

as a constant. As we did in our previous analysis &12', we
discuss the validity of a constant G! approximation in the
next section #Sec. IV$ where our numerical analysis is pre-
sented. Although the technical aspect of our numerical analy-
sis remains the same, the replacement of the kernel from K
to K̃ amounts to the addition of a new contribution F !(b)

nv

and thus effectively allow us to change the gauge-boson
wave function %g(x",k!" ) from the simple energy denomina-
tor given by Eq. #16$ to a LF vertex function identical to the
meson vertex function without introducing any additional
parameters.6
Comparing % (2→2) with our light-front wave function

given by Ref. &13', we identify

% (2→2)#x ,k!$#!8!3

Nc
!(kz

(x
&x#1!x $'1/2

M 0
)#x ,k!$,

#23$

where the Jacobian of the variable tranformation k
#(kz ,k!)→(x ,k!) is obtained as (kz /(x#M 0 /&4x(1
!x)' and the radial wave function is given by )(k2)
#!1/!3/2*3exp(!k2/2*2), which is normalized as
+d3k")(k2)"2#1. Note that the radial wave function )(k2)
is essentially the same as the Brodsky-Huang-Lepage &31'
LF wave function )BHL#exp(!M0

2/8*2) up to a constant
factor.
Thus, the effective gauge boson wave function %g(x",k!" )

is given by

%g#x",k!" $#!8!3

Nc
!(kz"

(x"

&x"#1!x"$'1/2

M 0"
)g#x",k!" $,

#24$

where (kz"/(x"#M 0"/&4x"(1!x")' . Here, the radial wave
function )g(x",k!" ) is given by

)g#k"2$#! 1
!3/2*3

exp#!k"2/2*2$exp#,2/8*2$,

#25$

where k"2#kz"
2$k!"

2 and the virtuality ,2#t-0.
Substituting Eqs. #23$ and #24$ into Eqs. #14$ and #20$, we

obtain the valence and nonvalence contributions to the GPDs
of the pion in the LFQM as follows:

F !
val#. ,x ,t $#! d2k!!(kz!

(x!
!(kz

(x
)!#x!,k!! $

")#x ,k!$
#k!•k!! $m2$

!k!
2$m2!k!!

2$m2
, #26$

and

F !
nv#. ,x ,t $#!!8!3

Nc
# x"

1!x!
$ ! d2k!!(kz

(x
!(kz"

(x"

")#x ,k!$)g#x",k!" $

"
k!•k!! $m2$x#1!x $x!#M 2!M 0

2$

!k!
2$m2!k!"

2$m2 !
0

1
dy!

"! d2l!!(lz!

(y!

K̃#x!,k!! ;y!,l!! $

!l!!2$m2
)!#y!,l!! $,

#27$

where Eq. #26$ is the same as our previous formula Eq. #28$
in &12' but Eq. #27$ is now different from Eq. #29$ in &12'
due to the modification of the gauge-boson vertex function.
It is worthwhile to note that the nonvalence F !

nv in Eq. #27$
receives not only the on-mass-shell propagating contribution
&i.e., the term proportional to (k!•k!! $m2)] but also the
instantaneous contribution &i.e., the term proportional to
x(1!x)x!(M 2!M 0

2)] from the spectator quark propagator.
This also contrasts with the valence F !

val given by Eq. #26$,
which receives only an on-mass-shell propagating contribu-
tion. As we shall show in our numerical calculation, the in-
stantaneous contribution from the nonvalence F !

nv becomes
substantial for large .%0.5.
As discussed earlier, we shall treat the last dy!d2l! inte-

gral term in Eq. #27$ as a constant G! and check if indeed a
constant G! approximation is valid by varying the value of .
in the sum rule expressed in terms of F !

val and F !
nv , i.e.,

F!# t $#!
0

1 dx
1!./2F!#. ,x ,t $

#!
.

1 dx
1!./2F !

val#. ,x ,t $$!
0

. dx
1!./2F !

nv#. ,x ,t $,

#28$

for given !t . Varying the value of . in this sum rule, Eq.
#28$, we can also check the frame independence of our
model as we discuss in Sec. IV.

C. The GPD value at the crossover: F!„" ," ,t…
Although the continuity of GPDs at x#. is assured in our

formulation presented in the last subsection #Sec. III B$, the
value of F!(. ,. ,t) vanishes in our model calculation as we
shall see in our numerical results #Sec. IV$. The reason why

6In principle, one should use a vector #such as /) meson wave
function in replacing the gauge-boson vertex function. We do not
need to introduce any additional parameters since we used the same
Gaussian wave function with the same parameter * for both ! and
/ mesons in our previous LFQM analysis &13'.
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G!"!
0

1 dy!

y!#1!y!$

"! d2l!K̃#x!,k!! ;y!,l!! $% (2→2)#y!,l!! $ #22$

as a constant. As we did in our previous analysis &12', we
discuss the validity of a constant G! approximation in the
next section #Sec. IV$ where our numerical analysis is pre-
sented. Although the technical aspect of our numerical analy-
sis remains the same, the replacement of the kernel from K
to K̃ amounts to the addition of a new contribution F !(b)

nv

and thus effectively allow us to change the gauge-boson
wave function %g(x",k!" ) from the simple energy denomina-
tor given by Eq. #16$ to a LF vertex function identical to the
meson vertex function without introducing any additional
parameters.6
Comparing % (2→2) with our light-front wave function

given by Ref. &13', we identify

% (2→2)#x ,k!$#!8!3

Nc
!(kz

(x
&x#1!x $'1/2

M 0
)#x ,k!$,

#23$

where the Jacobian of the variable tranformation k
#(kz ,k!)→(x ,k!) is obtained as (kz /(x#M 0 /&4x(1
!x)' and the radial wave function is given by )(k2)
#!1/!3/2*3exp(!k2/2*2), which is normalized as
+d3k")(k2)"2#1. Note that the radial wave function )(k2)
is essentially the same as the Brodsky-Huang-Lepage &31'
LF wave function )BHL#exp(!M0

2/8*2) up to a constant
factor.
Thus, the effective gauge boson wave function %g(x",k!" )

is given by

%g#x",k!" $#!8!3

Nc
!(kz"

(x"

&x"#1!x"$'1/2

M 0"
)g#x",k!" $,

#24$

where (kz"/(x"#M 0"/&4x"(1!x")' . Here, the radial wave
function )g(x",k!" ) is given by

)g#k"2$#! 1
!3/2*3

exp#!k"2/2*2$exp#,2/8*2$,

#25$

where k"2#kz"
2$k!"

2 and the virtuality ,2#t-0.
Substituting Eqs. #23$ and #24$ into Eqs. #14$ and #20$, we

obtain the valence and nonvalence contributions to the GPDs
of the pion in the LFQM as follows:

F !
val#. ,x ,t $#! d2k!!(kz!

(x!
!(kz

(x
)!#x!,k!! $

")#x ,k!$
#k!•k!! $m2$

!k!
2$m2!k!!

2$m2
, #26$

and

F !
nv#. ,x ,t $#!!8!3

Nc
# x"

1!x!
$ ! d2k!!(kz

(x
!(kz"

(x"

")#x ,k!$)g#x",k!" $

"
k!•k!! $m2$x#1!x $x!#M 2!M 0

2$

!k!
2$m2!k!"

2$m2 !
0

1
dy!

"! d2l!!(lz!

(y!

K̃#x!,k!! ;y!,l!! $

!l!!2$m2
)!#y!,l!! $,

#27$

where Eq. #26$ is the same as our previous formula Eq. #28$
in &12' but Eq. #27$ is now different from Eq. #29$ in &12'
due to the modification of the gauge-boson vertex function.
It is worthwhile to note that the nonvalence F !

nv in Eq. #27$
receives not only the on-mass-shell propagating contribution
&i.e., the term proportional to (k!•k!! $m2)] but also the
instantaneous contribution &i.e., the term proportional to
x(1!x)x!(M 2!M 0

2)] from the spectator quark propagator.
This also contrasts with the valence F !

val given by Eq. #26$,
which receives only an on-mass-shell propagating contribu-
tion. As we shall show in our numerical calculation, the in-
stantaneous contribution from the nonvalence F !

nv becomes
substantial for large .%0.5.
As discussed earlier, we shall treat the last dy!d2l! inte-

gral term in Eq. #27$ as a constant G! and check if indeed a
constant G! approximation is valid by varying the value of .
in the sum rule expressed in terms of F !

val and F !
nv , i.e.,

F!# t $#!
0

1 dx
1!./2F!#. ,x ,t $

#!
.

1 dx
1!./2F !

val#. ,x ,t $$!
0

. dx
1!./2F !

nv#. ,x ,t $,

#28$

for given !t . Varying the value of . in this sum rule, Eq.
#28$, we can also check the frame independence of our
model as we discuss in Sec. IV.

C. The GPD value at the crossover: F!„" ," ,t…
Although the continuity of GPDs at x#. is assured in our

formulation presented in the last subsection #Sec. III B$, the
value of F!(. ,. ,t) vanishes in our model calculation as we
shall see in our numerical results #Sec. IV$. The reason why

6In principle, one should use a vector #such as /) meson wave
function in replacing the gauge-boson vertex function. We do not
need to introduce any additional parameters since we used the same
Gaussian wave function with the same parameter * for both ! and
/ mesons in our previous LFQM analysis &13'.
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pole type wave function !long-dashed line" for fixed momen-
tum transfer !t"0.5 GeV2 but with different skewedness
parameters #"0.3 in !a" and 0.6 in !b". The thick solid line
represents the valence contribution !in the DGLAP region",
which is common for both Gaussian and monopole type
gauge-boson wave functions. Our results are obtained from
average values of G$ , i.e., G$"0.12 for the Gaussian type
gauge-boson wave function and 0.32 %12& for the monopole
type gauge-boson wave function. We also plot the instanta-
neous contributions to the GPDs with the Gaussian type !dot-
ted line" and the monopole type !dot-dashed line" gauge-
boson wave functions for the #"0.6 case. We note that the
results for the GPDs shown in Fig. 7 with the average G$
values for both Gaussian and monopole type gauge-boson
wave function cases are very close to the exact ones, i.e.,
frame independent, as one can deduce from Fig. 6 for the
Gaussian wave function and Fig. 9 in %12& for the monopole
type wave function, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 7, the most dramatic change in our

updated result for the pion GPDs is that the solutions with
the gaussian type gauge-boson wave function show continu-
ity at the crossover (x"#), while the solutions with the
monopole type %12& gauge-boson wave function show dis-
continuity at the crossover. As we discussed before, this dis-
continuity at x"# with the monopole type gauge-boson
wave function is just an artifact due to the different x→#
behavior between the gauge-boson vertex ('g) and the had-
ronic vertex (' (2→2)) functions %see Eq. !16"&. This discon-
tinuity problem of the GPDs appearing in our previous
analysis %12& is now resolved by realizing that the same type
of bound state wave function should be used for both hadron
and gauge boson. Furthermore, we can obtain finite results
for the scattering amplitudes for the DVCS region given by

Eq. !8" since both valence and nonvalence solutions of the
GPDs are not only continuous but also vanish at the cross-
over (x"#) as well as at x"0. As we discussed in Sec.
III C, F$(# ,# ,t) can be in principle nonzero if the multicon-
stituent states are included beyond the ordinary QQ̄ state.
Within our current QQ̄ model, however, we have checked
the nth moment Fn(# ,t) in Eq. !11" for up to n"3 as well as
the isosinglet GPDs. With our updated formulation presented
in Sec. III B, we did not find any difference from our previ-
ous results, Figs. 10 and 11 of Ref. %12&, based on the for-
mulation summarized in Sec. III A except the change of the
G$ value discussed above. Thus, we do not show those fig-
ures in duplication but have confirmed that the polynomiality
conditions are satisfied in our current model and our result

FIG. 6. The effective solution for the pion form factor using a
common average G$"Gav"0.12 value with the Gaussian type
gauge-boson wave function for #"0.3 !thin solid line" and 0.6
!long-dashed line" compared with the exact solution !thick solid
line" as well as experimental data %32,33&. The dotted line repre-
sents the nonvalence contributions to the form factor for the #
"0.6 case.

FIG. 7. Generalized parton distributions of the pion at !t
"0.5 GeV2 with #"0.3 in !a", and 0.6 in !b".
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and gauge boson. Furthermore, we can obtain finite results
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over (x"#) as well as at x"0. As we discussed in Sec.
III C, F$(# ,# ,t) can be in principle nonzero if the multicon-
stituent states are included beyond the ordinary QQ̄ state.
Within our current QQ̄ model, however, we have checked
the nth moment Fn(# ,t) in Eq. !11" for up to n"3 as well as
the isosinglet GPDs. With our updated formulation presented
in Sec. III B, we did not find any difference from our previ-
ous results, Figs. 10 and 11 of Ref. %12&, based on the for-
mulation summarized in Sec. III A except the change of the
G$ value discussed above. Thus, we do not show those fig-
ures in duplication but have confirmed that the polynomiality
conditions are satisfied in our current model and our result
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G!"!
0

1 dy!

y!#1!y!$

"! d2l!K̃#x!,k!! ;y!,l!! $% (2→2)#y!,l!! $ #22$

as a constant. As we did in our previous analysis &12', we
discuss the validity of a constant G! approximation in the
next section #Sec. IV$ where our numerical analysis is pre-
sented. Although the technical aspect of our numerical analy-
sis remains the same, the replacement of the kernel from K
to K̃ amounts to the addition of a new contribution F !(b)

nv

and thus effectively allow us to change the gauge-boson
wave function %g(x",k!" ) from the simple energy denomina-
tor given by Eq. #16$ to a LF vertex function identical to the
meson vertex function without introducing any additional
parameters.6
Comparing % (2→2) with our light-front wave function

given by Ref. &13', we identify

% (2→2)#x ,k!$#!8!3

Nc
!(kz

(x
&x#1!x $'1/2

M 0
)#x ,k!$,

#23$

where the Jacobian of the variable tranformation k
#(kz ,k!)→(x ,k!) is obtained as (kz /(x#M 0 /&4x(1
!x)' and the radial wave function is given by )(k2)
#!1/!3/2*3exp(!k2/2*2), which is normalized as
+d3k")(k2)"2#1. Note that the radial wave function )(k2)
is essentially the same as the Brodsky-Huang-Lepage &31'
LF wave function )BHL#exp(!M0

2/8*2) up to a constant
factor.
Thus, the effective gauge boson wave function %g(x",k!" )

is given by

%g#x",k!" $#!8!3

Nc
!(kz"

(x"

&x"#1!x"$'1/2

M 0"
)g#x",k!" $,

#24$

where (kz"/(x"#M 0"/&4x"(1!x")' . Here, the radial wave
function )g(x",k!" ) is given by

)g#k"2$#! 1
!3/2*3

exp#!k"2/2*2$exp#,2/8*2$,

#25$

where k"2#kz"
2$k!"

2 and the virtuality ,2#t-0.
Substituting Eqs. #23$ and #24$ into Eqs. #14$ and #20$, we

obtain the valence and nonvalence contributions to the GPDs
of the pion in the LFQM as follows:

F !
val#. ,x ,t $#! d2k!!(kz!

(x!
!(kz

(x
)!#x!,k!! $

")#x ,k!$
#k!•k!! $m2$

!k!
2$m2!k!!

2$m2
, #26$

and

F !
nv#. ,x ,t $#!!8!3

Nc
# x"

1!x!
$ ! d2k!!(kz

(x
!(kz"

(x"

")#x ,k!$)g#x",k!" $

"
k!•k!! $m2$x#1!x $x!#M 2!M 0

2$

!k!
2$m2!k!"

2$m2 !
0

1
dy!

"! d2l!!(lz!

(y!

K̃#x!,k!! ;y!,l!! $

!l!!2$m2
)!#y!,l!! $,

#27$

where Eq. #26$ is the same as our previous formula Eq. #28$
in &12' but Eq. #27$ is now different from Eq. #29$ in &12'
due to the modification of the gauge-boson vertex function.
It is worthwhile to note that the nonvalence F !

nv in Eq. #27$
receives not only the on-mass-shell propagating contribution
&i.e., the term proportional to (k!•k!! $m2)] but also the
instantaneous contribution &i.e., the term proportional to
x(1!x)x!(M 2!M 0

2)] from the spectator quark propagator.
This also contrasts with the valence F !

val given by Eq. #26$,
which receives only an on-mass-shell propagating contribu-
tion. As we shall show in our numerical calculation, the in-
stantaneous contribution from the nonvalence F !

nv becomes
substantial for large .%0.5.
As discussed earlier, we shall treat the last dy!d2l! inte-

gral term in Eq. #27$ as a constant G! and check if indeed a
constant G! approximation is valid by varying the value of .
in the sum rule expressed in terms of F !

val and F !
nv , i.e.,

F!# t $#!
0

1 dx
1!./2F!#. ,x ,t $

#!
.

1 dx
1!./2F !

val#. ,x ,t $$!
0

. dx
1!./2F !

nv#. ,x ,t $,

#28$

for given !t . Varying the value of . in this sum rule, Eq.
#28$, we can also check the frame independence of our
model as we discuss in Sec. IV.

C. The GPD value at the crossover: F!„" ," ,t…
Although the continuity of GPDs at x#. is assured in our

formulation presented in the last subsection #Sec. III B$, the
value of F!(. ,. ,t) vanishes in our model calculation as we
shall see in our numerical results #Sec. IV$. The reason why

6In principle, one should use a vector #such as /) meson wave
function in replacing the gauge-boson vertex function. We do not
need to introduce any additional parameters since we used the same
Gaussian wave function with the same parameter * for both ! and
/ mesons in our previous LFQM analysis &13'.
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G!"!
0

1 dy!

y!#1!y!$

"! d2l!K̃#x!,k!! ;y!,l!! $% (2→2)#y!,l!! $ #22$

as a constant. As we did in our previous analysis &12', we
discuss the validity of a constant G! approximation in the
next section #Sec. IV$ where our numerical analysis is pre-
sented. Although the technical aspect of our numerical analy-
sis remains the same, the replacement of the kernel from K
to K̃ amounts to the addition of a new contribution F !(b)

nv

and thus effectively allow us to change the gauge-boson
wave function %g(x",k!" ) from the simple energy denomina-
tor given by Eq. #16$ to a LF vertex function identical to the
meson vertex function without introducing any additional
parameters.6
Comparing % (2→2) with our light-front wave function

given by Ref. &13', we identify

% (2→2)#x ,k!$#!8!3

Nc
!(kz

(x
&x#1!x $'1/2

M 0
)#x ,k!$,

#23$

where the Jacobian of the variable tranformation k
#(kz ,k!)→(x ,k!) is obtained as (kz /(x#M 0 /&4x(1
!x)' and the radial wave function is given by )(k2)
#!1/!3/2*3exp(!k2/2*2), which is normalized as
+d3k")(k2)"2#1. Note that the radial wave function )(k2)
is essentially the same as the Brodsky-Huang-Lepage &31'
LF wave function )BHL#exp(!M0

2/8*2) up to a constant
factor.
Thus, the effective gauge boson wave function %g(x",k!" )

is given by

%g#x",k!" $#!8!3

Nc
!(kz"

(x"

&x"#1!x"$'1/2

M 0"
)g#x",k!" $,

#24$

where (kz"/(x"#M 0"/&4x"(1!x")' . Here, the radial wave
function )g(x",k!" ) is given by

)g#k"2$#! 1
!3/2*3

exp#!k"2/2*2$exp#,2/8*2$,

#25$

where k"2#kz"
2$k!"

2 and the virtuality ,2#t-0.
Substituting Eqs. #23$ and #24$ into Eqs. #14$ and #20$, we

obtain the valence and nonvalence contributions to the GPDs
of the pion in the LFQM as follows:

F !
val#. ,x ,t $#! d2k!!(kz!

(x!
!(kz

(x
)!#x!,k!! $

")#x ,k!$
#k!•k!! $m2$

!k!
2$m2!k!!

2$m2
, #26$

and

F !
nv#. ,x ,t $#!!8!3

Nc
# x"

1!x!
$ ! d2k!!(kz

(x
!(kz"

(x"

")#x ,k!$)g#x",k!" $

"
k!•k!! $m2$x#1!x $x!#M 2!M 0

2$

!k!
2$m2!k!"

2$m2 !
0

1
dy!

"! d2l!!(lz!

(y!

K̃#x!,k!! ;y!,l!! $

!l!!2$m2
)!#y!,l!! $,

#27$

where Eq. #26$ is the same as our previous formula Eq. #28$
in &12' but Eq. #27$ is now different from Eq. #29$ in &12'
due to the modification of the gauge-boson vertex function.
It is worthwhile to note that the nonvalence F !

nv in Eq. #27$
receives not only the on-mass-shell propagating contribution
&i.e., the term proportional to (k!•k!! $m2)] but also the
instantaneous contribution &i.e., the term proportional to
x(1!x)x!(M 2!M 0

2)] from the spectator quark propagator.
This also contrasts with the valence F !

val given by Eq. #26$,
which receives only an on-mass-shell propagating contribu-
tion. As we shall show in our numerical calculation, the in-
stantaneous contribution from the nonvalence F !

nv becomes
substantial for large .%0.5.
As discussed earlier, we shall treat the last dy!d2l! inte-

gral term in Eq. #27$ as a constant G! and check if indeed a
constant G! approximation is valid by varying the value of .
in the sum rule expressed in terms of F !

val and F !
nv , i.e.,

F!# t $#!
0

1 dx
1!./2F!#. ,x ,t $

#!
.

1 dx
1!./2F !

val#. ,x ,t $$!
0

. dx
1!./2F !

nv#. ,x ,t $,

#28$

for given !t . Varying the value of . in this sum rule, Eq.
#28$, we can also check the frame independence of our
model as we discuss in Sec. IV.

C. The GPD value at the crossover: F!„" ," ,t…
Although the continuity of GPDs at x#. is assured in our

formulation presented in the last subsection #Sec. III B$, the
value of F!(. ,. ,t) vanishes in our model calculation as we
shall see in our numerical results #Sec. IV$. The reason why

6In principle, one should use a vector #such as /) meson wave
function in replacing the gauge-boson vertex function. We do not
need to introduce any additional parameters since we used the same
Gaussian wave function with the same parameter * for both ! and
/ mesons in our previous LFQM analysis &13'.
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pole type wave function !long-dashed line" for fixed momen-
tum transfer !t"0.5 GeV2 but with different skewedness
parameters #"0.3 in !a" and 0.6 in !b". The thick solid line
represents the valence contribution !in the DGLAP region",
which is common for both Gaussian and monopole type
gauge-boson wave functions. Our results are obtained from
average values of G$ , i.e., G$"0.12 for the Gaussian type
gauge-boson wave function and 0.32 %12& for the monopole
type gauge-boson wave function. We also plot the instanta-
neous contributions to the GPDs with the Gaussian type !dot-
ted line" and the monopole type !dot-dashed line" gauge-
boson wave functions for the #"0.6 case. We note that the
results for the GPDs shown in Fig. 7 with the average G$
values for both Gaussian and monopole type gauge-boson
wave function cases are very close to the exact ones, i.e.,
frame independent, as one can deduce from Fig. 6 for the
Gaussian wave function and Fig. 9 in %12& for the monopole
type wave function, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 7, the most dramatic change in our

updated result for the pion GPDs is that the solutions with
the gaussian type gauge-boson wave function show continu-
ity at the crossover (x"#), while the solutions with the
monopole type %12& gauge-boson wave function show dis-
continuity at the crossover. As we discussed before, this dis-
continuity at x"# with the monopole type gauge-boson
wave function is just an artifact due to the different x→#
behavior between the gauge-boson vertex ('g) and the had-
ronic vertex (' (2→2)) functions %see Eq. !16"&. This discon-
tinuity problem of the GPDs appearing in our previous
analysis %12& is now resolved by realizing that the same type
of bound state wave function should be used for both hadron
and gauge boson. Furthermore, we can obtain finite results
for the scattering amplitudes for the DVCS region given by

Eq. !8" since both valence and nonvalence solutions of the
GPDs are not only continuous but also vanish at the cross-
over (x"#) as well as at x"0. As we discussed in Sec.
III C, F$(# ,# ,t) can be in principle nonzero if the multicon-
stituent states are included beyond the ordinary QQ̄ state.
Within our current QQ̄ model, however, we have checked
the nth moment Fn(# ,t) in Eq. !11" for up to n"3 as well as
the isosinglet GPDs. With our updated formulation presented
in Sec. III B, we did not find any difference from our previ-
ous results, Figs. 10 and 11 of Ref. %12&, based on the for-
mulation summarized in Sec. III A except the change of the
G$ value discussed above. Thus, we do not show those fig-
ures in duplication but have confirmed that the polynomiality
conditions are satisfied in our current model and our result

FIG. 6. The effective solution for the pion form factor using a
common average G$"Gav"0.12 value with the Gaussian type
gauge-boson wave function for #"0.3 !thin solid line" and 0.6
!long-dashed line" compared with the exact solution !thick solid
line" as well as experimental data %32,33&. The dotted line repre-
sents the nonvalence contributions to the form factor for the #
"0.6 case.

FIG. 7. Generalized parton distributions of the pion at !t
"0.5 GeV2 with #"0.3 in !a", and 0.6 in !b".
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with the specific values for k! and l! obtained from the poles presented in Appendix A.
(S2).—The box diagram S2 in the right diagram of Fig. 10 is given by
Z dk
"2!#4

dl
"2!#4 fVHin"l;P#Hout"l! !;P! !#

$ "!"#Tr%#5"6 l! 6P&m##5"6 l! !6 &m##$"6k! !6 &m#6q"6k&m##$"6 l&m#'
""P! l#2 !m2 & i"#"l2 !m2 & i"#""l! !#2 !m2 & i"#""k! !#2 !m2 & i"#"k2 !m2 & i"#""l! k#2 & i"# ;

(48)

with the specific values for k! and l! obtained from the
poles listed in Appendix A. Given the complexity of the LF
expressions obtained after relevant pole substitution, we do
not find it possible to present them more explicitly. The
calculations for the pion GPD, including a large portion of
symbolic math, were further carried out numerically.

Now, let us discuss our numerical results for the pion
GPD with the q "qg contributions included. We performed
our calculations for " ( 0:1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 and the value
of !t ( 0:5 GeV2. We used $s ) 0:5 and G! ( 0:32
[20]. While G! may be thought to depend on the values
of " , in order to accommodate the sum rule for the GPD

Z
dxF "" ; x; t# ( "1! "=2#F!"t#; (49)

we find, similar to Ref. [20], that this condition is satisfied
within 10% for all considered values of " even with G!
kept as a constant G! ( 0:32. Also, due to the additional
contributions from 2-body and 3-body Fock states and the
necessity to satisfy the form-factor normalization condi-
tion

Z
dxF "" ( 0; x; t ( 0# ( 1; (50)

we need to adjust the normalization factor for our model 2-

body wave functions introduced in Eq. (23). We find that a
factor of % ) 1:5 is needed for the 2-body normalization to
comply with Eq. (50) after q "qg corrections are taken into
account.

As expected, due to the higher Fock-state contributions,
the value of the GPD at the crossover x ( " is nonzero (see
Fig. 15). Also, we now find that the GPD is continuous over
the entire range of x and " including x ) " . It is crucial to
take into account all possible time-ordered contributions
including those that could be formally absorbed into the BS
amplitude of the initial (final) vertex. After this was done,
the connection between the DGLAP and ERBL regions is
now continuous.

We observed that for the smaller " the higher Fock states
introduce dominantly negative corrections in the ERBL
region so that F "" ; " ; t# may become negative. Generally,
we found that the GPD has sign-alternating structure, un-
like the effective LFBS treatment result [20] and simple
DD-based models [35,41], with the nonvalence contribu-
tion x < " often being negative and the valence contribu-
tion x > " usually positive, similar to the results of the
model in Ref. [42]. The point F "x; " ; t# ( 0 in our calcu-
lations always gets shifted from x ( " toward the larger
values of x. For the larger " , however, the structure of the
GPD changes and the GPD becomes positive for all x with
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FIG. 15. The pion GPD in the LFBS approach including q "qg corrections for t ( !0:5 GeV2 and different values of " . In the upper
left diagram, " ( 0:1, while " ( 0:3 in the upper right diagram, " ( 0:5 in the lower left diagram, and " ( 0:7 in the lower right
diagram, respectively. The thick dashed line represents the GPD calculation in the LFBS approach with only 2-body Fock-state
contribution, and the continuous line is the result for GPD after the q "qg corrections were taken into account.
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near the crossover point x ! ! . While the LFBS treatment
in Sec. III can be considered as computing GPD with 2-
body Fock-state contributions (upper diagram in Fig. 8),
here we are interested in the effect of the 3-body Fock
states as depicted in the lower diagram in Fig. 8. We
concentrate specifically on the effect of the Fock states
that include a gluon in addition to the constituent quarks in
the DVCS amplitude. As suggested in Ref. [20], such
contributions may result in a nonzero value at the crossover
point of the GPD.

Given that there had been relatively little progress in
finding an exact, or even a model, form of the 3-body LF
wave function in QCD from first principles, we choose to
model it by relating 3-body Fock states to 2-body Fock
states. As shown in Fig. 9, we link 2-body states and 3-
body states via a kernel including, in principle, all QCD
processes which result in the production of one gluon along
with the constituent quarks. Because of the complexity of

such a general kernel, in this work we limit ourselves to
model it by the lowest-order simplest possible process
shown by the right diagrams in Fig. 9. Thus, when comput-
ing the GPD of the pion we will concentrate on the addi-
tional processes described by the covariant diagrams in
Fig. 10.

In Ref. [18], it was stated that, when considering pro-
cesses such as those of Fig. 10 in the LF dynamics, the time
orderings when the additional gluon was exchanged en-
tirely before (after) the photon emission should be omitted.
This is because such contributions are related to initial
(final) state interactions corresponding to iteration of the
LF wave function with the BS kernel. Because of the BS
equation, these exchanges can be entirely absorbed back
into the LF wave function. For example, the first diagram
in Fig. 10, which we call S1, yields the three time-ordered
contributions shown in Fig. 11. According to Ref. [18], two
left diagrams in Fig. 11 are iterations of the LF wave
function with the BS kernel in the one-gluon exchange
approximation and, thus, should be absorbed into the LF
vertex hval

LF"y;k?#.
The only remaining contribution is the one where the

gluon is present at the time of the photon emission, as
shown by the right diagram in Fig. 11. Using the LF-
perturbation theory, we write this contribution as

Z dk$d2k?
16"3

dl$d2l?
16"3 fVhin"l;P#hout"k%!;P%!#"%!#Tr&#5"6 l% 6P$m##$"6k% 6P$m##5"6k%!6 $m#6q"6k$m##$"6 l$m#'

("%1#&l$k$"k%!#$"P%k#$"P% l#$"l%k#$'%1f&P%% l%on%"P% l#%on'&P%%k%on%"P% l#%on%"l%k#%on'
(&P%%!%%"k%!#%on%"P% l#%on%"l%k#%on'&P%%!%%"k%!#%on%"P%k#%on'g%1: (38)

By the overline we denote the parts which must be taken
with the instantaneous contribution, i.e., with k% ! P%tot %

P
k%i . This diagram contributes only to the region ! < x<

y, and is zero otherwise. See Eq. (40) below for the
definition of f and V.

Similarly, for the final-state-interaction term S10, one
can get three time-ordered diagrams in the DGLAP region
(modulo the instantaneous diagrams) shown in Fig. 12.

FIG. 9. Relation between 2-body and 3-body Fock states (left
diagram) and an approximate relation for the kernel K (right
diagram).

FIG. 10. Next-Fock-state corrections to DVCS which we de-
note as S1, S10 and S2 (left to right).

FIG. 11. Different time-ordered contributions for x > ! in S1.

FIG. 8. 2-body and 3-body contributions to pion GPD in LF.
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near the crossover point x ! ! . While the LFBS treatment
in Sec. III can be considered as computing GPD with 2-
body Fock-state contributions (upper diagram in Fig. 8),
here we are interested in the effect of the 3-body Fock
states as depicted in the lower diagram in Fig. 8. We
concentrate specifically on the effect of the Fock states
that include a gluon in addition to the constituent quarks in
the DVCS amplitude. As suggested in Ref. [20], such
contributions may result in a nonzero value at the crossover
point of the GPD.

Given that there had been relatively little progress in
finding an exact, or even a model, form of the 3-body LF
wave function in QCD from first principles, we choose to
model it by relating 3-body Fock states to 2-body Fock
states. As shown in Fig. 9, we link 2-body states and 3-
body states via a kernel including, in principle, all QCD
processes which result in the production of one gluon along
with the constituent quarks. Because of the complexity of

such a general kernel, in this work we limit ourselves to
model it by the lowest-order simplest possible process
shown by the right diagrams in Fig. 9. Thus, when comput-
ing the GPD of the pion we will concentrate on the addi-
tional processes described by the covariant diagrams in
Fig. 10.

In Ref. [18], it was stated that, when considering pro-
cesses such as those of Fig. 10 in the LF dynamics, the time
orderings when the additional gluon was exchanged en-
tirely before (after) the photon emission should be omitted.
This is because such contributions are related to initial
(final) state interactions corresponding to iteration of the
LF wave function with the BS kernel. Because of the BS
equation, these exchanges can be entirely absorbed back
into the LF wave function. For example, the first diagram
in Fig. 10, which we call S1, yields the three time-ordered
contributions shown in Fig. 11. According to Ref. [18], two
left diagrams in Fig. 11 are iterations of the LF wave
function with the BS kernel in the one-gluon exchange
approximation and, thus, should be absorbed into the LF
vertex hval

LF"y;k?#.
The only remaining contribution is the one where the

gluon is present at the time of the photon emission, as
shown by the right diagram in Fig. 11. Using the LF-
perturbation theory, we write this contribution as

Z dk$d2k?
16"3

dl$d2l?
16"3 fVhin"l;P#hout"k%!;P%!#"%!#Tr&#5"6 l% 6P$m##$"6k% 6P$m##5"6k%!6 $m#6q"6k$m##$"6 l$m#'

("%1#&l$k$"k%!#$"P%k#$"P% l#$"l%k#$'%1f&P%% l%on%"P% l#%on'&P%%k%on%"P% l#%on%"l%k#%on'
(&P%%!%%"k%!#%on%"P% l#%on%"l%k#%on'&P%%!%%"k%!#%on%"P%k#%on'g%1: (38)

By the overline we denote the parts which must be taken
with the instantaneous contribution, i.e., with k% ! P%tot %

P
k%i . This diagram contributes only to the region ! < x<

y, and is zero otherwise. See Eq. (40) below for the
definition of f and V.

Similarly, for the final-state-interaction term S10, one
can get three time-ordered diagrams in the DGLAP region
(modulo the instantaneous diagrams) shown in Fig. 12.

FIG. 9. Relation between 2-body and 3-body Fock states (left
diagram) and an approximate relation for the kernel K (right
diagram).

FIG. 10. Next-Fock-state corrections to DVCS which we de-
note as S1, S10 and S2 (left to right).

FIG. 11. Different time-ordered contributions for x > ! in S1.

FIG. 8. 2-body and 3-body contributions to pion GPD in LF.
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According to Ref. [18], out of these three, only the left
diagram in Fig. 12 should be kept. Using the LF-
perturbation theory rules, we obtain that this contribution
is given by
Z dk!d2k?

16!3

dl!d2l?
16!3 fVhin"k;P#hout"l$!;P$!#

%"$"Tr&#5"6k$ 6P!m##$"6 l$ 6P!m##5"6 l$!6 !m#
%#$"6k$!6 !m#6q"6k!m#'#"$1#&"l$!#!k!"k$!#!

%"P$k#!"P$ l#!"l$k#!'$1f&P$$k$on$"P$k#$on#
%"P$$k$on$"P$ l#$on$"l$k#$on'$1&P$$!$

$"k$!#$on$"P$ l#$on$"l$k#$on'&P$$!$

$"l$!#$on$"P$ l#$on'g$1; (39)

where the overline has the same meaning as before. This
term only contributes in the DGLAP region " < x< y.

In the ERBL region, there are two possible time-ordered
processes (Fig. 13) which both should be retained as nei-
ther of them can be absorbed into the initial- or final-state
vertex. The sum of these contributions yields the full
covariant diagram, and we may use integration by poles,
as described in greater detail later, to compute this case for
x < " < y. Analogously, for the process described by the
diagram S2 we keep all time-ordered contributions as,
again, neither of them is absorbed into initial- or final-state

wave functions, and we use integration by poles in this case
as well.

Combining these contributions, we calculate the GPD
for " ( 0:3 and t ( $0:5 GeV2. We use G! ( 0:32 and
$s ) 0:5. The results of our computation are presented in
Fig. 14. As expected, F !"" ; " ; t# ! 0. However, we also
notice a discontinuity in the GPD in Fig. 14 (the dashed
line) near x ( " ( 0:3. The origin of this discontinuity can
be attributed to the approximate nature of the model LF
wave function that we used in our computation (namely, a
Gaussian), while the statement of Ref. [18] is only valid for
the LF wave functions obtained from the exact solution of
the BS equation. This shows that we cannot forget the
time-ordered contributions omitted according to the pre-
scription of Ref. [18] (i.e. the first two time-ordered dia-
grams in Fig. 11 and the last two diagrams in Fig. 12) but
should include them all in our calculations. Taking into
account these contributions can be seen as iterating our
model LF wave function with the BS kernel once, to
improve the quality of approximate wave functions. Of
course, that would have no effect if we already had the
LF wave function as an exact solution of the BS equation in
agreement with Ref. [18]. Since the covariant amplitude is
expected to be continuous near x ( " , and because retain-
ing all time-ordered diagrams is equivalent to working with
the covariant amplitudes, including these contributions is
crucial to maintain the continuity of the GPD in the LFBS
analysis with the model LF wave functions.

In order to consistently take into account the higher Fock
states in our approach, we thus consider contributions from
all processes in all time-ordered regions. We treat our
calculations as corrections due to q "qg Fock states in addi-
tion to the effective expression obtained in the LFBS
approach of Refs. [19,20]. Then, each contribution in
Fig. 10 corresponds to an expression in the covariant form

"f
Z dk
"2!#4

dl
"2!#4 VHinHout

$Tr&. . .'
Denominator &. . .' ; (40)

where the overall coefficient is

f ( CF"$igs#2i5"$i# ( $CFg2
s ;

the effective-vertex function is

FIG. 13. Different time-ordered contributions for x < " in S10.
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FIG. 14. The pion GPD in the LFBS approach with 2-body Fock states only (left diagram), and with inclusion of specifically LF-
time-ordered q "qg contributions (right diagram). The latter exhibits a discontinuity between the DGLAP and ERBL regions near
x ( 0:3 (" ( 0:3 and t ( $0:5 GeV2).

FIG. 12. Different time-ordered contributions for x > " in S10.
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Conclusion and Outlook 
•  EMT of hadron provides essential 

properties of hadron such as mass, spin, 
pressure and shear modulus, etc. 

•  D-term carries the elastic property of 
hadron and gives an access to the 
details of strong forces inside the 
hadron.  

•  GPDs may be utilized to provide the 
EMT information of hadrons although 
extraction of GPDs from data requires 
severe constraints in the kinematic 
region of data collection.  



•  Much more careful study of GPDs is 
required in the interpretation of 
experimental data.   

•  BSA indicates the imaginary part of 
GPDs or general CFFs. 

•  GPDs at the crossover point between 
DGLAP and ERBL regions must be 
continuous and analytic. Otherwise, the 
real amplitude would blow up 
logarithmically divergence. 

•  To yield BSA, GPDs at the crossover 
point must be nonzero.  



•  D term is effectively provided by the 
ERBL region. 

•  Reduction of GPDs from the most 
general hadronic tensor amplitudes can 
be used to benchmark the kinematic 
constraints of GPDs formulation. 

•  Evolution of GPDs should be also 
carefully investigated: See arXiv:
2104.03836v1 about the deconvolution 
problem of deeply virtual Compton 
scattering by V. Bertone, H. Dutrieux,C. 
Mezrag,H. Moutarde, and P. Sznajder. 


